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Introduction

Today in Higher Education, educators need to be trained in using technology
and they need to develop a good understanding of it because essential is to use
technology effectively. New technologies can provide meaningful learning experiences for all students and the technology is used to enhance learning, therefore it
is indispensable for educators to be easy using it to ensure that students get the full
advantages of educational technology.
Education that capitalize on the relationship between technology and Higher
Education reform will help students to develop higher order skills and to purpose
efficiently in the world beyond the students audience. Practical we have a lot of
problem to apply, especially problems of the best practices thread to start a new
thread on problems, in fact best practices and problems are interrelated and every
benefit of ICT has its downside, particularly when we are speaking about Higher
Education. There area whole series of problems such as that every minute a person
spends learning how to use computers is a minute that they are not devoting to
learning the content of their field or the problem that impossible to access to bad
information on the web.
The information is available on the Internet, posing as good information. It
takes a relatively mature person to be able to tell the difference and it is evident the
role of the educator in relation with the students. For students, this can be a major
problem, because their impulse is often to get the task done as rapidly as possible
and ICT allows students to get information very quickly.
The students might well take the first sources they find rather than taking the
needed time to critically evaluate what they’re seeing and also business come into
play, in this case and above all becomes fundamental role of the educators that
helps the students to understand what is good and what is bad, the seductive nature
of ICT and of the web in general.
9

This is the situation in a world where the expansion of information is then one
of the most significant, formative factors for the future of our society independently
from the territory and from the cultural appearance. It is very important examines
the implications of information and information technologies for the future world
political and social dynamics especially in relation with the Education. We used all
new technologies but their short video sequences do not have the emotional impact
of a feature on the most important TV channel as the Web or internet in general.
Important idea is to introduce such concepts as contentions, express the scheme
that information will assume today a governing economic and social role in modern society and that new patterns of facts usage will engender a new variety of
politics, have assumed a revitalised credibility in this period characterised by an
information regarded by a development of information technologies. In fact at
present the political and social potentialities of new way of communication and
“of information strategy” are discussed in particular it has increased its persuasive
powers in a variety of social, scholarly, scientific, and political circles and where
educators can draw on technology applications to simulate real-world environments and create actual environments for experimentation.
The students can carry out authentic tasks as real workers would, explore new
terrains, meet people of different cultures, and use a variety of tools to gather
information and solve problems and where ICT have become commonplace entities in all aspects of life and where the use of ICT has fundamentally changed the
practices and measures of nearly all forms of endeavor within higher education,
business and governance, in fact the Higher education is a very socially oriented
activity and quality education has conventionally been associated with strong educators having high degrees of personal contact with learners and where the effective use of ICT for Higher Education, along with ICT use in the teaching learning
process, find learning motivation, to improve quality and accessibility of education, becoming the central issue for the development of the relationship between
educators and students, which reinforce their knowledge if it is really possible to
use technology for learning.
The purpose of this book aims to bring together the findings and key points
from a review of significant part of the available References associated with ICTs
for Education and ICTs in Education. These articles has been discuss in the International scientific conference, dedicated to 10th anniversary of the department
of applied mathematics and social informatics which had as its theme “Actual
problems of ICT specialist’ training” and carry out from 16 to 18 May 2013 in
Khmelnitsky (Ukraine). The participants set out to identify and evaluate relevant
strategies in national and international research and initiatives related to measuring
10

and demonstrating the effective use of ICT for higher education with regard to the
teaching learning process; ICT and quality and accessibility of education; ICT and
learning motivation, ICT and learning environment, and ICT to enhance the higher
education performance.
Alessandro Figus
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Informatics and management: Bologna-style
qualification framework (HES-SM - INARM) (stage 1)
Volpyan N.S., Tikhomyrov V.V., Chernyshenko V.S., Chernyshenko S.V.
*National Mining University, Ukraine, ** Koblenz Landau University, Germany

1.1 The project rationale
The rapid development of computer science, growing globalization, the need
for labor mobility and the development of all forms of lifelong learning (LLL),
changes in life style and training of people cause a need for radical changes in the
field of higher education. In the people’s desire for vocational education there are
two opposite trends: on the one hand, the desire to obtain the necessary amount of
knowledge providing a reliable foundation for lifelong learning, on the other hand,
the desire as quickly as possible to get a narrow-specific skills and knowledge allowing quickly finding a job from the start of career.
Many countires of the former socialis camp and the CIS countries developed
their own NRC (NRC in Russia was approved by the Ministry of Labour in 2012).
However, the establishment of NRC is just the first step. Further development
of the project moves to the level of sectoral framework of competencies and qualifications, the integral use of which by the widest audience will determine the success of the holistic idea. It is the practical application oft he principles of NRCframework for creation of sectoral framework of competencies and qualifications
(SQF), numerous issues requiring international consensus. Some of these questions will be granted below.
How to compare the sectoral framework of qualifications and competences,
flecting the momentary requirements of employers and educational standards that
are methodically build formation of clearly expressed competence on the basis of
13

the main, fundamental?
How both to satisfy the requirements of employers and to maintain a positive
experience of the fundamental higher education expressed in professional standards? How to compare the levels of individual areas within the sectoral framework? How achieve the right mix between the levels of the various sectoral frameworks? How to take into account the increased diffusion of occupational and crosscompetencies that cut across many of the industry?
What methodology of work should be used for assembling different experts in
the working groups? How to avoid isolation in the development of such frameworks, “not reinventing the wheel”, to take into account international experience,
best practices and at the same time the interests of the system of higher education?
Description of project specification contains the following main phases (WH3
Development of SQFs on informatics and management):
The concept of construction and design: the project team will identify overall concepts and the main political objectives of national sectoral frameworks for
Informatics and Management, and further consultation with stakeholders will take
into account these country-specific requirements.
Consultations and testing: the results of the projects will be discussed with a
wider audience and analyzed from the point of view of compliance with European
standards.
The official approval / acceptance: for confidence that the results of the project will be implemented in practice the approval by the authorities of the respective countries is necessary.
The practical application: At this stage the frameworks should be widely disseminated, and universities will integrate the new structures and methods informing potential users about the benefits that provide the results of the project. This
phase will be followed by a self-certification with the participation of international
experts.
A positive outcome of the project will be the phase where sectoral qualifications frameworks meet the requirements of the labor market and higher education,
as well as used as a basis for quality assessment agencies. The experience gained
from the project will be designed as a guidance, translated into other languages.
WP 4 Development of learning outcomes for bachelor and master programmers.
14

Practical implementation of SQF depends on depends on the methodology of
defining and describing qualifications. The participants of project from the universities will be engaged LO description of the methodology of the project Tuning.
The newly identified LO will be discussed, and the methodology for their development should be described in the manual.
WP 5 Dissemination.
Stakeholder identification and distribution channels will become a part of this
phase of the project for them. The outcome of the project will be a brochure and an
interactive web-site.
WP 6 Quality control and monitoring.
WP 7 Sustainability.
WP 8 Project management.

1.2 The situation with the staff and the IT policy development in the
Russian Federation
• Problems associated with the problems of ICT specialists of the Russian
Federation discussed July 15, 2013 at a meeting of the Government “About
the project “roadmap” on the development of information technology and 8 more
questions.” http://government.ru/news/3028. Obviously, the implementation of
modern information technology affects the productivity growth now affects the
quality of people’s lives, can significantly reduce the complexity of management
including basic social processes, transportation, and, of course, improve the quality of public services for new levels of health care and education.
The development of the information technology industry in many ways determines the competitiveness of our country. Today domestic producers of software
and services work quite well in the local market and go out to the global market.
The volume of production of software for the year 2012 amounted to more than 75
billion rubles, of which exports - 60%. Companies that are engaged in online programming, providing services through a global network are developing dynamically. Generally, the Russian Internet market is the largest in Europe and, according to experts, has a very significant potential for growth. A number of start-ups in
this area have already received recognition in the global market. Among the leaders, by the way, are the developers of the so-called mobile applications to modern
systems that we use. In general, the overall growth of our IT-the market last year
was, according to various estimates, about 6%. However, the share of our prod-
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ucts in the global IT market, which today is estimated at 1.7 trillion. U.S. is only
0.6%. It is not enough, of course. Virtually all the needs of the domestic market in
the relevant equipment (I emphasize, equipment, not programs: mobile devices,
telecommunications equipment, office equipment) are satisfied through imports.
D. Medvedev emphasized: “In 2018 the quantity of high-performance workplaces in IT branch will double, it has to reach figure more than 600 thousand
people. Production and export of a domestic production and services will increase
twice”.
• Certainly, IT-industry needs a breakthrough. It is necessary to raise an
education level in the field of IT including use of distance education and e-forms. It
is necessary to expand research in this area both on the basis of national universities,
research organizations, and through the creation of new research centers of world
class, to improve new mechanisms of support of IT business development, export
of the Russian hi-tech production. As a result the growth rate of IT must exceed the
average GDP growth rate of not less than 3 times. We have the right to count on it.
In 2018 the quantity of high-performance workplaces in IT branch has to double,
it has to reach figure more than 600 thousand people. Production and export of a
domestic production and services will increase twice.
• N. Nikiforov emphasized: “IT-industry has to grow 3 times faster than the
gross domestic product in the whole country, the volume of production - increase
from 250 to 450 billion rubles; exports - growth twice (to 9 billion dollars a year),
the amount of venture funding should reach 40 billion rubles. .. “
• Previously it is possible to tell that providing IT industry with necessary
personnel is planned to reach through the development of professional education,
promotion of IT-operations, increasing IT-literacy of population. Along with the
actions aimed at quantity, certainly, it is necessary to pay close attention directly
to quality of training of specialists, to develop professional educational standards
for IT specialties, to open departments of the IT companies in higher education
institutions and higher education institutions in the IT companies and vice versa
(today we see it more likely as a certain exception, we consider that it has to be
everywhere) and to hold some additional events.
• In the “road map” lays out a plan of work across the country on increase of
computer literacy of the population wide segments including the elderly.
The Olympic Games, contests, competitions and events for promoting in the IT
sphere will be organized aimed including at attraction of youth.
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2. Main terms and definitions of INARM project
Due to the complexity and multifaceted concept, which operates the project
INARM, there was a need to develop a common understanding of the terminology
corresponding to the goals and objectives of the project. This section presents the
basic definitions that are discussed within the project planning and the conclusions
reached by the participants of the working group INARM. The general scheme is
shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Information transfer between a labor market and an education system

2.1 Framework
Nowadays the term framework most often is translated into Russian as “frame”
while its original value is more capacious and depends on use context, for example, the Webster dictionary offers some interpretation, among which: “structure for
recognition or inclusion something”; “system or structure round which something
is under construction”; “a frame or the structure made of parts, corresponding to
each other”; “system, an order, a way according to which something can be created”, etc.
In the international system of standardization the term frameworks is also often
used in the name of standards: “… Framework documents serve as the final product the containing multilevel model of interoperability and sequence of actions for
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achievement of interoperability”1.
In the present project it was made the solution to translate framework as
“frame”, and to use meaning: interoperable model of correlation of requirements
of the labor market expressed in competences of qualification, expressed in educational results.
Thus interoperability is caused by the following levels: technical, organizational and information on which should be achieved certainty and unambiguity of
definitions, concepts and their implementation in the data structures.

2.2 Qualifications and competences
2.2.1 Qualifications
The notion of qualification has the distinction not only internationally, but even
within the same state, as evidenced by definition of the concept of qualification in
the basic laws of the Russian Federation:
In the current law “On education in the Russian Federation” is defined that
“qualification is a level of knowledge, abilities, skills and competence, characterizing readiness to perform a certain type of professional activity2”;
In the document “On Amendments to the Labour Code of the Russian Federation (regarding Legislative Definition of Concept of the Professional Standard, an
Order of Its Development and the Statement)”3 is defined that: “qualification of
the worker is a level of knowledge, abilities, skills and the experience necessary
for effectuation of professional activity”.
In the document “Qualification” means a formal outcome of an assessment and
validation process which is obtained when a competent body determines that an
individual has achieved learning outcomes to given standards4.

Guljaev Y.V. Oleynikov A.Y. “Condition and prospects of development of works on ensuring interoperability” Works of the fifth All-Russian conference “Standardization of Information Technologies and Interoperability”
2
Law “On education”http://минобрнауки.рф
3
http://www.rosmintrud.ru/docs/doc_projects/868
4
http://ec.europa.eu/eqf/terms_en.htm
1
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2.2.2 Competences
“Competence” means the proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal,
social and/or methodological abilities, in work or study situations and in professional and personal development. In the context of the European Qualifications
Framework, competence is described in terms of responsibility and autonomy5.

2.3 Informatics and Management
2.3.1 Sector
“Sector” means a grouping of professional activities on the basis of their main
economic function, product, service or technology6.

2.3.2 Sector “Informatics”
2.3.3 Sector “Management”
International Sectoral Organisation
“International Sectoral Organisation” means an association of national organisations, including, for example, employers and professional bodies, which represents the interests of national sectors.

2.5 Levels of education, levels of qualification
Education level is a complete cycle of education, being characterized a certain
uniform set of requirements;

2.6 Learning outcomes, knowledge, skills
2.6.1 Learning outcomes
“Learning Outcomes” means statements of what a learner knows, understands and
5
6

http://ec.europa.eu/eqf/terms_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/eqf/terms_en.htm
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is able to do on completion of a learning process, which are defined in terms of
knowledge, skills and competence7.

2.6.2 Knowledge
“Knowledge” means the outcome of the assimilation of information through
learning. Knowledge is the body of facts, principles, theories and practices that is
related to a field of work or study. In the context of the European Qualifications
Framework, knowledge is described as theoretical and/or factual8.

2.7 Skills
“Skills” means the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete
tasks and solve problems. In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, skills are described as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive and
creative thinking) or practical (involving manual dexterity and the use of methods,
materials, tools and instruments).

2.8 The frame work of qualifications, competencies, profiles, professional
standards
2.8.1 European qualification framework
“European qualification framework” (EQF) is a framework construction, describes the generalized structure of qualifications of all levels of education comparable to the national systems of learning qualifications. EQF is a meta-system
designed to ensure transparency, comparability, recognition of qualifications,
diplomas and certificates of education for development of academic and labor mobility of citizen in Europe.

7
8

http://ec.europa.eu/eqf/terms_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/eqf/terms_en.htm
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2.8.2 National Qualifications Framework
“National Qualifications Framework” means an instrument for the classification of qualifications according to a set of criteria for specified levels of learning
achieved, which aims to integrate and coordinate national qualifications subsystems and improve the transparency, access, progression and quality of qualifications in relation to the labour market and civil society9.
In the Russian Federation the document, approved by the Ministries of Labour
and Social Protection of the Russian Federation “Levels of qualification for development of drafts of professional standards”10 (Appendix 2) is developed. Levels of
qualification are used while developing professional standards for the description
of labor functions, requirements to education and training of workers. Uniform
requirements to qualification of the workers established by Levels of qualification
can be expanded and clarified taking into account specifics of professional activity
types.
1.3. Levels of qualification are given in chapter II and contain the description
of the following indicators: “Powers and responsibility”, “Character of abilities”,
“Character of knowledge”, “The main ways of achievement of a qualification level”.
Levels of qualification define requirements to abilities, knowledge, a qualification level depending on powers and responsibility of the worker.

2.8.3 Sectoral framework of qualifications
2.8.4 Sectoral framework of competences
2.8.5 Professional standard
The professional standard is requirements to qualification of the worker which
can be shown to worker for implementation of the professional activity.
In the document “RULES of development, statements and applications of professional standards” approved by resolution of the government of the Russian Federation of January 22, 2013 No. 23 notes that Professional standards are applied:
a) By employers while forming personnel policy and in human resource management, at training organization and personnel certification, development of job
9

http://ec.europa.eu/eqf/terms_en.htm
http://www.rosmintrud.ru/docs/mintrud/orders/48

10
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regulations, tariffing of works, assignment of tariff categories to workers and
establishment of compensation systems taking into account features of the production organization, work and management;
b) The educational organizations of professional education while developing professional educational programs;
c) While developing federal state educational standards of professional education
in the established procedure.

3. Appendix 1. Descriptions defining levels in the European Qualifications
Framework (EQF)

Each of these 8 levels is determined by a number of the descriptions specifying
results of training relating to qualifications at an appropriate level in any qualification system
Levels

Level 1
the results of
studying relating to Level 1

Level 2
the results of
studying relating to Level 2

Knowledge

Skills

Competence

In EQF context the
knowledge is described as theoretical
and/or actual

In EQF context skills are
described as cognitive (use
of logical, intuitive and creative thinking) and practical
(sleight of hand and use of
methods, materials, tools)

In EQF context competence is described
in terms of responsibility and autonomy

Basic general knowledge

Basic skills demanded for
accomplishment of simple
tasks

Work or research at
direct supervision in
the structured context

The main actual
knowledge in the
field of work or research

The main cognitive and
practical skills demanded for
accomplishment of tasks and
the solution of usual problems relying on reliable information and using simple
rules and tools

Work or research under supervision with
some autonomy
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Level 3
the results of
studying relating to Level 3

Knowledge of the
facts,
principles,
processes and the
general concepts in
the field of work or
research

Level 4
the results of
studying relating to Level 4

The actual and theoretical knowledge in
wide contexts within
work or research
area

Level 5 (*)
the results of
studying relating to Level 5

Comprehensive,
specialized,
actual and theoretical
knowledge within
work or research
area and understanding of borders of this
knowledge

Level 6 (**)
the results of
studying relating to Level 6

The
advanced
knowledge in the
field of work or research, relying on
critical understanding of theories and
the principles

Range of the cognitive and
practical skills demanded
for tasks accomplishment
and the solution of problems
choosing and applying the
main methods, tools, materials and information

Takes
responsibility for completion
of tasks in work or
research, adapts own
behavior for circumstances in the solution of problems

Range of the cognitive and
practical skills demanded for
the solution of certain problems in the field of work or
research

Self-government carried out within the
leading principles of
a context of work or
research, which are
usually predictable
but are subject to
changes, supervises
usual work of others
taking some responsibility for an assessment and improvement of actions of
work or research

Comprehensive range of the
cognitive and practical skills
demanded for development
of creative decisions, abstraction of problems

Management of carried-out actions and
supervision in a work
or research context
where there is an unpredictable course of
change, and develops
own and others work

The advanced skills showing mastery and innovation
demanded for the solution of
complex and unpredictable
problems in specialized area
of work or research

Operates
difficult
technical or professional activity, or
projects, taking responsibility for decision-making in unpredictable contexts
of work or research,
takes responsibility
for the management
of professional development of people
and groups
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Level 7 (***)
the results of
studying relating to Level 7

Level 8 (****)
the results of
studying relating to Level 8

Very
specialized
knowledge,
part
from which is central in the field of
work or the research
forming the basis
for original thinking
and/or research; critical understanding of
problems in area and
in the interface between various areas
of knowledge

Knowledge in the
most advanced border of area of work
or research and in
the interface between areas

The specialized problemsolving skills required in
research and/or innovation
to develop new knowledge
and procedures and to unite
knowledge from various areas

Operates and transforms contexts of
work or research
which are complex,
unpredictable and demand new strategic
approaches; takes responsibility in helping to professional
knowledge and practice and/or for development of strategic
work of team

The most advanced and specialized skills and methods
including synthesis and the
assessment demanded for the
solution of critical problems
in research and/or innovation
and allowing for revision of
existing knowledge or professional practice

Shows the essential
power, innovation,
autonomy, the academic and professional integrity, supported by obligations
to development of
new ideas or processes in the central
activities of a context
of work or studying,
including research

Compatibility with the Qualification Framework of the European space of the Higher education Qualification
Framework of the European space of the Higher education provides descriptions for cycles.
Each description of a cycle offers the general adoption of typical expectations of achievements and the abilities connected with qualifications which represent the end of this cycle.
(*) the description for a short cycle of the higher education (in limits or connected with the first cycle) developed by the Integrated Initiatives of Quality as the part of Bologna Process corresponds to results of training
for level 5 EQF.
(**) the description for the first cycle in structure of Bologna Process for the Qualification framework of the
European space of the Higher education coordinated by the ministers responsible for the higher education at their
meeting in Bergen in May 2005 corresponds to results of training for level 6 EQF.
(***) the description for the second cycle in structure of Bologna Process for the Qualification Framework
of the European space of the Higher education, coordinated by the ministers responsible for the higher education,
at their meeting in Bergen in May 2005, corresponds to results of studying for level 7 EQF.
(****) the description for the third cycle in structure of Bologna Process for the Qualification Framework of
the European space of the Higher education, coordinated by the ministers responsible for the higher education, at
their meeting in Bergen in May 2005, corresponds to results of studying for level 8 EQF.
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4. Appendix 2. Levels of qualification for development of projects of
professional standards

3 level

2 level

1 level

Indicators of qualification levels
Character of abilities

Character
knowledge

Activity
under
supervision. Individual responsibility

Accomplishment
of standard tasks
(usually physical
work)

Application
of
elementary actual
knowledge and
(or) limited circle of specialized
knowledge

Short-term training or
instructing. Practical
experience

Activity under supervision of with
independence
elements
while
accomplishing familiar tasks.
Individual
responsibility

Accomplishment
of standard tasks.
Choice of a way of
action according to
the instruction.
Correction of actions taking into
account conditions
of their accomplishment

The use ofspecialized knowledge

Main programs of vocational training.
Programs of vocational training by
professions of workers, positions of employees, programs of
retraining of workers, employees (as a
rule, not less than 2
months).
Practical experience.

Activity
under
supervision with
independence
manifestation at
the solution of
standard practical
tasks.
Planning of own
activity proceeding from the task
set by the head.
Individual
responsibility

Solution of standard practical tasks.
Choice of a way of
action on the basis
of knowledge and
practical experience.
Correction of actions taking into
account conditions
of their accomplishment

Understanding of
technological or
methodical bases
of the solution of
standard practical
tasks.
The use of specialized knowledge

The main programs of
vocational training –
programs of vocational
training by professions
of workers, positions
of employees, programs of retraining of
workers, employees,
programs of professional development of
workers, employees
(till one year)
Practical experience
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of

Main
ways
of
achievement
of
qualification level

Powers and responsibility

Understanding
of scientific and
technical or methodical bases of
the solution of
practical tasks
The use of specialized knowledge.
Independent work
with information

4 level

Educational programs
of secondary professional education - the
program of preparation
of qualified employees
The main programs
of vocational training - the program of
vocational training by
professions of workers, positions of employees, programs of
retraining of workers,
employees, programs
of professional development of workers,
employees
Practical experience

The use of professional knowledge
of technological
or
methodical
character
The
independent information
search, necessary
for the solution of
the assigned professional tasks

5 level

Appendix 2
Activity
under
supervision with
independence
manifestation at
the solution of the
practical tasks demanding the analysis of a situation
and its changes
Planning of own
activity and/or activity of group of
workers, proceeding from objectives
Responsibility for
the solution of objectives or result
of group of workers activity

Educational programs
of secondary professional education - the
program of training of
an average link specialists, the program
of preparation of qualified workers (employees).
The main programs
of vocational training – the program of
vocational training by
professions of workers, positions of employees, programs of
retraining of workers,
employees, programs
of professional development of workers,
employees
Additional professional programs
Practical experience

Independent activities for the
solution of the
practical tasks demanding the independent analysis
of a situation and
its changes
Participation in
management of
the solution of
objectives within
departments
Responsibility for
the solution of objectives or result
of group of workers activity or departments

Solution of various
types of practical
tasks
Choice of a way
of action from
known on the basis
of knowledge and
practical experience
Current and total
control,
assessment and activity
correction

The solution of
various types of
practical
tasks
with elements of
design
Choice of ways
of the decision in
changing (various)
conditions of a
working situation
Current and total
control,
assessment and activity
correction
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7 level

6 level

Appendix 2
The independent
activity assuming
definition
of problems of
own work and/or
subordinated on
achievement of
the purpose
Ensuring interaction of employees
and adjacent departments
Responsibility for
result of accomplishment of work
at the level of departments or the
organization

Strategy definition, management
of processes and
activity including
innovative with
decision-making
at the level of the
large
organizations or departments
Responsibility for
results of activity of the large
organizations or
departments

Development, implementation, control,
assessment
and correction of
the directions of
professional activity, technological
or methodical decisions

Application
of
professional
knowledge
of
technological or
methodical character including innovative
Independent
search, analysis
and assessment
of professional information

Educational programs
of the higher education
- the bachelor degree
program
Educational programs
of secondary professional education - the
program of training of
an average link specialists
Additional professional programs
Practical experience

The solution of
problems of professional
activity region development and (or)
the organization
with use of various
methods and technologies including
innovative
Development of
new
methods,
technologies

Understanding of
methodological
bases of professional activity
Creation of new
knowledge of applied character in
a certain area
Definition
of
sources and information search,
professional activity necessary
for development
of the region and/
or organization

Educational programs
of the higher education – the magistracy
or specialist programs
Additional professional programs
Practical experience
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9 level

8 level

Appendix 2
Strategy definition, management
of processes and
activity (including innovative)
with
decisionmaking at the
level of the large
organizations
Responsibility for
results of activity of the large
organizations and
(or) industry

The solution of
problems of the research and design
character connected with increase of
efficiency of processes

Strategy definition, management
of big technical
systems,
social
and
economic
processes.
Significant contribution to a certain
sphere of activity.
Responsibility for
results of activity
at national or international levels

The solution of
problems of the
methodological, research and
design character
connected with development and increase of efficiency of processes

II. Description of qualification levels
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Creation of new
knowledge of interdisciplinary
and intersectoral
character
Assessment and
selection of information necessary
for development
of the activity region

Programs of preparation of scientific and
pedagogical personnel
in postgraduate study,
programs of internship, the assistantship
training program
Educational programs
of the higher education – the magistracy
or specialist program
Additional professional programs
Practical experience

Creation of new
fundamental
knowledge of interdisciplinary
and intersectoral
character

Programs of preparation of scientific and
pedagogical personnel
in postgraduate study,
programs of internship, the assistantship
training program
Additional professional programs
Practical experience

5. Appendix 3. Family tree of the European ICT Qualifications (profiles
of competences)

Business
ment:

•

manage-

Technology management:

•

•

•

•

Менеджер по качеству в ИТ
Менеджер по информационной безопасности бизнеса
Менеджер ИТ-проектов
Системный архитектор
Бизнес-аналитик
Системный аналитик
Архитектор информационных систем
Программист
Специалист по мультимедийным технологиям
Специалист по тестированию

Design:

Development:

• Service
maintenance:

Руководитель ИТ-подразделения
ИТ-директор
Менеджер по управлению
ИТ-ресурсами

and

Support:

Администратор баз данных
Системный администратор
Специалист по телекоммуникационным технологиям
Технический ИТ-специалист
Специалист сервисной службы в ИТ
Менеджер сервисной службы
в ИТ
Менеджер по продажам в ИТ
ИКТ-тренер
Специалист по информационной безопасности
Консультант в ИТ

III. Recommended names of positions
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Business Information
Manager
Chief Information Officer
ICT Operations Manager
Quality
Assurance
Manager
ICT Security Manager
Project Manager
Systems Architect
Business Analyst
Systems Analyst
Enterprise Architect
Developer
Digital Media Specialist
Test Specialist
Database Administrator
Systems Administrator
Network Specialist
Technical Specialist
Service Desk Agent
Service Manager
Account Manager
ICT Trainer
ICT Security Specialist
ICT Consultant

Conceptual approach to qualification framework under
the conditions of United European
education area

Pavlenko O.O., Shevchenko T.I., Baranchenko Ye. O.
Sumy State University

Nowadays there is a problem of inconformity of terms concerning conceptual
apparatus, which describe the qualification framework for different countries.
Reducing to common terms of basic provisions, which are included in the description
of national qualification framework, will allow to implement its regularization
according to Bologna process requirements. Precisely such approach will allow
the developing of the united European Education Area.
The basic elements (documents), which determine the conceptual apparatus in
this field at present day in Ukraine, are as follows:
1. The Branch Standard of Higher Education.
2. The National Qualification Framework.
3. Education-and-Qualification Characteristics.
4. The National Occupational Classification.
5. The Standard of Quality Evaluation of Education Services Rendering
According to the legislative and normative legal documents [1,2,3,5], the used
conceptual apparatus in Ukraine takes into account only peculiarities of national
education system due to which the necessity of methodological developing of
terminological apparatus adapted to the requirements of European Education Area.
Let us consider each of five above mentioned elements which are forming the
conceptual apparatus of qualification framework.
The branch standard of higher education it is a body of rules, which determine
the content of higher education, the content of training, diagnostic aid of the quality
of higher education and normative period of education [1].
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On certain extent now in Ukraine the national qualification framework is a
document that requires methodological improvements with taking into account
the of labour market dynamics. Thus, the Provisions of the Cabinet of Ministers
[2] and The Branch standard of higher education [3] are the principal documents
that describe its content. According to these principal documents the national
qualification framework is identified as follows:
- system and structural relative to competence the description of qualification
levels;
- comprehensive internationally understandable description of the national scale of
qualification in the terms of competence through which all qualification and other
achievements, in higher education in particular, can be expressed and referred
against each other in coordinated form.
It is should be noted that their own national qualification framework in graduates
training system are developed in many countries. For example, the national
qualification framework in Russia is determined as generalized description of
qualification levels and principal ways of their achievements on the territory of
Russia. The framework is used as an aid of connection of labor and education
fields [4].
In its turn in European practice it is a system and structural by level description
of recognized qualifications in different countries of Europe.
Education-and-qualification characteristics of graduate is a normative document
in which the content of higher education is generalized, namely, the goals of higher
education and professional skills training, the place of specialist is determined in
the structure of staff assistance of state national economics and requirements to its
socially important qualities and professional competence [3].
To our opinion, the suggested approach to the determination of education-andqualification characteristic does not take into account the European requirements
to the graduates training and, at present moment, only in some degree meets
the requirements of modern labour market and does not fully conform the State
Standard Classification of Occupations acting in Ukraine.
Therefore, the National Occupational Classification was chosen by us as
the next basic element in the conceptual apparatus. It is a constituent part of
the national system of classification and coding of technical and economic and
social information [5], and is based on the International Standard Classification
of Occupations (ISCO 88: International Standard Classification of Occupations
/ ILO, Geneva). According to the classification the qualification level of works
performed is determined by the requirements to education, professional skills
training and practical experience of employees able to perform the appropriate
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tasks and responsibilities.
To our opinion, a special attention in the formation of the conceptual apparatus
should be paid to the Standard of Quality Evaluation of Education Services
Rendering. The main provisions of this document are defined by the Law of
Ukraine «On Higher Education» [1] and include such basic categories:
- the quality of higher education is a set of person characteristics with higher
education that reflects his/her professional competence, value orientation, social
trend and that conditioned the capability to meet personal spiritual and financial
needs as well as public needs;
- the quality of education activity is a set of characteristics of higher education
system and its components. That set determines its capability to meet fixed and
provided requirements of a person or (and) society;
- professional skills standard are requirements to the knowledge confirmed in
set order as well as skills and experience of graduates of higher educational
institutions, that are determined by employers and serve as framework for
qualification formation. The professional skills standards are associated with the
levels of national and branch qualification framework and are grouped by branch
characteristics.
Thus, having conducting above mentioned analysis we suggest the follows
definition of national qualification framework taking into account national as
well as European peculiarities of graduates training under conditions of changing
dynamically labour market.
The national qualification framework is the institutionally regulated system of
requirements that are demanded by employers on different levels to competence,
character of skills and knowledge of specialists fixed in State Education Standards
and that conform the dynamic conditions of international division of labour.
Let us concern the marked aspects of suggested determination of national
qualifications framework.
Firstly, by institutionally regulated system of requirements we understand
the social-and-economic relations that dominate in one state or another and that
determine the character of interrelation of ownership forms and the structure of
state regulation in the field of requirements determination to graduates competence.
Secondly, different qualification levels are determined by character as well
as depth of relations in the system “university-student-employer”. The training
places of industrial practice and internship of graduates can be the examples of
such relations.
Thirdly, dynamics conditions of international labour division demands from
education system constant recording, analysis and control of condition of the
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labour market and graduates training in accordance with varied requirements.
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Problems of integration of national education systems in
the European Educational space
(a case study of Ukraine)
Telizhenko A. M., Kyrychenko K. I., Lukyanikhin V. A.
Sumy State University

Introduction
Adoption of common All-European principles for the development and implementation of the National Educational Standards, the National Occupational Classification and the National Qualifications Framework promotes further development of a common European education area. Issues of formation of the European
education area have been studied in a number of scientific works of local professionals [3,4,9], foreign scientists [1,2,5] and are fixed in official documents [7,8].
At the same time, the very basic category “European education area”, as well
as determination of the National Qualifications Frameworks role and place in the
formation of such space requires further investigation. More precisely, determination of the principles on which the development of National Qualifications Frameworks should be based, taking into account the provisions of the Budapest-Vienna
Declaration on the c of the European Higher Education Area. The solution to the
problems of agreement of the National Educational Standards, the National Occupational Classification and the national and sectoral qualifications framework
with European qualifications systems and education quality evaluation is important from a practical point of view. These issues based on the two doctrines are
especially topical at present. The first, a general political one is the solution of
preparatory tasks of the European integration of post-Soviet countries, particularly,
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Ukraine. And the second one is related to the new stage of improving branch standards of education of Ukraine on the principles of competence approach, taking
into account the adopted National Qualifications Framework.

The contradictions and prospects of the European education area formation
Due to the classical definition, space is a definite receptacle determined by the
certain frames (borders), where the objects are located and events occur. Space
characterizes by the coexistence of objects, their extension and the structure of the
positional relationship.
Obviously that while formalization of any space and its transformation into the
object plane, understanding of such categories as “coexistence” and “structure”
and “positional relationship” are fundamental.
Coexistence of national educational spaces (areas) in a common European one
is determined at the institutional and legal level and fixed in a number of official
documents. These juridical and legal acts can be, in particular, the following: the
Convention on the Recognition of Qualifications concerning Higher Education in
the European Region (Lisbon (1997), the Sorbonne Declaration “On the harmonization of the architecture of the European higher education system” (Paris, 1998),
in which the basic trends of creating the European Higher Education Area are
formulated. It is a joint declaration of the European Ministers of Education (the socalled Bologna Declaration) “European Higher Education Area” (Bologna, 1999),
which became a strategic goal towards the formation of a common education space
in Europe. Bologna ideas found their further development in the materials of Conference of Ministers responsible for Higher Education in Berlin (Berlin, 2003),
which determined the priorities and new tasks for the coming years in the context
of the Bologna Declaration, as well as in the Communiqué “Higher Education
Area - Achieving the Goals” (Bergen, 2005) and the Budapest-Vienna Declaration
on the creating of the European Higher Education Area (Budapest, Vienna, 2010).
The structure of the European education area includes objective as well as
subjective components. To objective factors, that don’t depend on the processes
in the education field, we classify formation and development of whole number
of generally available fields: information, entire area of scientific researches and
scientific transfers, study-and-education courses, including distance education. To
subjective we classify national education doctrines with their organization-and-
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legal regulation.
The attention on issues on principal objective understanding of positional relationship of the European education area components, which still are open as
before, should be emphasized. Obviously, it is rendered to subjective components
contradictions, — to national documents correlation, that regulate education-andprofession activity with corresponding all-European documents (education standards, quality education evaluation standards, qualification frameworks, profession classifier etc.).
From the set of determination of the education area essence, we rely on the
work [9, p. 53] which states that “Education area is a living social-and- educational
organism that was historically created by the older generation for growing one.
And as a living organism it has its own behavior psychology, caused by internal
and hidden laws of reproduction and maintenance of the organism. In particular,
this definition allows to understand the objective contradictions character that appear while formation of united European education area.
These are contradictions in such systems as “autonomy (self-identification) of
the university — the unification of curricula”, “national education traditions and
peculiarities — international student mobility”, “national “trade”(the leading sectors of the economics) — the united European qualifications framework”. It is
obvious that behavioral patterns, both teachers and students, do not contribute to
the removal of these contradictions.
To our opinion the deep understanding and inner acceptance of above mentioned definition allows to arrange logical, system work of national institutes on
implementation of positional relationship of the European education area components on conflict-free basis.
To our opinion, project TEMPUS - 530601-TEMPUS-1-2012-1-PL-TEMPUS-SMHES HES-SM - INARM: EASTERN-EUROPEAN QUALIFICATION
FRAMEWORK IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATICS AND MANAGEMENT,
that is carrying out by Sumy State University (Ukraine) in cooperation with European, Russian and Armenian partners is one of the most effective instruments for
removal of above mentioned contradictions. The principal goal of the project is
assisting in Ukrainian national higher education development by means of its approaching to real economic and social needs of state development.
Key tasks:
- organization of common activity of universities and enterprises concerning determination of qualification requirements to diploma bachelor and master by training directions “Informatics” and “Management”;
- functioning improving of national methodological commissions that are respon37

sible for national standards on Informatics and Management on the basis of European Union experience and Bologna foundations;
- putting into operation new national education standards in the of member-countries by above mentioned directions.

Integration of national qualification frameworks to All-European system of qualifications
The European system of qualifications (ESQ) is the framework construction
which describes the generalized structure of qualification-and-education characteristics of all levels that is comparable to national systems of education and
qualifications. It is well known, that in the field of higher education the decision
on complex qualification system was made at the conference of Education Ministers of EU state-members on issues of Bologna process development (Berlin, September, 2003). At the conference of Education Ministers in Bergen the document
“The Principles of qualifications for the European Higher Education Area”, which
indicates the need to ensure the interrelation between the European qualifications
system of higher education and European qualification system of education was
adopted. The task of national qualifications systems is enabling the forming up the
multiple education paths that lead to the obtaining of concrete qualification and
improving of qualification level and also exact procedures of official recognition
of got qualifications.

International accreditation system of education services quality
It is possible to remove the above mentioned contradictions if recognize the
framework conditions, as a kind of generally accepted rules, and quality standards,
which acts in the European higher education area. To our opinion, such basic documents can be: «Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European
Higher Education Area» of Head European Union Agencies on quality assurance
and accreditation (ENQA) that were enacted at the conference of Education Ministers in Bergen and are aimed on the «European Qualifications Framework for
Lifelong Learning». Thereby national educational standards are seen as individual decisions with their specific national peculiarities. All the accredited national
training programs must meet the criteria of international accreditation systems -
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AACSB, EQUIS, CEEMAN, where professional communities by on current and
perspective business needs are established. Such approach will allow to develop
an integral and effective mechanism of the agreement of all interests on providing
the quality of education in the system “the State – Higher Educational Institution
– Employer”.

The situation in Ukraine
Ukraine has adopted the National Strategy for the Development of Education
for 2012-2021, the development of which is determined by the need for fundamental changes aimed at improving the quality and competitiveness of education,
solving strategic tasks facing the national education system in the new economic
and social and cultural conditions, the integration into the European and world
education area. Particularly, the national strategy seeks to modernize the structure,
content and organization of education on the basis of competence approach, the
reorientation of the content of education to the sustainable development goals.
The National Qualifications Framework is adopted by the Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine as of 23 November 2011 # 1341.
The National Qualifications Framework is implemented with the aim of:
- implementation of the European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance
in the European Higher Education Area taking into account the requirements of
the labor market to the professionals’ competence;
- harmonization of legislative norms in the field of education and social and labor
relations;
- promotion to national and international recognition of qualifications obtained in
Ukraine;
- maintaining the effective cooperation of the spheres of educational services and
the labor market.
The National Qualifications Framework is intended to be used by the executive bodies, institutions and organizations that implement the public policy in the
sphere of education, employment and labor relations, education institutions and
employers, other legal entities and natural persons with the aim of working out,
identifying, relationship, recognition, planning and the development of qualifications.
Great attention is paid to the interaction of the interested parties. At that, employers should actively participate in the improvement of educational programs
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through the Federation of Employers of Ukraine, as well as with of bilateral cooperation in systems “Higher Educational Institution - employer”, “employer - the
Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine”.
However, the effectiveness of such interaction depends on solving of a number
of objective contradictions.
The First. Solving a problem of competitive “qualitative” personnel training
and its successful employment is possible only if there are a common for all the
labor market members criteria for determining this quality. In other words, for
each profession it is necessary to determine exact standards, specified requirements to the candidates with the account of necessary professional knowledge,
skills, competencies, professional education level, and the requirements to health,
work experience, etc. Then it will be clear for universities whom to train, and for
students - what to strive for. At the same time, rather wide nomenclature of specialities trained at universities, essentially complicates the formation (formalization) of the requirements from the side of employers, i.e. the requirements to the
candidates taking into account the necessary professional knowledge, skills and
competencies.
The second. There is a significant “gap” between higher education and the labour market in Ukraine.
According to the official statistics data in 2011 only 27% of graduates of Ukrainian higher education institutions got the state assignment to a job, the unemployment rate among young people aged up to 24 makes 18,8% that is 2,5 times higher
than average level of unemployment in Ukraine.
Probably, such situation is caused by that fact that only 15% of university specialties have the direct correlation with profession description in occupational classification and 20% of specialties, by which the training in Ukrainian universities is
carried out, are not expendable on the labour market of Ukraine.

The positive experience of Russia
To our opinion, the independent national system of external evaluation of education quality is formed. As an example, we can consider the work of the Agency
of Higher Education Quality Assurance and Career Development (EQACD) and,
in particular, the study of various aspects of the employers involvement in the
educational programs and education quality implementation provided by institutions of higher education. It should be noted that the experts of the EQACD are
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the representatives not only of the educational institutions and academic community but also the employers and professional communities. The participation of
experts from employers’ side in the external evaluations allows to receive more
precise and objective evaluation of correlation of programs and results of training
to the requirements of production and labour market as experts from employers
side evaluate not so much students’ and graduates’ knowledge as gained by them
skills and competence.
Thereby the federal state educational standards (FSES) are in line with the requirements of the labour market.

Conclusions
Defining the measures on integration of the Ukrainian universities to the European education area should be based on understanding of its internal objective
contradictions. In a certain way the creating of such area provides the damage of
national markets of knowledge and technology and strengthens labour migration
(especially in high-tech branches).
Creation of a global European education area creates objective conditions for
the growth of the “gaps” between the level of social-and--economic development
of countries in the result of “spillover” of qualified labor force, knowledge and
technology.
However, understanding the objective character of the formation process of
the European education area it is necessary to create such national systems of
Education Quality Assurance, which will be agreed with the standards and recommendations of the European Network of Quality Assurance (ENQA). Thereby the
creation of internal (university) as well as external (national) structures of quality
education assurance is important. It is necessary to create the Bureau for Academic
Recognition and International Exchange, which should serve as the European Network of National Information Centre (ENIC / NARIC).
These very institutions must and can ensure the sovereignty of the national education system on one hand, and on the other hand become an independent regulator
of the integration processes of Ukrainian universities into the European education
area.
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Training of competitive specialists in Ukrainian Higher
Learning Institutions in the context of the
Bologna process
Barabash-Tymofiieva Olena, Avsiievich Alla,
Khnelmytskyi Institute of Interregional Academy of Personnel Management,
Kyiv, Ukraine

Education as the complex social phenomenon determines degree of economic,
scientific and technical, political and cultural development of society. Countries
of the European Community began an integration process based on the forming
the modern European educational system answering on the calls of globalization.
Expediency of such association was stipulated by an economic necessity to
resist to steadily growing competition pressure from the side of the USA and Japan, whose indexes of intensity of increase of scientific potential and amount of
specialists with higher education considerably exceed European. The transformation changes related to including of Ukraine to single European space envisage the
reform of Ukrainian education taking into account the requirements of Bologna
process.
Transformations that is needed today by higher school must be sent to the
achievement fundamentally of new level of quality of preparation of specialists,
bringing education over in accordance with modern economic terms and necessities of the state, strengthening and development of democratization. Realization
of this task is devoted works of such known scientists as V.Kremen, V. Andrushchenko, N. Nychkalo, Y. Babanskyi, E. Lusik, etc. To the problems of quality of
preparation of future specialists apply in the articles T. Zhyzhko, V. Olekseyenko, V. Babak, D. Dzvinchuk, M. Dmytrychenko, O. Rusanovskyi, V. Sydorenko,
H.Tereshchuk and others like that. In this article ways and facilities of forming of
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personality and professional internals of future specialists are examined from position of connection of educational process with the sphere of labour and its humanizing and humanitarization.
Adequacy of higher education it follows to estimate, coming from expectations of open society from higher educational establishment. Accordance of higher
education to modern terms costs to examine from the point of view of its role and
place in society and intercommunication with the sphere of labour. Unfortunately,
today higher school often is not able to offer to the labour-market valuable specialist of corresponding speciality, or the cost of its preparation appears too high.
The consequently highly sought speciality is obtained by the graduating student
of higher learning institution for a few weeks at the market of secondary educational services. Such position is largely explained by priority of higher school in
determination of directions of development of life spheres of society and input
at preparation of specialists with standards of quality, unconnected with practical
activity. Besides, an educational process runs across mainly without, or with minimum participation of potential employers.
Thus, the market of secondary educational services is filled up because of insufficient quality of previous preparation, over issue of specialists of some popular
specialities and through the erroneous choice of speciality by determined amount
of students. With the aim of removal of these defects at the level of higher school
it is needed to provide the direct contact of students and teachers with an employer
for an acquaintance with the state of affairs at the labour market and employer
queries in relation to future specialists. For accordance modern requirements it
needed:
- to create terms at that necessities of country and regions development would be
in the center of political vision and made decision;
- to assist the decision of problems that arise up through deep transformations at
the labour market, to develop an enterprise spirit due to the measures sent to
providing of adequate preparation, to operate thus, that enterprises put in the
center of economic activity an anxiety about a man and society, but not only the
personal imperatives;
- to create a strong “educational chain let” with other degrees of the educational
system;
- to examine students and teachers as active participants of this process and as human capitals, management that it must come true in accordance with principles
of equality and capabilities;
- to manage to save, to spread and enrich cultural heritage for an achievement universal through pluralism of culture displays;
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- to aspire to considerably greater flexibility in possibilities of preparation receipt,
to go to meet all, everywhere and always thus, that education really was accessible for a man during all its life [1, p.216].
Higher education must give universal scientific knowledge that will allow constantly to proceed in its development, will stimulate self-management, assist dynamic adaptation of student to social and professional activity. In this connection
the special actuality is today acquired by the question of quality of higher education.
As a multidimensional category, quality embraces education and academic tutorials, scientific researches, skilled composition, infrastructure and academic surroundings; it must be provided by higher learning institutions, guaranteed by the
state and answer to international requirements. The old paradigm of education was
oriented on realization of studies and required providing of teaching from educational establishment, from a teacher - development and translation of the programs
and courses, and from a student - reproduction of the got information.
The Bologna process is the new conception of organization of educational process, constrained with the use of new technologies of knowledge receipt.
Modern education can’t be limited to only the transmission of sum of knowledge, but requires forming for the student of ability to find and master a that psychological niche that would allow him to realize itself. Today a requirement is
sharply tested in highly skilled specialists, that realize that for a professional increase not enough to be well-informed only at the level of the speciality and to
define the ways of its capture.
Capacity for positive communication, flexibility, ability to work in a command,
possibility to accept independent decisions, readiness to continuation of studies is
internals vital to the modern specialist. For the decision of problem of professional
preparation quality it is necessary to realize essence of man as a subject of activity.
It will allow not only activating personality structures but also complementing its
self-regulations mechanism.
Thus, creative development of personality, education of respect to the rights
and freedoms of man, stimulation of individual abilities in all types of future professional activity and forming of requirement in a system social-professional and
personality increase must become the aim of modern education.
The new paradigm of education puts an aim to teach to study: a teacher forms
an educational area friendly to self-preparation of student, and a student bears responsibility for the studies and transforms from the object of pedagogical influence
on subject of cognitive activity.
The knowledge obtained by a student, and mastery turned out by a teacher,
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become the result of such subject-subject relations. Thus, one of major aspects of
activity of higher school teacher becomes the pedagogical planning.
It envisages the study of planning documents, working of educational material,
research of educational-educator situation, forming of creative vision of employments, prognostication of further motion and results of educational activity, constructing of effective combinations of didactics methods for realization of creative
intention, development of educational situations and analysis of practical activity.
For this reason, analyzing the problem of improvement of higher education
efficiency in Ukraine, leading Ukrainian scientists mark: “it is needed to follow
that a student must take place not only as a skilled specialist capable to work in the
conditions of market economy but also as personality, citizen, patriot of the Ukrainian state. Therefore and educational process, educator’s work, and all aspects of
stay of student in educational establishment must assist the achievement of result.
Taking into account it remains the actual task of increase of level of teaching
of social-humanitarian and economic sciences, legal and general culture, level of
possession Ukrainian and by foreign languages. It follows to see a partner in a
student, to assist to development of student self-government, to development of
student work” [2, p.315].
Informative society renounces the values of society industrial, actively inculcating humanitarian resources in life. Idea that exact sciences, that provide technical progress, economic welfare, assist the increase of indexes of production is most
meaningful, is out-of-date already.
Humanity sciences, that, unlike technical, do not have material expression, ignore impractical already, as exactly they are the source of ideas that induce to the
action, direct development of society and determine direction of technical progress.
Forming the spiritual world of personality, its world view and valued orientations, humanity sciences give to the man knowledge that accompany during its all
life. From data of sociological researches, realization of knowledge and capabilities of leaders of industrial economies in practice answers 30-70 %. Than more
subzero level its administrative-humanitarian preparation, the more poorly it appears its personality-business potential. The increase of level of this preparation
improves the indexes of the labour productivity from 25-30% to 40-60%.
That is why one of the most meaningful organizational principles, on that the
modern educational systems are based, is principle of formation of wide profile
that envisages humanitarian maintenance and supports fundamentalization of education.
In opinion of V. Sydorenko, it follows fundamental to name those types of
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knowledge, general conformities to law of development, motions or functioning of
the systems, phenomena of that or other subject sphere, find the reflection in that
[3, p.116]. Consequently, fundamental education forms the scientific picture of the
world for a man, and humanitarian is creative potential, ability to be not only a
consumer but also transmitter of culture.
Thus, an educational aim can be considered attained, when a student is ready to
plugging in the system of public relations as a person, whose individuality allows
openly living in accordance with present system and retaining the behavior within
the limits of social ideal of personality.
Principle of humanitarization of educational process allows through the differentiated development and self-development maximally full to prepare a student as
a subject of education to valuable life in society. A modern specialist is a specialist
that capable it easily to operate gain knowledge, to carry them from one object or
phenomenon on other and able to use them at different terms and situations. Today
the index of quality preparation is competitiveness, flexibility and ability quickly
reform from one profession on other.
Sociological researches testify that in case of change of professional activity, to
the new socio-economic terms better specialists adapt oneself exactly with liberal
education: they are quicker brought over to the sphere of business, finances, enterprise, than specialists are with technical or naturally-mathematical education. Life
constantly requires knowledge not only from professional disciplines but also from
those that are traditionally considered humanitarian. Except quality implementation of the professional duties, anyone has a necessity to think, to communicate, to
create and others like that.
There is not a single separate science, that would give answers for all questions
related to the phenomenon of man, that is why humanistic knowledge acquires by
means of humanitarian disciplines that represent the different aspects of this phenomenon and “in totality form stable, but open character of the world and man”.
[4, p.212].
Development of process of humanitarization it must touch in logic of educational objects, first of all, higher technical educational establishments, where aspiration on the humanistic ideals of forming of personality will come true by opening
of general cultural potential of scientific knowledge of fundamental educational
disciplines [5, p.19].
Development of integration courses will assist it, in fact generally known, that
the differentiated on different educational disciplines knowledge not solvent to
create an integral idea about surrounding reality, and only the common, all-round
study of objects and phenomena forming will provide different educational disci47

plines for the students of integral world view.
A decision role at the search forms of combination of components of professional and humanitarian preparation national and common to all mankind values
will play in the river-bed of technical disciplines and determination of elements of
profession in the programs of humanitarian disciplines. It, in turn, will need from
a teacher systematic realization of intersubject connections and determination of
corresponding facilities, methods and receptions of studies.
Thus, new aims and tasks of education pull out a requirement to form terms
for transformation of educational process on work of personality before a teacher,
method of its cultural existence. It is done by possible due to development during
the educational process of complex personality necessity of combination of narrow
professionalism with universalism.
Identical or near facts must be examined not only in the plan of their cognation
but also in the plan of difference, in different scientifically-methodical aspects and
in accordance with dialectics of deep cognition of essence of the phenomenon.
This approach allows extending and deepening knowledge, forming the integral models of the phenomena in consciousness of student. For educational establishments it means the necessity of search and realization of technologies that
would provide to the future specialist comfort existence from the point of view of
personality and public aims of development.
Education of the system thinking of student has a direct relation to forming of
intellectual and professional internals of future specialist: he has cognitive motivation that acquires a valued-orientation value, intellectual activity, creative possibilities, develops, the world view value of the mastered knowledge rises, a capacity
is formed for the decision of professional tasks.
Totality of psychology-pedagogical options that determine forms, methods,
methods, receptions and educator facilities select a teacher, known today under the
name “pedagogical technology”.
One of qualificatory features of pedagogical technology consists in providing
of effective result of development of personality internals in the process of mastering of knowledge, making of abilities and skills and high level of activity of
teacher and students.
Activity of teacher shows up in awareness in relation to the psychological and
personality features of students and bringing on that ground of individual corrections in a technological process.
Activity of students shows up in the increase of independence in the technological process of co-operation. Modern educational technologies, that come on
changing to the separate forms and methods that did the process of studies torn to
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pieces, come forward as means of realization of new educational paradigm.
Educational technologies, progress of that trends direct-coupled with humanizing educations, are marked integrity and allow doing an educational process fully
guided.
Their deep sense consists in doing of pedagogical impromptus impossible in
practical activity and translation of the last on the way of the previous planning of
educational-educator process.
Planning of educational-cognitive activity with its next realization assists high
stability of successes of practically any student.
Possibility to realize itself in cognition, educational activity, behavior, leaning
on own subjective experience, capabilities, interests and valued reference-points
gives the personality-oriented studies. As the pre-arranged results the personalityorientated technologies envisage the not so much severely fixed knowledge and
the special skills from concrete educational discipline, because individual features
of subject of cognition and subject activity.
The table of contents of studies, its methods and facilities, structure thus, to
allow to the student to show selectivity in relation to subject material, its kind and
form. In this connection a teacher is develop the individual programs of studies,
that design the research thinking; group employments will get organized on the
basis of dialogue and motivational-role-play games; educational material is integrated for realization of method of research projects, that is executed by students.
The comprehension of historical experience of past century pushes on an anxious idea about the inevitable stopping of existence of humanity in case of absence
for its unifying spiritual basis.
The role of such basis is today called to undertake education: owning the methods of transmission of experience of previous generations, she is able not only to
teach to the methods of work and support of necessary level of knowledge about
the world that develops continuously but also form ability to think and operate in
the context of the spiritual and moral potential accumulated by humanity at the
young generation.
Reformation of the system of home education taking into account the abovementioned in the article factors, will allow, in opinion of authors, to give democratic character to the process of educational activity, to save high quality of
education and provide forming for future specialists methodologically the flexible, project-oriented intellect, necessity for the social-professional becoming and
self-realization of personality in the conditions of forming of single economic and
cultural European space.
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Innovative methods of teaching and harmonization of
educational standards in the sphere of computing

Alekseyev M. A., Chernyshenko V. S., Loza T. J.
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1. Introduction
In transitional the period from industrial to information society by which
development of world economy is characterized, creation and dissemination of
knowledge become key processes. Basic course of development of new economy is
the mobile and highly skilled human capital. Creation of curricula and programs on
the basis of competence-based approach which synthesizes informative, business,
information and social components, allows to intensify educational process and
considerably to approach it to real inquiries of consumers of education [13].
In the international educational practice the direction of preparation of
information technologies (ІТ-professionals) professionals since 1989, received
the name computing which at first united three knowledge units: Computer
Science, Computer Engineering and Information Systems. Now in the document
Computing Curricula 2005 (CC2005) [1] the term «computing» combines already
five knowledge units and is defined thus: “any goal-oriented activity requiring,
benefiting from, or creating computers. Thus, computing includes designing and
building hardware and software systems for a wide range of purposes; processing,
structuring, and managing various kinds of information; doing scientific studies
using computers; making computer systems behave intelligently; creating and
using communications and entertainment media; finding and gathering information
relevant to any particular purpose, and so on.”
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Competence-based approach to education (unlike traditional qualification)
reflects requirements not only to the content of education (that has to know, be able
and what habits to own the graduate of higher education institution in professional
area), but also to a behavioral component (ability to apply knowledge and skills
concerning the solution of professional activity problems). So, now the wide
circulation was gained by treatment of competence as ability to apply knowledge,
skills and personal qualities to successful activity in a certain area [8].
All aforesaid led to new understanding of a role ІТ as scientific and educational
discipline, caused need of consolidation of the world community efforts for
formation of the complete harmonized approach to preparation of professional
human resources for this sphere.

2. Analysis of the last researches
The leading world organizations – Committee on Education of professional
society ACM (Assocіatіon for Computіng Machіnery) – the oldest and largest
international organization in the field of information technologies together with
ІEEE Computer Society (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Computer
Society), directly engaged in a computing, carried out studying of the current
requirements to experts in the sphere of information and computer technologies.
During researches both organizations came to conclusion that the computing
area at present corresponds to five main knowledge units. For each of these units,
in process of development of the corresponding subject domain, and AСM and
ІEEE Computer Society constantly update recommendations concerning the
academic teaching.

3. Computing structure
The computing structure combines now five knowledge units, judging by
prompt rates of development, emergence of new knowledge units is inevitable.
So, the knowledge unit Computer Science covers many aspects – from
theoretical and algorithmic bases of the computing to modern questions of a
robotics, computer visualization, intellectual systems, bioinformatics and other CS
areas which develop.
New recommendations about drawing up curricula for training of specialists
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of this knowledge unit left in 2008 that is connected with growth of problems
of software safety, development of overlapping technologies for multinuclear
processors and Web Science [3].
The knowledge unit Computer Engіneerіng covers design and development of
technical means and the computer focused systems [2]. The preparation program
on CE includes studying of hardware, software, communications and interrelations
which exist between these areas. The curriculum contains the theory, the principles
and practical bases of the primogenitor of CE – Electrіcal Engіneerіng and
mathematics, applying them to problems of design of computers and the computer
equipment.
The knowledge unit Information Systems is focused on integration of
information technologies and businesses processes solutions for satisfaction of
information requirements of economy and other areas of human activity. This
specialty is aimed at use of information resources and sees technologies as the
tool, allowing generating, processing and extending necessary information.
New recommendations about drawing up curricula for training of specialists
of this knowledge unit left in 2010 [4]. Similar plans concentrate on systems
of difficult and globally distributed information, systems allowing organizing
business, effectively to work with colleagues and participants of team worldwide;
management of globally distributed resources; modern modeling; management
and development of platforms for the Web environment.
The term Information Technology as usual is used in two values: in a broad
sense – for designation of all computing, in the academic sense – for designation of
the students preparation direction which is connected with computer technologies
in business, public institutions, health care, schools and other types of the
organizations. Often these preparation programs are called «information and
computer technologies».
The knowledge unit Information Technology considers more technological,
than information context ІТ and represents new quickly developing area which
arose as response to changing requirements of daily needs of the state, society and
business.
New recommendations about drawing up curricula for training of specialists of
this knowledge unit left in 2008 [5] that is connected with development of such areas:
World Wide Web and its applications; the network technologies first of all based on
the TCP/IP protocol; administration and service of computing systems; graphics
and multimedia; Web systems and technologies; service-oriented architecture;
technologies of electronic commerce; relational databases; technologies clientserver; interoperability; technologies of integration and expansion; object-oriented
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and event-driven programming; human machine interaction; safety.
The knowledge unit Software Engіneerіng [19] – includes development and
support of reliable and effective systems of the software which meet requirements
of clients. The Software Engіneerіng differs in character from other engineering
disciplines thanks to the nature of the software and intermittence of the nature of
the software development operations. The principles of mathematics and computer
sciences unite in it with the methods developed for engineering of material,
physical bodies and so on.

4. Competence-based approach and innovative methods of teaching
Now when teaching disciplines in higher educational institutions division
into parts of uniform process of vocational training is used with the emphasis
on splitting into theoretical and practical aspects. But modern pedagogics («the
pedagogics of competences»), without denying need of analytical division while
training, supports a further synthesis, i.e. creative combination of the theory and
practice which is reached in the course of direct professional activity or its game
imitation.
It is possible to distinguish from modern methods of teaching, first, Case method
[12] – technique of training which uses the description real economic, social and
business situations. At its use trainees have to analyze a situation, understand an
essence of problems, propose possible solutions and choose best of them. Cases
are based on a real actual material or are approached to a real situation.
Classification of cases can be carried out as follows:
– The hіghly structured case – a short and exact statement of a situation with
concrete figures and data. For cases of this kind there is a certain quantity of the
correct answers. They intended for an assessment of knowledge and/or abilities
to use one formula, skill or a technique in a certain field of knowledge.
– Unstructured cases. Represent a material with a large number of data and are
intended for an assessment of style and speed of thinking, ability to separate
the main thing from minor and skills of work in a certain area. There are some
correct versions of answers for them and usually possibility of finding of the
non-standard decision isn’t excluded.
– Ground breakіng cases can be both very short, and long. Supervision over
the solution of such case gives the chance to see, whether the examinee
unconventionally is capable to think, how many creative ideas it can give out for
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allowed time. In case of the group decision ability to pick up foreign thought, to
develop it and to use in practice is checked.
In a form of representation there are paper cases and video cases. By the size
can be:
– The full cases (on the average 20-25 pages) are intended for team work for several
days and usually intended for team performance for presentation of the decision;
– The squeezed cases (3-5 pages) are intended for analysis directly on occupation
and mean the general discussion;
– The mini-cases (1-2 pages), as well as the squeezed cases, are intended for
analysis in audience and are most often used as an illustration to the theory stated
on occupation.
On level of complexity can be:
– Cases for bachelors;
– Cases for masters;
– Cases for the MBA programs and advanced training courses.
Besides, in pedagogics of the higher school the technology of developing
cooperation [11] now gains strength. The main receptions of this technology of
training are:
– Individual, then pair, group, collective promotion of aims;
– Collective planning of study;
– Collective implementation of the plan;
– Designing of the training material models;
– Designing of own activity;
– Independent selection of information, training material;
– Game forms of training process organization;
– Mutually control in cooperation (microoffsets, the public admission to test and
so on).
For realization of these receptions the teacher repeats three technological
steps. First step: relying on knowledge available in students, the teacher puts an
educational problem and enters into it group of pupils. Obligatory element of
practical occupation is introduction in a problem when each participant realizes
need of its decision. It reaches initial informative activity of students and primary
updating of their internal purposes.
The second step is directed on support of necessary level of trainees’ activity.
They are given opportunity for independent activity. United in creative groups (on
6-8 people), students again, but this time already independent, in the course of
communication staticize (specify, clear up) the internal purpose, comprehend an
objective, define a search subject, develop a way of the general activity, fulfill and
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defend the positions, problems come to the decision. Creative groups are created
by the functional principle – taking into account pedagogical need. The group
is formed so that in it were: «leader», «idea man», «functionary», «opponent»
and «researcher». Change of the leader happens through each two-three practical
training that stimulates development of organizing abilities in students. Creative
groups can be constant and temporary. Their structure varies, i.e. students are
allowed to pass from one group to another, and also to communicate with members
of other groups.
The third step allows the general discussion in the course of which the teacher
aims students at the proof of the decisions validity. Each group actively defends the
solution of a problem, its position.
As a result there is a discussion during which from students are required
justification, the logical argument, leading to the solution of a task. Having
convinced that process of knowledge stopped because of a lack of trainees’
knowledge, the teacher reports necessary information in the form of lecture,
conference, and conversation.
Thus, advantage of developing cooperation technology is that students get
experience of the general actions at the organization and planning of informative
activity, a formulation and the solution of educational problems, modeling of
means of acquisition and information processing.
The constant exchange of opinions leads to changing of work style of the
teacher, who becomes more democratic, based on the principles of cooperation
with students.

5. Conclusion
Harmonization of the standard is a reduction of its contents in compliance with
other standard for ensuring interchangeability of production (services), mutual
understanding of results of tests and information which contain in standards [6].
For the computing area which distribution of activity has global character,
implementation of the unified requirements to competences of IT specialists, to
processes and programs of basic professional education is many years an actual
task of world educational community.
Growth of activity of Ukraine in the international economic markets causes
need of harmonization of higher education system with international and, first
of all, the European education system within Bologna Process [10]. Need of the
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international recognition of the Ukrainian diploma in the field of a computing
assumes specification of educational programs according to uniform criteria of
the quality of education, stated in the central, international document Computіng
Currіcula 2005 [1] and specifying programs [2, 3, 4, 5, 9].
Clear split of the directions of specialists training in the field of a computing
possible only on the basis of application of competent approach which will allow
determining requirements to training of specialists by activity implementation in
the corresponding subject domains.
But on the present in the state educational standards of Ukraine in field of
knowledge of the INFORMATION SCIENTIST AND COMPUTER FACILITIES
there are three directions: «Computer sciences», «Computer engineering» and
«Program engineering». And, the Computer Sciences direction includes the
specialty «Information Managing Directors of System and Technology».
It doesn’t answer fully to ideas of the document Computіng Currіcula 2005
as these directions don’t cover completely that area which in world university
education is called by «Computing».
The analysis of the problems arising at creation of educational standards shows
that professional standards are primary link in high-quality training of various
areas of economy specialists (including for computing area), and also ensuring
their competitiveness have to be a basis for their development.
Thus, problems when developing professional standards complicate prospect of
harmonization of professional and educational standards which demands necessary
methodological, methodical and expert completion at the first design stage.
Concerning prospects of application of innovative education forms and an
assessment of graduates’ competences now it is possible to come out also only with
careful assumptions. It is necessary to consider that the first two of the described
methods came from the West.
Attempts of their literal transfer on the domestic ground can be unsuccessful
because of a divergence in mentality, systems of values, etc. Therefore not all
recommendations of the western teachers it is possible to execute in Ukraine.
However it is possible to tell with confidence that at their accurate and
creative adaptation it is difficult to overestimate the potential of these innovative
technologies.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, though there are lots of Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) that are useful and are being used during training (systems of distant learning, means of synchronous and asynchronous communication, modern
hardware etc.), theoretically substantiated approaches to their use are just being
elaborated [1].
Therefore the aim of this article is to analyze some features of information and
educational environment (IEE) and to find out the conditions of effective use of
main training models based on network online technologies: mixed training, case
technology, educational web-sites.

2. Information and educational environment
Information and educational environment is usually believed to be a group of
subjects (teachers, students) and objects (content and means of training based on
information technologies) of training that provide effective teaching.
However, though information and educational environment has been researched much lately, ideas about its components, mechanism and evolution fac-
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tors are rather vague. Different subjects of education have their own, mainly status
approaches to review the information and educational environment: pedagogic,
administrative, information-technological, etc.
Two main points of view regarding the implementation process and use of information and educational environment can be marked out: an organizer of training and a teacher.
From the point of view of the training organizer, educational technology of
Information and educational environment is a way of use of modern information
technical means of creation, collection, transmission, storage, actualization and
processing of information and human resources in order to provide teaching. As a
result, the aim of the training organizer is to arrange and control planned actions,
for example, implementation of online testing for all disciplines.
From the teacher’s point of view, pedagogical process is a complex system
where his work is united with the efforts of students. It is important to take into
account didactic, psychological, sociological and some others laws of training, as
well as its principles and training rules. Not enough taking into consideration of
pedagogical factor during ICT use does not allow to get all desirable results.
Therefore, in educational institutes there are two aspects of problem regarding
information and educational environment: 1) with what and in what way to fill
information and educational environment; 2) in what way to use information and
educational environment during education process.

3. Blended learning
Blended learning makes it possible to improve the quality of education and to
encourage students to get knowledge in online environment. According to the most
popular definition, blended learning is the integration of learning in a group and
self-learning which can be in a room or online.
Characteristic feature of blended learning is that internet technologies are used
to support traditional full-time tuition. But effective tuition is based not on the visualization concept (that was typical in XVII century), but on the action approach.
Some models of blended learning can be marked out:
Model I includes online teaching materials, online communication, individual
and group online projects, audio- and video-lectures, et al.
According to Model II – development of the previous one - there is collaboration of a teacher with a student and the mutual responsibility for the learning
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success is admitted. This is the approach where students are not just consumers
of some piece of knowledge defined in advance, but both editors and authors of
learning scenario.
Model III is the online lecture where all didactically complete fragments of
teaching materials are controlled by testing.
Model IV is the use of online summary and distributed materials based on that
summary on a lecture. Those online summary and distributed materials are oriented to the knowledge level of audience and have many variants.
Students bring adapted paper summary of lectures on a lecture. There are no
text fragments, separate words or formulas, solution of some tasks in that paper
summary but all those issues are included in online summary and are necessarily
marked out in some way.
During the lecture a student should insert missing text into his adapted summary. This method of lectures allows a teacher to keep students continuously attentive in a lecture room. Besides, at the end of the lecture students are given the
whole summary.
However, because of specific character of different subjects there is different
level of the computer use. Teacher has a complex didactic problem: to find out
what, in what way and how many of existing ICT should be used to improve the
education quality and paying attention to the specific character of a discipline.
Sometimes it is unreasonable to use online means on a lecture and it is better to
use a traditional form of presenting materials then. E.g. an important feature and at
the same time a drawback of geometry task solutions is an already prepared draft:
sequence of preparation gets lost as the preparation procedure is not described
separately in tasks.
Mathematical analysis is a difficult discipline to learn, so it is almost impossible
for a not enough prepared student to learn it by himself. In this case a teacher plays
the most important role in getting the understanding and the ways of practical use
of the discipline.
It is essential to teach a student how to learn. Direct contact with a lecturer
teaches student how to think, not be afraid of problems, analyze and find the main
points in tasks, bring their decisions to get the results.
It is very difficult to teach how to do that using a computer, so computer technologies can play just an auxiliary role in this case.
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4. Case technology
To distribute time for learning a discipline in the optimal way we can use case
technology. The case (briefcase) is a full set of complementary materials and techniques of their use during the studying process.
Case resources in a discipline are supposed to be temporary (number of hours)
and substantial (content of a discipline and requirements for a learning level) characteristic features of this discipline. Case elements are supposed to be online case
materials (online textbooks, lectures, exam questions, etc.). Besides, case elements
should have a certain level of substantial independence, be interrelated and complement one another.
To achieve those aims it is necessary to design a case. The first stage of case
creation includes procedures of systematization and formalization of learning materials, development of case structure and scenarios of its implementation.
Today case is an online variant of printed teaching materials which has some
positive characteristic features that are different from it (portability of storage in
the computer memory, the possibility for a teacher to make changes promptly, the
possibility to make hypertext links between sections and inside them, etc.).
There are different ways to teach people while using cases: being a part of
complex systems of studying support (e.g. pedagogical portal of an educational
institute) that are based on the internet approach or function on the Internet; separate resources of the Internet that cover learning of a discipline; personal site of a
teacher, etc.

5. Educational web-sites
However, the most effective tool is web-service realization. In this case it is
important to meet the following conditions: the access to the case should be limited
(it is important to have the authorization and registration service); case materials
should be based on web-technologies: case structure organization should be transparent and understandable by both students and teachers; case structure should
be adaptive – the process of making changes and updating materials should be as
clear as possible; case materials should consist of their latest versions.
According to the latest research case structure can differ depending on the specific character of a certain discipline but it is reasonable to stick to the following
list of materials: 1) introduction into the discipline: history, subject, urgency, goals
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and tasks of learning, interrelation with other disciplines; 2) educational program,
approximate information on labour-intensiveness of discipline sections; 3) methodological guidance on learning; 4) content, information and reference materials,
summary of lectures, visual aids; 5) workbooks on different topics including materials for labs and fieldwork for the independent work; 6) tests (entering, progress,
identity and final tests), checking tasks; 7) References list (main, additional, optional); 8) glossary of terms.
After web-technologies were included into education, the term “educational
site” has appeared. Scientists define this term in a different ways. While there is
no clear division of terms “web-site” and “web-portal”. As a rule, web-portals are
sites that are rather solid in content and functionality.
Education site is usually supposed to be a software tool oriented to a certain
group of users which takes into account their professional needs and age characteristics and provides users with the possibility to access information that has subject
orientation corresponded to their education activity [2-3].
At the present stage of technological improvement of information and communications technologies, the following fundamental hardware and software tools are
used as means of communication among users and particularly for the pedagogical
communication: emails, means of instant messaging, guest books, web-chats, IPphones, video-conferences, web-forums, blogs, wiki.
We would like to point out the fact that all software tools mentioned above
excluding the last three ones are assigned to communication exclusively. Webforums, blogs and wiki are oriented to the creation of a product by communication
among users that makes their development especially topical today. The next stage
of the Internet development – its transformation into the social network - is based
on those three tools.
Today it is important to increase the accessibility level of teaching materials
that means its forming in the way to make those materials to be understandable by
students studying by themselves – without continuous teacher presence. And here
it is necessary to divide functions between teachers depending on their specialization in the education system on the base of network interactive technologies. The
following four specializations that provide the learning process are recommended:
methodologist, tutor, facilitator and moderator.
Methodologists develop the teaching materials and checking tasks. They are
usually presented by the employees that specialize in certain aspects of a developed product. The methodologist goal is to create an accessible content of good
quality.
Tutor is assigned to a certain student or a students’ group, as a rule. He pres65

ents the course content to a students’ group, evaluates how well checking tasks
are being done, provides the storage of information about students. Among tutor
responsibilities are consultations on separate questions regarding the material that
is learned and recommendations on necessary References.
Facilitator motivates to study. His main goal is to create a psychologically comfortable atmosphere for students.
Moderator is assigned to the students’ group. He controls how students follow
the censorship determined by communication rules. He also deals with administrative issues regarding the education process.
The analysis of existing education systems based on network interactive technologies shows that the roles mentioned above are often united in different variants
and sometimes they are played by a single person. To our mind, this approach leads
to narrowing of possibilities that are provided for a student within the education
process. E.g. today various modern information and communications technologies
are used to educate people but resources that are on the Internet do not always correspond to the modern requirements and the level of network. So as we see, the
modern network uses broadband technologies allowing to transfer sounds and images. But resources containing text and just a few illustrations are allocated.

6. Conclusion
In the article the characteristic features of the information and educational environment based on network online technologies were analyzed. Recommendations
on improving the quality of blended learning, the case technology, educational
web-sites were stated as well.
The necessity of a complex approach to using software tools that cannot be
treated without other education means was proved. Besides, the importance of
proportioning of information and communications technologies during the studying process was noted. The variants of education by using the case with various
elements and temporal and substantial discipline characteristics were examined;
the list of case materials recommended was mentioned.
The educational web-sites and fundamental hardware and software tools used
for pedagogical communication were analyzed. It was revealed that web-forums,
blogs and wiki are also aimed at the creation of a certain product by users’ communications that makes their learning especially topical today as the next stage of
the Internet development – its transformation into the social network – is based on
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those tools. To increase the accessibility level of the teaching materials in the education system based on the network interactive technologies it was recommended
to divide functions among teachers.
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Prospects of modern information technologies in
education and research

Gevorg Margarov
State Engineering University of Armenia, Yerevan, Armenia

In recent decades, information and communication technologies (ICT) are increasingly being implemented in almost all spheres of human activity, providing
an unprecedented growth in efficiency and friendliness [1]. It is not an exception
the university operations with their components of educational and research activities. In most modern universities the emphasis gradually shifted to the use of
existing ICT tools to support and improve the traditional forms of activity, leaving out of the brackets once popular idea of a global automation of all processes,
including education and research [2]. Generally speaking, professional education
and research are so closely related, interpenetrating and mutually complementary
processes that not only possible but highly advisable for their support to use of a
common set of tools.
Modern students and young researchers are the new “digital” generation of
people who grew up in constant contact with computers and related technologies
[3]. Often, however, their experience in this area is limited to entertainment, and
more rarely, general cognitive applications. It is obvious that the “digital” generation will give preference to “digital” tools of education and research which speaks
to them on the same native language (digital natives). It is an objective reality, and
teachers who aspire to a better contact with students and young researchers are
obliged to learn and practice ICT tools. Thus it can be said that the teachers would
be “native” for students who will speak to them in a native “digital” language, providing the highest efficiency of educational processes. In other words, possession
of ICT tools for today is essential not only for students and young researchers, but
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also for progressive teachers. Finally, for best results teachers and young people
should speak the same language, should be representatives of a uniform “digital
community”.
The existing ICT tools in terms of technology of use can be divided into two
groups [4]:
• local software installed and used on a personal computer (Offline),
• network software installed on remote servers, and used on a personal computer in
the network access mode (Online).
Thus primarily the question of selection arises, which of these groups of tools to
choose? Naturally selection is determined by the particular type of activity, working conditions, available resources and much more. However can be seen that in
a world practice, including in education and research activities, recently there has
been a steady transition of preferences to the use of online tools. Improvement and
wide dissemination of network (including Internet) information processing technologies, and especially cloud computing and services, largely predetermine the
growing avalanche (often unconscious) interest of users to the network software.
Among the advantages of this approach, as determining can be distinguished the
following [5]:
• low proportion cost of ownership of the specific necessary functions,
• no need to follow upgrading of the software,
• practical absence of the minimum requirements for the specifications of a personal computer.
In other words, user does not have to immediately pay for the software, but
only for a period of time actually use of necessary functions. It is natural that with
upgrading and improvement of the software is engaged the appropriate service
provider, freeing the user from his unusual problem. However, the user must have
a PC that only has to provide the ability to connect to the network, in particular
the Internet.
Thus can be assumed that in line with global trends for the use in universities as
well preference should be given to online tools, not forgetting of course where necessary about offline alternatives. Taking into account the likely short-term problems with network access some online tools, such as Google Drive, complemented
by opportunities to local offline use, which makes them much more convenient
to use. Thus of course, users may encounter certain concerns about the safety of
storage and processing of personal or corporate information on the Internet, and
therefore the problem of trust to online services providers. However, it should be
noted that online service providers are generally very interested in ensuring the
safety of their customers, as it is first of all the basis for expanding their business.
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It is natural that most of these companies (especially large ones), unlike of
many universities, have a large staff of qualified professionals in the field of information security and, therefore, are able to solve the problems of the user’s safety
at a higher level. However, users as well should not forget the basic rules of safe
operation of the network.
Furthermore to increase and improve the use of ICT tools in the university, a
range of obstacles that prevent students, young researchers, and teachers from using tools ICT tools effectively need to be overcome [6, 7]. To achieve this goal it is
important first to identify and fix the composition of these obstacles to further explore and develop a set of measures to overcome them. This may require a number
of not only technical/financial, but also organizational/administrative solutions.
The obstacles under consideration, depending on the nature of their occurrence
might include the following factors:
• resource-related factors,
• factors associated with training, skills, knowledge and computer experience,
• behavioral and personality factors,
• organizational and cultural factors.
The obstacles can be broadly divided into two functional levels:
• personal, which relate to certain individuals (students, young scientists, teachers),
• institutional, which reflect problems at the university level.
The obstacles relating to individuals may include:
• lack of self-improvement personal skills,
• lack of motivation to change the current teaching and research practice,
• lack of time for formal training and self-study of new tools, as well as for the
preparation of digital materials for classes,
• lack of self-confidence in the real efficiency of using ICT tools,
• negative experiences with ICT in the past,
• perception of the computer as a complex and difficult-to-use instrument,
• fear of embarrassment in front of students and colleagues, loss of status and perceived degradation of professional skills,
• challenges of managing an audience using ICT tools, especially in low studentcomputer ratio and/or limited Internet access,
• lack of knowledge to solve technical problems which may arise if conducting
classes.
Institutional obstacles might include:
• lack of ICT equipment and Internet access,
• lack of funds for the acquisition, operation and working capacity maintenance of
ICT resources,
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• lack of access to the equipment due to organizational reasons, such as the placement of computers in management rather than in the classrooms,
• obsolescence of software and hardware,
• unreliability of equipment,
• lack of the necessary technical support,
• lack of adequate administrative support,
• lack of institutional support through leadership and planning, as well as involving
teachers and administrators to work together implementing changes,
• lack of training differentiated according to existing ICT skill levels,
• lack of training focusing on integrating technology in the classroom rather than
simply teaching basic skills.
Lack of necessary quantity and range of equipment is likely to be the most
significant obstacle, even in technologically advanced countries. Indeed, it can be
seen that at the international specialized conferences and workshops teachers who
actively use new technologies, often complain about the lack of equipment [8].
Thus can seems that this obstacle is not so much to introduction of technologies, but to their creative and innovative use in practice. From the other side perhaps so much importance attached by practicing teachers to this obstacle, in part
is a reflection of their own individual limitations and obstacles. In particular, the
degree of teacher’s confidence in the usefulness of ICT teaching tools for specific
subject may increases or decreases depending on the practical difficulties faced by
him. Often the perception of the computer as something very difficult to use can
largely reflect teacher’s distrust to hardware and software, as well as his negative
experience using a computer in the past.
Attitudes towards to lack of equipment, therefore, may be an obstacle itself,
and also cause or result from other obstacles. In other words the attitudes towards
to lack of equipment may reflect the level of knowledge of ICT tools, the perception of the relevance of their application in science and education, and innovativeness in general. Though, of course, attitude partly depends of the individual, and
primarily his previous computer experience. Negative experiences largely form
the uncertainty of the effectiveness of ICT tools and their availability for practical
application. This may be the key factor of concern about innovation and the real
obstacle to the use of ICT in universities. The basis of this uncertainty is likely a
premonition of inconclusive computer use and the fear of losing professional status through the reduction of traditional teaching and research skills.
In principle special ICT tools training and related manuals can help to overcome obstacles, but in practice it often fails to do so. While a lack of time and
training are major obstacles, there can be weaknesses in the design and delivery of
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special courses and manuals. By focusing on basic ICT skills and detailed description of all features of specific tools, courses and especially manuals fails to prepare
teachers and researchers to integrate ICT tools in their methodology. On the other
hand computer novices preferred to be taught basic skills before addressing methodological integration of technology. This illustrates the need for differentiated
training, taking into account teachers and researchers varying levels of computer
experience and learning styles. Initial training receives particular attention in some
universities through the regular teachers and researchers retraining courses. At
some universities in the framework of regular training courses primary computer
skills education receives particular attention, while learning of specific techniques
of ICT tools usage in their daily work remains almost unaddressed.
Within universities offering initial teacher/researcher training, access to ICT
tools can be a bit problematic, but perhaps more serious obstacle lies in the fact
that the experts conducting the training often have little experience of using technology to deliver the curriculum and conduct research. As a result, typically teachers and researchers lack practical models of integration, leading to the obvious
mismatch between their expectations and actual benefit of ICT tools usage. A lack
of encouragement to use ICT tools in university practice and frequent varying the
recommended tools in universities can exacerbate this problem. For young teachers and researchers as much as experienced ones, integration requires both access
to ICT tools and the motivation to use them. As technology advances and becomes
ever more pervasive, it seems likely that the obstacles to its use will become less.
In the future it will be necessary to track and reflect permanently not only technological, but also methodological development which could encourage the use of
ICT tools by teachers and researchers.
Currently, there are a myriad of ICT tools suitable for use in educational and
research activity. The number of these tools with each passing day increasing, and
existing ones are updated regularly with the addition of new features and capabilities. This variety is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to continuously track the
functional development and make informed decisions on the choice of tools to
use in the practice of university work. Many of the major leading players on the
software market such as Microsoft, Google, Apple and others, have created and
improve their functionally complete set of tools that go well together and are suitable for joint exploration.
Such a variety of tools creates a real risk that students, young researchers, and
advanced teachers can engage in an endless process of searching for “the best
among the goods”. Simply put, there is a danger that they left in the shade their
teaching and research in subject areas, may be carried away by research (often very
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interesting) of ICT tools itself. To overcome this danger, and to further enhance
the effectiveness of ICT usage is appropriate to create in universities (consortia of
universities) specialized working groups or laboratories, which will be regularly
engaged in professional research in the field of ICT tools. These laboratories will
be intended to produce regular advice on the use of tools in a university practice,
affordable for easy exploration guidance on specific tools and skills to use them,
hold periodic workshops and master classes on the use of tools, on a regular basis
to advice teachers and students. If necessary, upon request the laboratory can carry
out targeted searches or even the development of tools to solve specific practical
problems. Thus, such a laboratory along with the rest will help to overcome most
obstacles to the productive use of tools within the university.
It is obvious that the imposition for the practical use of too big diversity, even
very effective tools not only can not contribute to effectiveness of the work, but
also create with students, young researchers and teachers particularly a complex of
inferiority, which will be steadily rejected any and all usage of ICT. In this regard,
the above mentioned laboratory must be very careful with the expansion of the list
of recommended tools, including a new tool just in case when already used tools
do not solve or poorly solve the problem. Changing tool in use to a new one have
to be done gradually, taking into account the fact that any tool is only as good as
the degree to which it’s actually used.
ICT tools can be used not only to support current didactics and methodology
of educational and research processes. New features of ICT tools and techniques
of their use can act as a guiding factor for the research and development of new
didactics and methodology designed to dramatically improve the educational and
research activity at the university [9].
It is generally accepted that WEB 2.0 technologies and in particular social networks and services are intended to facilitate the development of educational and
research processes [10]. This is primarily determined by the fact that these tools
allow to effectively implement in practice the most useful principles of collective
team work, which largely correspond to the needs of the forthcoming work of the
future specialists in practically all specialties, not only of engineering and science,
but also humanities block.
As the old saying goes, two heads are better than one. Typically, three or more
are better still. Any single researcher is apt to have certain perspectives, assumptions, and theoretical biases, not to mention holes in his knowledge about the subject matter, which will limit how he approaches a research project. By bringing
one or more colleagues onto the scene, ideally, colleagues who have perspectives,
backgrounds, and areas of expertise somewhat different from the researchers own,
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the researcher brings just that many more cognitive resources to bear on how to
tackle the research problem and how to find meaning in the data obtained.
It should be borne in mind that for reasons of copyright protection, protection of educational and research processes from outside interference, the privacy
of personal data, etc., not all of the materials and technologies can be put up for
public access. Therefore, along with public WEB 2.0 resources, focused on the
promotion, dissemination and discussion of general information, for the direct implementation of internal university processes require the use of private resources
with secure user authentication system.
In general, selection of the necessary ICT tools should be carried out primarily
on the basis of a detailed analysis of the problems arising from the chosen didactics
and methodology of educational and research processes at the university. In other
words, one must first decide how and what should be done, and only after that
choose the tools which in this case to use effectively.
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ICT in education: web, tv as a new way of communication
Alessandro Figus
Link Campus University, Rome, Italy

The expansion of information is then one of the most significant, formative
factors for the future of our society independently from the territory and from the
cultural appearance. It is very important examines the implications of information
and communication technologies (ICT) have become commonplace entities in all
aspects of life in particular for the future political and social dynamics especially
in Europe.
Today everybody wants to talk about the role of social media in last year’s
uprisings, ICTs have become within a very short time, one of the basic building blocks of modern society. Many countries now regard understanding ICT and
mastering the basic skills and concepts of ICT as part of the core of education,
alongside reading, writing and numeracy. According to a United Nations report
(1999) and to UNESCO (2002) ICTs cover Internet service provision, telecommunications equipment and services, information technology equipment and services, media and broadcasting, libraries and documentation centers, commercial
information providers, network based information services and other related information and communication activities and may be regarded as the combination
of ICT - Informatics technology with other related technology, specifically communication technology.
The various kinds of ICT products available and having relevance to education, such as teleconferencing, email, audio conferencing, television lessons, radio
broadcasts, interactive radio counseling, interactive voice response system, audiocassettes and etc. etc.
Do you remember “Arab Spring” live reports from Tahrir Square in Cairo or
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their TV screens at the same time relayed the demonstrations in Tunis and Tripoli,
Sana’a and Manama, their imagines will remain in the popular mind of world people for years (2011).It is clear, after these events very closed to us, that in Europe
the political and social potentialities of new way of communication and of information strategy are discussed in particular it has increased its persuasive powers
in a variety of social, scholarly, scientific, and political circles. Important idea is to
introduce such concepts as contentions, express the scheme that information will
assume today a governing economic and social role in modern society and that
new patterns of facts usage will engender a new variety of politics, have assumed
a revitalised credibility in this period characterised by an information regarded by
a development of information technologies.
ICTs have been utilized in education ever since their inception, but they have
not always been massively present, ICTs becomes the driving force for education,
the motor information through technology education spreads rapidly and creates
ideological movement. In fact at present the political and social potentialities of
new way of communication and “of information strategy” are discussed in particular it has increased its persuasive powers in a variety of social, scholarly, scientific,
and political circles particularly after the Arab Spring where it was largely due to
the initial mobilizing effects of ICT and social media networks (Facebook, Twitter,
etc).
Appears evident that the introduction and spread of technology enables young
people, generally students, to communicate more quickly transporting the ideas
better. The role of the educator becomes central, the choice between what is good
and what is bad, in fact the technology has enabled the society to convert information into knowledge on an increasingly wide scale. Computers, instructional
technology, micro-technology, cable and satellitetelevision and Internet, especially
have been instrumental in these conversions. They not only enable the society to
manage with the information explosion by transforming information into knowledge, but they may permit to the person to expand his biological cerebrum via
technological extensions.
The new information technologies evolve into combined information/communications systems and networks, the society not only will provide himself with a
technological memory but may also be able to use information more readily and
considerably than ever before, thus becoming more really knowledgeable, more
really learned, and more socially informed for political and economical action.
Arab Spring time, but not only that, has been significant because where community are fragmented, social cohesion is loose and even family ties are stretched
and strained, they communicate via Skype, Facebook, by email and text sms. The
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most important anti-capitalist demonstrations are convened on the internet as a
result educators became more focused on the use of the technology to improve
student learning as a rationale for investment. Any discussion about the use of
computer systems in schools is built upon an understanding of the link between
schools, learning and computer technology. At present a lot of information specialists, scientists, and technicians have spoken about the importance of an information utility and the defined home information terminal, today commonly called
computer. Many specialists in the two decades ago predicted that the terminal
will be the successor to television in terms of popularity and use. Connected by
a superfluity of information utilities, which may be publicly or privately owned,
home information terminals combine features of television, telephone, radio, micro-reproduction, and possibly photocopying technologies, but today the television is still the tool of mass communication. But today not only who has a higher
education has access to ICT and technology, but practically every members of the
society, especially in Europe, were able to acquire information, entertainment, and
education on demand from a variety of organisations and social institutions, such
as libraries, schools, universities, laboratories, local cable television programmers
and radio stations, the stock exchange, national television and radio networks, and
from friends and business links.
Moreover, the persons have a communications capacity with those institutions
tied-in with the utility, and thus are able to select that knowledge or entertainment
he desired; he could, in short, self-edit, and it is also a cultural problem and not
only of our time. When the potential use of computers in schools and universities
was first mooted, the predominant conception was that students would be learned
by computers, in a sense it was considered that the computer would take over
the educators work in much the same way as a robot computer may take over a
welder’s job.
However, the use of information and communication technologies in the educative process has been divided into two broad categories: ICTs for Education and
ICTs in Education. ICTs for education refers to the development of information
and communications technology specifically for teaching/learning purposes, while
the ICTs in education involves the adoption of general components of information
and communication technologies in the teaching learning process also to communicate and it is always a dilemma of people and it go beyond the culture11, in
fact the technology is arrived everywhere, impressive the levels of Internet penetration and other IT indicators. For “political evolution” we have potentialities
11

See Hall E. T. Beyond Culture, Anchor Press, New York, 1976.
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and these are inherent to the notion of an information utility. One danger is that
information networks ultimately could provide a highly usable means of manipulating significant segments of society, if not society as a whole. Data networks
can be set up in such a way so that each citizen with an information terminal in
his home can encode his “educational information profile” on the memory banks
of a central computer. Information and communication system is performing for
the individual citizen (education, learning, banking, etc.) and for the corporation
and local and Government (educational, learning, advertising, teaching, market
researching, opinion polling-conceivably direct surveillance and bugging, etc.),
extremely detailed information on every citizen could be recorded and stored.
The dangers of information network operators misusing this power have been
hinted as a tempting commercial and political appeals, each one tailored to the
individual respondent and delivered to him electronically in his home. But this
precarious side of information expansion can be compact using a lot of different
analysis of the same argument information and we need to put at the center of
the “Educational system”, especially Higher Educational, the relationship between
new technologies and Labor Market and therefore the education system should to
improve the access to new technologies, but is not enough, in fact it is fundamental
to create better conditions for entrepreneurship and innovation. The economy as
a whole will eventually obtain the benefits as remote rural areas are tied into the
national network, resulting in new jobs and broader educational opportunities.
Most notably, with a fully-developed information network the student becomes
his own teacher/educator; he chooses that which he is most inclined to learn, and
at his own pace without dysfunctional competitive pressure. This is an ability that
can be granted only by technology in a technological society. Yet, paradoxically, it
is also to look for a return to the medieval practice of custom-tailored publishing.
Will be possible to use the power of computers to carry out an editing process
on behalf of the only editor who any costumer himself. It is clear that actually
the potential ability to be one’s own editor and teacher/educator may be subject
to at least one qualification, especially in Higher education sector. In his case the
individual client is above all, the student, principally at the home information terminal of his computer must choose what he wants to read, see, and hear according
to descriptors that are codified by those controlling the information network (elearning, etc.). The liability for defining descriptors and determining is under the
potent censor power of the network controller.
The information can be effectively to be unknown in the system, and those who
cover it are extremely well protected from accountability for their actions. For
example in Italy, as well in the other European countries, the network controller
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decide to categories the hypothetical fact of excessive corporate profits for the political skill defined as informational expertise rather than as electoral experience.
There is a particular political relation of information networks is their implication for social decision making. The networks increase or diminish democratic
participation, a kind of “e-democracy” where the use of information and communications technologies and strategies by “democratic sectors” within the political
processes in the public policy-making process, but with different situation. In this
case the use of ICT is to support the democratic decision-making processes. ICTs
play a major role in organizing and informing citizens in various forms of civic
engagement and it is starting form the educational level and particularly from the
Higher Education level. In fact ICTs are used to enhance active participation of
students that will be the future citizens and to support the collaboration between
actors for policy-making purposes within the political processes of all stages of
governance. and where it is possible to play a fundamental role the cultural aspects
and traditions. In short, in our time, all use the ICT technology to communicate. It
is evident that internet and the television have in common the use of the technology to let the people to communicate.
To communicate and to inform, to communicate and to recognise. The great
difference between the television and Internet is in the type of communication. The
television is a instrument that serves for public communicating, internet is a instrument that serves for public or private communicating, but also in anonymous way.
In this case Internet offers new opportunities for anonymous and pseudonymous communication that the television cannot offer. The risk of anonymity can
also facilitate socially unacceptable or criminal activities because of the difficulty in holding anonymous users accountable12. Internet has radically changed the
way to communicate of the people and of the students, who had a good technical
knowledge of the Internet, had trouble developing a working relationship with out
of province or overseas partners. For example, even though most of the distance
education students enjoyed communicating with one another, with the professor
and with the teaching assistant, the collaborative learning assignments were not
always a successful endeavor and the clear goals have driven some, whilst others
have become household names almost by accident, Internet it is a phenomenon
that has changed communication to an extent which was previously totally unimaginable.
The students appreciated the socialization and the sense of community which
Giannantonio V., Manuale di diritto dell’informatica, Vol. 1: La libertà informatica. I beni informatici, Cedam, Padova, 2001.
12
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grew from these interactions. Yet, they also indicated that the collaborative tasks
designed for these courses did not necessarily affect their learning outcomes and
in this case television and Internet are not in competition yet13. One completes the
other. For example it is easy to be able to say that Internet doesn’t influence the
share to the vote while the television could do it. In comparison to the television
Internet certainly has more acts based on the personal communication. But the
use of Internet is in incessant developing. Internet is tied more and more to the
economy, while the television lives the relationship with the economy through the
publicity. To gain an idea of Internet applications used, the companies were asked
about their actual and future plans to conduct business via Internet and the use of
Internet in economy. It depends in the future from impact of new communication
technologies. This appears evident when we talk about the position of the social
media in last year’s uprisings. In any case the future development of Internet-based
economics and especially its influence on logistics processes and markets. It is essential to understand importance of Internet based processes in economy. It is evident the difference between Europe and others countries, Europe is in the middle of
an e-business revolution driven by information and communication technologies
(ICT) and we need don’t forget that traditional roles of intermediaries are evolving
ICT system especially in order to verify how interaction and collaboration work
between students in distance education courses, we observed and researched two
undergraduate university courses offered via the Internet. so are the relationships
between suppliers, customers, and competitors. Policy makers and entrepreneurs
must respond to these challenges. That is why understanding and preparing for the
e-economy is at the heart of European policy. This means airing fundamental questions, involving stakeholders in wide-ranging discussions and developing policies
based on careful analysis14.
Today the television and the Internet system and ICT system in general, put
in evidence the chaotic transition period to a new age defined by global competition, rampant change, faster flow of information and communication, increasing
business complexity, and pervasive globalization, dominated and marked entirely
new era of business. This new environment is also characterized by technological
advances, technology is also being used in the assessment of students. The student
is the consumer who has adjusted to this quicker pace and whose fickle preferences
are revised with the speed of a television commercial.
In other words, for how much an enterprise is efficient and effective in pursuing
13

See Ardizzone P., Televisione e processi formativi, Unicopli, Milano, 1997.

14

See Enterprise Europe Online on the website http://europa.eu.int/
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it objects to it of market and how much company use the communication system
to improve its development. It could find in series difficulty to you if to mount
must interact with inefficient, far subjects from the real requirements of market,
importing inefficiencies and inability. Therefore to manage the entire chain of the
value of the company begins to become a true one and own necessity sets up also
from a global market, in which the competition it grows in every field and where
the happened one depends also on the ability to manage the entire chain of supply,
production and commercialization. With the concept of supply chain management,
this phenomenon is wanted to be identified just15.
The economy, or the world of the business, then uses ICT and really the most
sophisticated technologies to inform the consumer to reach the client. In this case
the communication is reduced to a simple operation of sale. However the communication is not to confuse with the persuasion16 and with all the derived techniques
however, this is psychology and not information. The technological society could
be the only society possible in the technological earth of the future. The politics
of knowledge may be the politics of necessity in a society more interconnected
and complex than thin to today, everybody have for a long time imagined. The
information society rides the technology, it uses to transform the uses and the customs of the people. Information is becoming readily available around the globe
at an unprecedented pace. Customers, competitors, and innovators have instant
access to each other. Technological change, especially change in information and
communication technology, delivered the Information Age and converted it to the
Knowledge Age. The future will be for example the use of “Instant messaging
technologies”17 that are practically free and provide instantaneous communication
between the people in every part of the world. They are poised to provide connectivity in a networked world and it is less relevant now to make a distinction
between old and new media, old and new communication, TV and social networks,
since content moves without difficulty from one to another: the press publishes
online, and television stations broadcast most of their programs online too, today
all is really very clear and it is central for the development of the “Educational
strategy”.
Do you imagine this ? When this technology is available, companies will be
able to set up video conference calls without all the costs and equipment required
15

See Calvelli A.,Scelte d’impresa e mercati internazionali, Giappichelli Editore, Torino, 1998.

See Cialdini R., The psychology of persuasion, Quill William Morrow and Company, New York,
1993.
16

17

Heilig J. M., Virtual reference at Jones University. Colorado Libraries, Colorado, 2001.
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today. It will be a complete equality and the idea that ICT have a major impact on
how we view schooling, teaching, and learning at this point in time.
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Mediated communication in education: use of ICT
Diana Spulber
Link Campus University, Rome, Italy

In globalised era the way of communication have significance in all aspects:
social, psychological, economic, politic, … To communicate means to be abreast,
means to express one’s feelings…To communicate become more easily when mediated by technologies, and vice versa the information and communication technologies have created significant changes in the way people live, work, the mode
interaction the mode of language communication and the way of teaching.
If we check the history we can say that Internet era starting from USA passed
by Norway, Grain Britain Italy ( the first connection to Internet have been made at
University of Pisa) to the rest of Europe. From 50-60 period when Internet born
financed by Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency as development of protocols for internetworking, and after 90 age when Internet became for public use
all social aspects has been touché by this new way of communication.
Some of these changes have been quite rapid in time in the last decade use of
ICT (Information and communication technologies) increased with a dizzy speed,
for this reason a lot of researches now are focused on ICT use at different levels.
All aspects of our life has been touched by new way of communication – mediated communication – for ex. commercial and where we have e-commerce, social
life and here we can speak about rise of virtual social networks, policy a lot of
public administration is now applying e-gov technologies, and obviously education through introduction of several ICT instrument on didactical process. It is a
phenomenon with growth, a new border that presents problems and prospects of
technological nature, social and legal, sometimes social and psychological, and
it is opening new scenarios for public institutions, labor market and the world of
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research with ongoing relationships with the business world.
As consequence large use of ICT and rise of demand of ICT are entering new
issues and new technologies and that goes to demand measures to improve “security” and “confidence” at all levels. From the combination “security” and “confidence” are starting several interests as in biometrics, whose technology is based
on the study of fingerprints, facial biometric recognition, voice and signature, iris
recognition, hand geometry. That are applications, important is to find the report,
the relationship in the everyday life, actually ICT is one force for change together
with others including demography, especially the labor market, shifting public attitudes, internationalization, intellectual property rights, the extraordinary union
between the technology and real life, between the science and the progress.
The authentication process of individuals on certain data, respecting privacy is
an essential pillar in the delivery of innovative services. In this context, biometric
technologies are a fundamental link. It continues exponential grow in the capacity
of computation, storage, and communication.
What we are interested is to put in relationship the citizens with technology
system. In particular the biometric technologies are the most powerful means for
identification, in fact directly are comparing the man with the systems and its use
tends to fall within the broader field of implementation of computer systems. Are
diverse, various and growing services that require authentication: physical access
to protected locations (such as banks, offices-areas, facilities); logical access direct
the user to a service on a terminal (the services provided by the Public Administrations, business transactions and many other types of transactions). Especially
today biometric technologies become fundamental because their required safety
levels and authentication tools may be different passwords, pin electronic cards,
smart cards, documents with electronic signature, etc. etc. They are entering completely even in “e-government” and web services provided by public administrations with the direct contact with the labor market.
In Italy the relevance of the ICT and in particular of the biometric technologies
emerges from the “Permanent Observatory of the information society” made by
Italian Federcomin and DIT. Approximately one third (33.6%) of Italian firms use
Internet tool, the web, to regularly contact the public administration; larger businesses communicating with public bodies still appears more widespread (85%).
The Italians make use of e-government in particular to find information (so
declares the 77.3% of the users of these sites); only 38.3% to download modules.
Overall the citizens declare themselves satisfied with the current offer (so is the
62. 6% of users of these sites). In such a scenario raises the question: what do you
expect the market and what is the role of enterprises in the development of the use
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of biometric technologies? What is the relationships between ICT, labor market
and public administrations?
There are some essential points to reply but the most important is the technology
development and the management aspect of privacy. The use of skills and knowledge is essential for the future development of the hardware and software above
all in relation with labor market. Really IT companies as suppliers of technologies
and hardware and software products to play a crucial role in the realization of these
objectives, an indispensable function that these technologies are all their effects
connected with the growing need of acknowledgment and secure authentication of
users of the service. In this case the development of biometric technologies may
represent an opportunity for market growth of supply and demand IT characterized
by a decrease in spending and after the crisis it will be a important opportunity for
the labor market.
We can therefore get new impulses from these new technologies in respect of
which the interest of public administrations is rightly growing, also in view of
their characteristics power in authentication and recognition, ease of use, accuracy,
security level, compatible with the protection of privacy, trust on the part of users.
In particular the user needs to gain a high degree of confidence in respect of digital
technologies and communication and if we really want to think of a knowledge
society that is open to all, we have to focus on these instruments that can contribute significantly to improve the man-machine relationship making it more efficient
and more secure.
The issue of biometric technologies falls under the broader need to launch the
centrality of innovation. Important is to establish a new economy, the innovation
which is already a reality. The center is the customer-citizen, the real answer to the
needs; the technologies can provide adequate response because the technologies
are versatile and flexible. The real game is played so innovative services, which are
used to change the face of the economy but the future passes only how consumer
culture impacts upon the status of the “lay local” and the nature of citizenship as
they relate to the public understanding of science and scientific literacy in relation
with the market, labor market and with profound change of the public policies.
Finally will be significant how the discourses and techniques of public understanding of science studies might contribute to the formulation of the lay person as
consumer inside the ICT world and its many applications.
The “mondialisation” of the knowledge is demanding new types of learners
and creators. Doing to the new models that globalization requires the citizens and
the new technologies are changing modes of earning, cooperation, support and in
general expression.
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How is the education sector prepared for this new way of society development?
The spread of new ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) puts
the school and the educational system in front of the need for a possible adaptation
to the new digital technologies. But this passage is not a simple passage it needs
human and capital investment, the new way of communication the mediated communication needs to reformulate the objectives and the methodology of teaching.
Global investment on new technologies in the field of education is undoubtedly
significant today, but there are notable differences at international level.
Typical is the case of the United Kingdom, which from 1997 to 2010 has invested 5 billion pounds for the introduction of technology in schools with the aim of
becoming a world leader in the field of education. Another interesting case is represented by the Norway, where the current curriculum gives digital literacy similar
importance to the ability of reading, writing and calculation, so that students, at
all levels and in all disciplines, must use digital media during the learning process.
The Italy, instead, which is moving towards a progressive computerization of
the school, is still far behind the technological changes taking place. In particular, the Directorate-General for studies, statistics and information systems of the
Ministry of education is promoting the “Digital School Plan” aimed at integrating
technology in teaching. The plan aims to modify learning environments, school
languages, tools and content through digital innovation that should allow the passage from “analog” to that “digital”.
Many prior studies found that mediated communication or use of IT can be
effective and students’ performance can be improved in hybrid environment (e.g.,
Alvarez et al., 2013; Inayat, Amin, Inayat, & Salim, 2013 ).
When it comes to ICT refers generally to open platforms and more specifically
to the computer. In school, on the other hand, ICT declined in educational resources for learning and include: software designed specifically for teaching, hardware
used for educational purposes (interactive whiteboard, readers of e-Books) and
technological learning environments (network systems, e-learning platforms).
The use of information and communication technologies in schools can be activated with two main modes. The first-already adopted in many schools-is the
creation of networked classrooms that serve as multimedia Labs, distinct from the
courtroom where you normally do lesson. The second, more innovative character,
provides for the introduction of a Pc in each classroom permanently connected to
the internet, so as to encourage the production, management and use of information of the class in every moment of school life. Initiatives of this second type,
if done on a large scale, without significant new investments for the individual
educational institution. From a tall, in fact, requires the presence of a computer lab
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with internet-connected computer, personnel with expertise in the use of computer
elementary, as well as some teachers and experts.
Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) is other ICT tools introduced to the educational
settings. It includes a set of a special whiteboard screen connected to a computer
and a data projector. The IWB can substitute the visual didactical materials and
teacher can explain the lessons content by touching the screen or using a special
digital pen. In many institutions, these skills and these equipments are already
an additional tool to support the computerization of teaching and learning is the
so-called IWB (interactive whiteboard), a large surface, similar to slate Blackboard, which displays applications and content (texts, images, animations, videos,
software) digital format and interactively. The IWB has two extremely positive
aspects: it is easy to use and allows for a collective and contemporary use by the
entire class led by the teacher in the learning process.
The innovative character of the IWB is undoubtedly the Internet connection,
which distinguishes it from the traditional Blackboard, understood as a mere writing surface. The first IWB was introduced in a University in 1991 but has had to
wait nearly a decade before spreading plans on larger scale: today the country that
presents the percentage far higher than “IWB for class” is the United Kingdom,
with over 70% of classes with IWB. Then they are very separated, Mexico (just
below the 30%) and the United States, Australia and New Zealand. The Nations
who are initiating policies to promote the installation of this tool in all classes are
numerous and growing, even in the years to come.
The IWB and student learning: in a 2006 study, the Economist Steve Machin
education expert from the London School of Economics found that the use of
ICT (therefore not only but also the IWB) has a strong positive effect on learning
English in primary schools in the United Kingdom. In his study, the effect is less
evident for the learning of mathematics and science subjects, which would suggest
the role of ICT in enhancing the competences of students. In various publications,
the OECD has found that the use of ICT is also associated to learning improvements of scientific and quantitative materials.
In this context, however, it must be considered that the role of the teacher suffers a transformation.: the teacher becomes the one who organizes learning opportunities allowing the student to participate in the construction of their knowledge.
Therefore, teachers also prompted for a new type of work, for which you need
an investment in their training and subsequent update is not easy to quantify in
monetary terms, but which must be taken into account if you want to design effective educational policies.
However, the plasma technology is expensive and many education systems
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may not be able to afford it (Rudd, 2008). By reducing the expenses, it seems likely
soon to take over from blackboards and normal whiteboards. However, many of
the strengths and weaknesses of this major ICT tool still remain to be understood
and the impact of it on teaching needs to be known through more investigations.
The main problem in the field of using IWB in primary schools is that there are
many debates about the ways that IWB can have very positive effects on teaching
in primary schools. More research is needed to highlight the teachers’ attitudes
towards the IWB and its contribution toward providing a more effective ICT environment in schools and specifically in the classrooms.
Within the framework of school digitizing project also fits the eBook, the interactive book, an actual file that, as such, require computer support to be received.
Hawkins in “Electronic books: a major publishing revolution.” (2000) states
that “an e-book is the contents of a book made available in an electronic form.”
Among the possible media there are specific readers (e-readers), originally designed for eBook reading, but also the computer (fixed or portable), tablets, PDAs
and some mobile phones. Of course, that an eBook can replace a school textbook
must be read via a support that has specific characteristics: do not be too bulky or
heavy to be transported daily from home to school; have adequate autonomy, allowing the consultation for the duration of the lessons without having to be fed via
cable; to underline text or take notes as on a traditional printed text; have a virtual
memory large enough to hold all the books of which the student needs during a
school year (and therefore, easily, also include some books from previous years).
As it can be underlined in the research made by Roesnite Ismail and A. N.
Zainab In their examination of undergraduate student use of e-books in Malaysia,
note that studies on patron acceptance of e-books are still ‘‘in their infancy.’’
Looking to empirical research we can say that some reports lack any description of the composition or size of the sample population and clear analysis of
the results. More rigorous research is needed to establish a more accurate picture
of user behavior and usability of e-books.” The research examines topics such
as student use, acceptance of, and satisfaction with, e-books; the circulation of
e-books in comparison with print counterparts; functionality; the reading experience; reasons for use and nonuse; cooperative collection development; integration
of e-books into library collections and services; and promotion of their availability.
A study by the Center for Information and Communication Studies at Ball State
University concludes that students can ‘‘learn just as well using eBooks as using
hard copy books.’’We must not therefore confuse the eBook with what is commonly referred to as e-learning, i.e. the possibility of using sources and methods in
classes other than textbooks, which in fact finding information via the internet, use
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of multimedia, interactive tools and new forms of learning. The eBook is nothing
more than the traditional textbook read and enjoyed on a screen. In fact, even with
regard to content, eBooks are completely analogous to paper counterpart. Till now
we can say that there are not so relevant research have been outlined in regard to
health E-books impact.
E-learning - Taking in consideration the results of 2010 Sloan Survey of online
learning we see that in US approximately 30% of university and college students
take at least one course online (Allen & Seaman, 201018). If we look at internet use
in EU we can see from the Table Place of Internet use that the biggest percentage
is home use
And the smallest percentage is Place of education ( age from 16 to 74).

Table Place of internet use, 2011
Place of
work
(other
than
home)

Home

EU-27
Euro area
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania

93
93
95
91
94
98
95
93
93
88
88
94
88
87
89
92

42
43
44
36
36
51
45
39
31
35
41
39
40
44
36
35

Place of
education

12
11
13
11
15
17
9
16
11
8
13
8
12
16
15
19

Neighbour,
friend or
relative’s
house

24
25
25
8
16
21
22
19
5
13
26
33
24
29
30
20

Other
place

14
17
18
7
9
16
16
11
3
12
24
12
20
21
21
12

Allen, I. E., & Seaman, J. (2010). Class Differences: Online Education in the United States, 2010.
Retrieved December 15, 2010 from http://sloanconsortium.org/publications/survey/class_differences
18
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Table Place of internet use, 2011

Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom
Iceland
Norway
Croatia (1)
FYR of Macedonia (1)
Serbia (2)
Turkey (1)

97
92
96
99
95
93
90
89
94
91
97
97
95
98
98
89
86
81
63

47
35
39
53
47
30
40
30
50
47
55
54
44
54
60
36
23
28
32

12
17
9
15
13
14
16
18
12
16
20
17
13
21
15
13
17
14
7

15
22
14
24
15
16
27
9
31
21
45
34
25
31
30
18
17
16
16

20
10
12
10
13
8
17
7
22
13
34
29
8
11
23
13
20
7
21

Source: Eurostat (online data code: isoc_pibi_pai)

Looking at literature in this field we can say even though there are studies of
online education that found no significant differences in learning outcomes when
compared to traditional, classroom-based education here we can mention the research of Biner, Bink, Huffman, & Dean, 1997; Brown & Liedholm, 2002Johnson,
Aragon, Shaik, & Palma-Rivas, 2000,; Allen, Bourhis, Burrell, &Mabry, 2002;,
still online courses differ considerably from traditional instruction in the way students interact with the instructor, their fellow students and the content. Interaction
would be very limited without the utilization of appropriate technologies in fully
online learning settings
Prior e-learning research has focused heavily on the adoption and post-adoption
use of e-learning systems (e.g., Islam, 2011, 2012a; Roca et al., 2006; Sumak et
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al., 2011 ). The value of e-learning is that the students can download learning materials at any time, the students can receive course-related news, group discussion
facilities with the possibility of storing old discussions for future reference, and
online examination are very useful features not only for part-time students but also
for full-time students. The e-learning system allows participation in many courses
while being in different geographical location, in this case we allow the geographical disease.
All this new technologies will influence on methodology of teaching, mediated
communication in education can be a new value to the teaching process, but all this
new technologies has to be used in appropriate way and firstly the teachers has to
be requalified for best use of all new methodologies.
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The tasks of support for decision making in the

management of financial and economic activity of
an educational institution

Proskurovych O. V., Boychuk V.A.
Khmelnytsky National University

Problem statement
In the modern stage of formation of a Common Education Space there is the pressing question of effective economic model development of domestic higher educational
institutions in Ukraine. Applying the modern methods of strategic management, educational institutions must change an existent financial and economic mechanism which
depends not only on the potential opportunities and solving problems of optimal use
of resource provision, but also the conditions of the educational products. The state of
educational environment in Ukraine is characterized by significant differentiation, increased fighting for consumers for objective reasons related to the complexity of the
demographic situation. Therefore, it is appropriate to scientifically approach the problem
of developing and implementing the strategy of financial and economic activities of the
institution from a systems perspective.

Analysis of researches and publications
Fundamental scientific works of Russian and Ukrainian scientists had brought
considerable payment in development of approach of the systems as general metodology of research: V. G. Afanaseva, А. І. Berga. V. Blauberg, О. О. Bohdanov,
S. А. Valuev, V. N. Volkova, D. V. Gvishian, S. P. Nikonorova, V. N. Sadovskyi,
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F. Е. Temnikova, V. S. Tuhtina, А. І. Uemova, U. І. Chernyak, U. А. Urmantseva,
Е. G. Yudina and others. Among foreign scientists that stand near the sources of
origin and development of system movement, it is worth mentioning R. Аkoff,
Ch. Barnard, L. fonBertalanfi, St. Bira, D.Dicson, P. Johnson, F. Caste, Е. Kveid,
D. Kliland, V. King, Dj. Klir, Е. Kunts, О. Lange, Е. Laslo, St. Оpner, Еshbi U.
Rosa, Dj. Forrester, F. Emery, S. Yang and many others. However, the problem of
management of financial and economic activities of higher education institutions,
using a systematic approach is not adequately resolved in theoretical terms, and
not adapted to the level of practical application.

Exposition of basic material of research
The methodological bases of solving problems of management of financial and
economic processes of higher education institutions is system approach, general
theory of the systems and analysis of the systems. System approach represents the
analysis of functioning of educational institutions as a complex system, whose
elements are incorporated by the great number of connections between them as
well as with the environment. The conception of system researches is considerably
covered in works of domestic and foreign authors.
Educational institutions belong to the class of the cybernetic systems, that is
the guided systems [1]. The market of educational products, on which educational
product is offered, is considered an innovative system of knowledge and skills to
use it, formed through the provision of educational and support services backed by
the necessary resources. Under the management we will understand a systematic,
purposeful influence on the processes of financial and economic activity of an
educational institution, on the achievement of the aim by way of the most effective
use of material, financial, information and other resources. Financial and economic
activity of domestic educational institutions can be presented as a continuous process of attracting various resources, their integration in the process supply of educational services to get a certain result [1].
The management subject for an educational institution is an administrative apparatus, which formulates the aim, develops plans, sets requirements to made decisions, and also controls their implementation. The management object is financial
and economic activity of an educational institution, which is implemented by executive authorities and which takes into account the peculiarities of functioning of
higher educational institutions and dynamism of their comparative performance in
terms of impact on existing customer needs and creation of new ones.
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The subject and object of management are bound by direct and reverse connections. Direct connection is expressed by the stream of directive information
that is directed from an administrative apparatus to the object of management. A
feed-back is the stream of accounting information about implementation of made
decisions, which goes in reverse direction. Directive information is formed by an
administrative apparatus in accordance with the aim of management and also due
to information about the environment, and formed external situation. Accounting
information is formed by the management object and represents the internal situation of the object, and also the degree of influence of the environment on it. Thus,
the environment influences not only the object of management but also supplies
information to the administrative apparatus, whose decisions depend on external
factors. The environment and internal factors, that influence the activity of an educational institution, form its business environment that actually determines the
position of an educational institution on the market of educational services, and,
thus, its financial prosperity. The environment is presented by the groups of participants (competitors, industry leaders and organizations of other sectors); state;
social surroundings (locals, public organizations) and by relations between them
and enterprise (mainly formal, obligatory for all participants). An internal environment is also presented by the groups of participants (management, employees
(working group), units of the institution) and relations between them (both formal
and informal) [1].
In terms of the cybernetic approach an education institution has input streams
(existing system of resources), output streams (educational services) and internal
streamlined processes system [2].
An educational institution is a dynamic stochastic adaptive system. Technologies of educational services, marketing and investment strategies, and volumes of
the attracted resources change over time. Input and output streams are accidental
processes with a regular component, that will form under the influence of longterm tendencies of economy and financial markets, and also the selected strategy
of development of an educational institution, and a casual component, conditioned
by the flotations of education services markets, an inevitable risk while effecting
of certain financial and economic transactions. In the process of management an
adaptation of a system to changes of an input and output material, financial, and
information streams takes place. An important principle of construction of the system of an educational institution is consideration of a higher educational institution
as a system with a multilevel (hierarchical) structure. The stream of administrative
influences goes from the high-level links, and the information about current state
of management object of a lower level comes to the links of a higher level. A bot99

tom level of management is the source of information for making management
decisions at a higher level.
Thus, an educational institution is an open, complex purposeful system, organized hierarchically. The great number of input and input streams determines the
variety and interdependence of processes of financial and economic activity of an
educational institution. Complexity of organization and structure, variety and unity
of functioning processes, explain difficulties in the organization of effective management of financial and economic activity of an educational institution. In modern
terms the problem of support for management decisions is of current importance
for most domestic higher educational institutions which are hard-organized systems with the developed hierarchical management structure. As a rule, educational
institutions are characterized by continuity of the educational processes, provision
of educational services, resulting in complication of management of financial and
economic activities of such institutions. Application of the systems approach to
research financial and economic processes of an educational institution gives an
objective basis for making management decisions, whose complex support can
provide the use of modern soft hardware and information technologies.
An important part of the management system of an educational institution is the
system of functions, which appears as an administrative cycle. At consideration of
the system of functions of management of financial and economic activity of domestic higher educational institutions we will adhere to the generally accepted classification. Among the basic functions of management it is possible to distinguish
the following: planning, organization and co-ordination, accounting, analysis and
control; adjusting, activation and stimulation. Every function is characterized by
its peculiar technological process of information processing and by the method of
influence on the guided object. Management functions are always directed to the
achievement of management aims. It is to the stage of setting goals that one can refer foresight, forecasting, and planning. End-point of this stage is the construction
of an ideal model of the educational process aimed at the achievement of primary
objective of an educational institution [3].
In general planning can be defined as the process of making decisions, which
precedes the future action. Planning is the process of decisions preparation by the
purposeful comparative estimation of different alternative variants of actions in the
expected terms [3]. The specific of forming planned decisions is comprehensively
investigated and presented in the works of domestic and foreign economists.
Within the framework of the company planning one distinguishes: planning
of service delivery, economic planning, financial planning and budgeting [3]. As
a rule, a plan of the economic and social development of an educational institu100

tion is drawn up as a result of the tactical planning. The plan presents the complex
program of basic, economic and social activity of an educational institution over a
certain period. On the basis of the plan of technical and economic indexes connections between structural subdivisions of an educational institution and scientifically
reasonable proportions in an educational services are set, development of budgets
according to the basic types of activity, and also control of their implementation
are carried out. Nowadays budgets are the main means of planning and control in
the sphere of business. Qualitative data formed within every operational budget
are used not only as planned and control indicators but also as output data for the
construction of financial budget [4]. Control and estimation of budget implementation is based on the analysis of deviations of the actually achieved results and
planned results in the budget. Budgeting realizes in itself the functions of planning,
analysis and control as stages of a unified process of management of financial and
economic activity of an educational institution. Not only employees of economic
planning and financial departments take part in the process of the budgetary planning but also those specialists, who will be responsible for budget implementation that causes additional organizational complications, including collection and
processing of different economic and financial information. Variant character of
plans and budget on the stage of their development, necessity for operative adjustments of planning tasks on the stages of statement and implementation of budget,
requirement to complex presentation of various interdependent processes of functioning of an educational institution stipulate application of econometric methods
and models, that allow to operatively enumerate plans and form the variants of decisions as to the management of financial and economic activity of an educational
institution, to conduct control and complex analysis of the activity results.

Conclusions
The organization of effective work on all stages of management of financial and
economic activity of an educational institution can be provided, in our opinion, by
a complex system of support for management decisions, that allows to automatize
the stages of collection and processing of economic information, forecast further
development of economic situation taking into account the domestic terms of doing business, determine its influence on technical and economic efficiency of functioning of domestic higher educational institutions, compute or to model different
variants of management decisions, form necessary planning and budgetary documentation, determine the most expedient measures that provide the acceptable ef101

ficiency of educational services provision, conduct control and analysis of results
of educational institution functioning.
Thus, given the identified weaknesses, it is necessary to improve methodological foundations of economic development strategy for an educational institution,
whose main element is the mechanism construction of alternatives choice of the
financial strategy of higher educational institutions.
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Use of the business game «business project»

for the training and control of professional competence
of graduates in
“management of organizations and administration”

Galinskaya Y. V., Miroshnichenko Y. A.,
Skidanenko Y.P., Lukianikhina O. A.
Sumy State University

Introduction
A rapid information volume growth requires a modern manager to have the
qualities as follows: initiative, inventiveness, entrepreneurial spirit, the ability to
make decisions quickly and accurately using a creative approach.
Modern managers constantly have to solve various business problems, from
the appearance of a marketing idea to implementation of this idea. Students should
gain these important skills in the process of training at higher educational institute,
and not at the workplace, as it occurs most often.
Therefore the control of professional skills in the form of role-playing games
during study significantly simplifies the process of occupational adaptation of a
young professional.
The matters of the use of business games as a means of formation and control of
student’s occupational skills were studied by Aristovo Kerstie, V. Vedenina, E.M.
Minskin, P. Mrdulyash, S.V. Popov, G.P. Schedrovitskiy.
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Results of the research
In many educational institutions, including Sumy State University a control of
different kinds of student’s competencies plays an important role. It is connected
with the fact that all kinds of competencies gained by future professionals, including competencies in the field of economics is the goal of education at economic
faculties in Higher Educational Institutions.
In accordance with the Regulations on the point rating system of evaluating
educational competencies of the Higher Educational Institution students, this form
of control is introduced as a compulsory element of the transition to the credit units
system for the purpose of regular monitoring the quality of training the curriculum
disciplines and encouraging students on systematic work (both classroom and individual one). The performed analysis has shown that the offered control of student’s
competences is full and system and covering all the stages of student’s professional
competencies formation. However, a number of disadvantages of student’s competences control was identified. In our view, one of the key disadvantages is that
a student gaining rating points and climbing the ladder of success proves himself
in the same type of usual environment. The possibility of non-standard situations,
creative decision making, initiative, creativity comes to naught. It is also necessary
to create the conditions for current control program and intermediate attestation
should to be as close to the conditions of future professional activity as possible.
Analysis of methods of students’ economic competence formation in the educational activity process has allowed us to make a conclusion that the most effective
formation of this kind of competence is achieved by the involvement of students
in project creative activity followed by the control. In our view, the best method
of control is a combination of communicative competence with non-traditional
methods of team competition. In this regard, since 2004 a business game «Business Project» has been developed and successfully used on the basis of Sumy State
University to deepen and reinforce knowledge by the graduates of the specialty
“Management of Organizations and Administration”.
As the 9 year experience have shown the «Business Project» helps to summarize the students’ knowledge of the disciplines of the course “Management of
Organizations”, promotes the development of individual students work and helps
to solve practical case studies.
The goal of the «Business Project» is:
- The integration of the knowledge gained in the studied disciplines of the course;
- Training of specialists able to apply theoretical knowledge in practical situations;
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- The ability to take stock of the current situation, the ability to find solutions for
its improvement;
- The acquisition of practical skills, that will help to avoid mistakes in the transition to self-employment;
- The development of communicative competences of students.

Table 1. Analysis of the students competences control methods
Control Method
Level of students educational
competencies in frames of the
point
rating system
Current control of the
formation of students
educational competencies.
The following forms of
current control of knowledge
may be provided:
- taking notes of a lecture;
- individual tasks
performance;
- homework performance and
presentation;
- discussions, trainings, round
tables;
- written control (test,
dictation, composition, essay,
etc.);
- different kinds of
colloquiums (oral, combined,
express ones, etc.)
Intermediate control

Final attestation

Essence of the Control
Method
Evaluated while current and
intermediate control, and
while final attestation

Advantages

Disadvantages

The increasing development
of student skills is evaluated,
and each stage evaluation
tools take this increase into
account

Rating model, which
determines the degree of
students progress on the
ladder of success in the
similar environment

Aimed at encouraging
students to work
systematically.

The real results of education
within the timeframe
specified

This monitoring model
requires a creation of the
"portfolio" of achievements.
Existing stereotypes of
learning ability of each of the
students.

Performed at the control
points in accordance with the
academic calendar.

Monitoring of representative
data, presentation skills and
public speaking skills.

Form of control carried out in
frames of the third
control point for the full
course and the second control
point - for the small course.

Traditional (examination and
/ or pass-fail examination in
accordance with the
curriculum) and
non-traditional forms of
control required by academic
program are included in the
final attestation.

Intermediate control program
should be as close to the
conditions of future
professional activity as
possible.
Absence of innovations in test
and evaluation process

The basis of the business game «Business Project» is formation of an enterprise, which interacts with the other players in the game. To do this the group of
students is divided into five teams. Each team performs functions according to
the title. The first one is “The Enterprise”, the second one is “The Expert and Appraisal Company”, the third one is the “The Consulting Company”, the fourth one
is “The Bank” and the fifth one is “The Expert and Appraisal Company”. Within
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each group, the students share the professional duties and determine the wages
fund themselves, which helps them to acquire skills in building future collectives.
The enterprise charter is created and the professional duties of all group members are assigned.
The first team “Enterprise” is the biggest, as this very team develops and implements a business plan of the enterprise creation. A business plan is one of the
first summarizing documents of the Investment Feasibility Study and it contains
aggregated data on the planned nomenclature and volumes of production output,
characteristics of markets and raw materials base, the need in the production of the
land, energy and labor resources. As well the business plan should include a number of indicators, giving an idea of commercial, budget and economic efficiency of
the project under review and first of all for the participants-investors of the project.
Calculations of the indicators should be adapted to the requirements and conditions of the modern national and foreign investment.
Initially there is a condition that “The Enterprise” in accordance with the business plan has to conduct market analysis with the help of “The Consulting Company”, to appraise land or property resources for taking out a loan with the help
of “The Expert and Appraisal Company”, to take out a loan in “The Bank” and
execute all the documents with “The Construction Company” regarding the facilities renovating for future production (scheme 1).
The work of “Enterprises” is a simulation model of a real enterprise in modern conditions. All agreements must be supported by contracts that are issued as
required by law. All the papers are accepted by the Job Completion Report with
the appropriate signatures. All business communications are recorded in the form
of office memorandums or official letters with external participants in the game.
The second team “the Consulting Company” conducts the Market research,
competitors analysis, and makes a marketing plan, what is proved by the attached
contract and a detailed marketing plan.
The third team “the Expert and Appraisal Company” appraises the real estate
item. Before that “the Expert and Appraisal Company” has to win the tender for
this assessment, what is proved by the enclosed documents. All the contracts and
copies of the bills are enclosed as well.
The forth team “The Bank” carries out the study of credit report of a client (enterprise) and on the basis of studied credit models the supposed credit. All credit
tables and bank papers filed-in appropriately are enclosed.
The fifth team “The Building Company” performs remedial works in the premises of future enterprise about what the following appendices: schedule plan on
remedial work handling, acceptance certificate, bills.
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The scheme 1. Interaction of the enterprises within the business game
«Business Project»

One of the control forms is the corporate report of an enterprise where the reports of each team with appropriate documents on their activity are gathered.
While business game the students have the opportunity to gain knowledge
themselves in the process of practice tasks and problems solving which require
integration of knowledge of different subject fields. Therein lies colossal possibilities for formation and control of professional competence of future specialists.
Besides, the business game “Business Project” promotes the union of different
disciplines knowledge and develops study, research skills that are creative by their
essence.
Within business game frameworks the lecturer has the role of coordinator, expert and adviser. Students also can ask for help other lecturers by leading disciplines or directly the enterprise.
Summarized and generalized lesson (that is in form of a seminar), at which
students present their enterprises are carried out as a form of control of business
game. All course lecturers are presented on the presentations.
The revelation of negative moments during the group work is one of the principal presentation requirements. They can be intergroup problems as well as prob-
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lems with external communications between working groups. The analysis of team
work is performed after each team presentation. Such method of control helps to
develop cognitive activity of students, their opinion independence; it also improves
student’s communication competence that is very important for future managers.
The use of students’ competence control by means of business game “Business
Project” allowed to overview the designing of education-and-pedagogic process
in the system of professional skills education. This approach opened new possibilities for improvements of graduates training quality. New possibilities for reorganization of education activity of students into education-and-professional that
advances more effective mastering of specialty first of all by means of designing
of future professional activity in education process.
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Structure, architecture and functionality of modern
integrated university management system

Mazarchuk A. Y., Belovsky C. E., Grygoruk S. S.
Khmelnytskyy National University, Ukraine

The modern university - is a complex dynamically evolving system, the
management of which requires the solution of a number of both organizational
and technical problems. University management requires coordinated work of
hundreds of teachers and administrative staff. The main objective of a university is
to teach students the advanced knowledge and skills and, therefore, it must ensure
prompt and consistent curriculum renewal of dozens of specialties and thousands
of students. Good management should be based on timely information about all
the processes that take place in the object of management. There must be effective,
both direct control and feedback.
Thus, we come to the need for rapid processing of large amounts of information,
and the sources of this information may be hundreds of people, and the results of
its processing should be available to thousands users. The solution of this problem
is possible only with the use of modern information technologies. As shows
experience of development and deployment of the various information systems, the
greatest effect can be reached only at creation of the integrated information systems
where it is possible to check a correctness of entered information and to ensure its
safety and optimum processing. At the same time, modern communications allow
you to combine a variety of clients in a single system, regardless of where they
are - at work, at home or on the road.
Another, perhaps more important problem, which solves an integrated university
management system is the implementation of best management practices embodied
in the information system. Not information system adapts to existing management
practices at the university, on the contrary, university management changes using
advanced methods and techniques embodied in the system.
On the basis of long-term experience of development and deployment of various
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information systems it is possible to formulate the following basic provisions.
The basic concept of the integrated university management system - «documentoriented management of the university»:
a) by the activities of teachers structured documents (which can be stored in the
database) are created;
b) the results of student learning can also be reflected in the form of structured
documents;
c) all structured documents can be fairly easy processed by the certain formalized
algorithm – as a result, analytical information for the analysis of activity of
university by its management is formed;
d) change of any object’s state in the system is fixed by separate record with the
indication of time of change that allows to determine a condition of all system
at any moment;
e) the management creates the structured documents (orders, instructions) that
comes to objects of management (teachers, students) and correct their activity
in the right direction.
The concept of a subsystem «Educational process»:
a) subjects of management are «The educational department», «Dean’s office»,
«Chair»;
b) chairs form curricula of their specialties and coordinate them with educational
department, and also form working curricula on their basis, and coordinate them
with the relevant dean’s offices;
c) educational department coordinates the whole educational process at the
university, and can also assist chairs in the development and coordination of
curricula;
d) teachers create work programs of educational subjects on the basis of curricula;
e) dean’s offices form individual curricula for each student and organize educational
process on the basis of curricula of specialties, work programs of educational
subjects and wishes of students;
f) results of the current academic progress are fixed in electronic grade books, and
results of the final progress - in electronic grades sheets. The online access to this
information can be provided to students and their parents for the control;
g) performance analysis subsystem generates analytical reports on the learning
process (including the rating of students) for adoption of the relevant decisions
by management;
h) the integrated university management system assumes existence of separate
information system for storage of training materials, ensuring access to them by
students and teachers, ensuring their interaction in classroom and out-of-class
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time, ensuring educational process.
Users log into both systems can be integrated and implemented under the same
credentials.
Conceptual provisions regarding the technical implementation of the system:
a) access to system functions should be performed only by authorized users, all
data transmission has to be carried out on the protected connections;
b) system is designed on a modular principle, with the possibility of interaction of
the individual modules via defined interfaces and protocols developed under the
project;
c) priority way of integration is the integration of the modules based on a uniform
database;
d) when developing program modules it is recommended to use universal interfaces
for access to databases (for PHP, for example, it can be ADODB);
e) the client (university) can assemble its own system from those modules that are
deemed necessary;
f) for performance of the same functions there can be different realization of
modules (for example, with the web interface or native), their interchangeability
has to be provided due to standardization of interfaces;
g) the specific implementation of the system may not have some or all interfaces
if its modules are already integrated, but should provide the ability to add any
interface, if necessary;
h) at a choice of programming tools it is recommended to be guided first of all by
open standards and the free open-source software;
i) when developing the interface it is recommended to be guided by modern web
technologies and to consider possibility of client’s work from various mobile
devices;
j) database server must meet the following minimum requirements: support for
SQL, transaction support, referential integrity, triggers, stored procedures, the
effective execution of complex queries. As recommended SQL server can be
specified PostgreSQL and Firebird;
k) the structure of the database must be integrated and normalized;
l) if physical separation of the system into several independent systems with
partially shared data is necessary (for individual departments, branches, etc.) the
module of synchronization of the shared data and support of unique identifiers
can be provided.
In general, the main functions of the integrated university management system
can be represented as a diagram shown in Figure 1. Yellow blocks represent the
functions of the system, light blue - correspond to jobs / roles.
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Any information should be entered into the system once by the appropriate
department and reused elsewhere in the system as needed.
Distribution of authorities on entering, control, access to certain information in
the system may vary in different universities as a result of the current practice, and
because of the skill level of specific performers.
Accordingly, the distribution of authority, even in one university may change
over time, so the distribution of authority in the system must be specified flexibly
either at the level of workplaces, and personally with aid of roles system.
The functional diagram shows the recommended distribution of functions for
jobs / roles.
Planning and Finance Department is responsible for the formation of staffing,
based on which the personnel department carries out all orders on the movement
of personnel.
Also, the personnel department supports the relevance of personal cards of
employees, tracks sick-lists and leaves, controls the total amount of the employee’s
salaries.
Based on information from the personnel department all other departments
obtain the current list of teachers and the rest of personal information as needed.
Planning and Finance Department also optionally can track the following
information:
• Contracts for teaching;
• Academic agreements (estimates, consumption, income);
• Internal department’s subaccounts system, rules of distribution of means on the
basis of results of their activity;
• Calculation of staff on the basis of contingent and other;
• The cost of education on the specialty calculation.
Admissions commission provides input information on entrants (personal files,
log, etc.) and the transfer of information and personal data of taken students in the
student’s staff department.
Thus operative data exchange with Unified State Electronic Database of
Education (USEDE) has to be provided.
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Figure 1. 
Functional diagram of integrated university management
system

Student’s staff department provides relevance of student’s personal information
and executes all orders on their movement. Preparation of orders can be carried
out in the relevant dean’s offices. The system has to allow to execute part of orders
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directly by dean’s offices without student’s staff department control, for example,
orders on transfer from one group to another (same specialty), transfer to the
following course. The chair forms curricula, coordinates them with educational
department which approves them, the approved curricula are blocked for changes.
On the basis of the approved curricula every year the chair forms working curricula
which are coordinated with dean’s office and educational department.
On the basis of the approved working curricula the dean’s office forms individual
student’s curricula (taking into account their choice).
On the basis of individual student’s curricula chairs assign load for teachers. On
the basis of the load assignment educational department creates a schedule.
The educational department also forms the schedule of educational process,
performs accounting of ensuring educational process by References, computers,
audiences and so forth.
Dean’s office provides the control and organization of the educational process,
forming, printing and input of semester and interim grade sheets, control of
student’s curricula implementation, accounting practices, the formation and
printing of diplomas, study cards and other necessary documents. Inside the dean’s
office access to its functions can be divided further into functional roles, such as
Methodist, Deputy Dean for Academic Affairs, Deputy Dean for educational work,
etc.
On all or individual departments can be organized pre-graduate training,
information about which is automatically sent to the admissions commission.
The teacher creates the work programs of their disciplines, enters current grades
and attendance in electronic grade book, forms an individual plan and report on
progress, on the basis of which its personal rating and the rating of the chair can
be formed.
Students monitor all information entered about them in the system, both personal
and academic. Also, if necessary, we can provide students with an opportunity
to form individual curricula based on working curricula approved by the dean’s
office.
Graduates department distributes students, support base of companies and
provides a communication to the employment service, graduates.
Educational - methodical department keeps records of information on
professional development of teachers.
Chancellery generates orders for business trips and travel sheets, forms the
legal framework of the university, delivers and monitors execution of documents
by the university.
The campus tracks information on the property, room’s employment,
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accommodation, etc.
In addition to specialized jobs / roles the system must be provided by job /
role without specialized functions for an employee of any department to ensure
authorized access to the system-wide functions, such as document workflow and
messaging. All departments have access to the workflow system that enables
the formation of documents, track deadlines and control of execution. Also, all
workplaces in the system have the ability to exchange messages between users of
the system.
All system workplaces provide relevant reports, documentation and analysis.
This takes into account the subordination of departments, such as deans have
access to the relevant chairs, directors of institutes – to the dean’s offices, the rector
and vice rectors – dean’s offices information, etc.
On the basis of information about the activities of the university (reports,
analysis) management makes reasonable decisions and manages the university by
orders.
The integrated university management system should provide interaction with
external information systems, in particular with systems of Ministry of Education
and Science (MES): Education, USEDE, etc.; with various financial institutions,
enterprises (for graduate employment) and other universities.
Also single individuals can interact with the system, not only internal users, for
example entrants, graduates.
The system should be provided with administrative roles for full access to all
system functions, and specialized, for access only to a limited set of functions (for
example, entering certain reference books).
Thus, the information system built on the basis of these provisions will provide
operative input of all information necessary for management of the university. This
eliminates duplication of input data, and hence increased efficiency. Since each
type of information is administered only by relevant competent people, it provides
a correct input data.
As the same information is reused in various divisions, it in addition
provides control of reliability and timeliness of input of information. Existence
of all information in the uniform integrated system will allow to process most it
effectively and to receive the operative, actual, complex analysis of university’s
activity. At the same time, the system incorporates leverages to ensure operational
control, as the decision making (using the workflow subsystem) and indicative
(using different ratings).
As a result, we can talk about an increase in both the efficiency of university’s
activity and the quality of education.
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It takes a lot of preparation and a large number of operations on their treatment
to process multi-chain of events, which currently implies on the presence of an
information system or its development.
Institution of higher education as a highly organized structure, which operates
in several managerial dimensions for ladder diagram and document interactions,
requires an information system for its functioning, which is covering all aspects
of the university. To develop such system it is necessary to analyze the business
processes within the university, under the results of which one can propose the
structure of the information system, as well as the need to establish new information system or upgrading an existing one.
Is necessary to fix and identify the structure of the organization and the laws
of its activities at the first stage of the analysis, for which one should be familiar
with the documents governing the activities of the organization as a whole. Having
systematized information we will get a report on:
• the general principles of operation of the organization;
• the OU structure;
• the company profile;
• the rules of interaction with outside organizations;
• key business processes.
In particular, for National Mining University, the main activity is the preparation according to the state order and contractual obligations of highly skilled professionals for the organization and conducting basic and applied researches in the
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industries of mining, construction, engineering, geology, energy, economy, law,
computer science, computer technology and etc.
For it the same activities are: teaching, scientific, innovation and international
ones, each of which defines the main goals and tasks. [1]
Considering the structure of higher education institutions (see Figure 1, 2)
[2,3,4], one can identify common features in them: the separation of management
layers, depending on the lines of activity.
The further stage of the research is testing of activities of each automated unit.
At this time, drafting request forms is need with the help of the staff of the studied
units, which should result in a report containing the following sections:
• the structure of the organization;
• the total list of business processes of the organization;
• descriptions of the units;
• name of the department;
• documents regulating the activity;
• functions;
• incoming documents;
• outgoing documents;
• revision of the existing organizational documents;
• the results of the division.
Types of business process is convenient to group by type:
• Key business processes - generate a revenue.
• Supporting business processes - support infrastructure.
• Business process management - manage.
• Business development - develop.
In the analysis of business processes of the department (Fig. 3, 4) [5], the division of department’s business processes is shown as well as its organizational
structure.
Further action on the analysis of business processes is a refinement of the received information and a detailed study of business processes.
After a detailed explanation of the existing business processes in higher education, it is advisable to take advantage of approaches to the management and
organization of IT services aimed at meeting the needs of business, such as ITSM
and ITIL.
In contrast to the more traditional technological approach, the ITSM recommends to be concentrated on a client and his needs, on services that provide the
information technologies to an user, but not on technologies.
Thus process organization of the grant of services and presence of parameters
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of efficiency (KPI), advance stipulated in agreements about the level of services,
allow IT-departments to give high-quality services, to measure and to improve
their quality.
An important moment at the exposition of principles of the ITSM is the system.
On a mandatory basis at the exposition of each composite element of the ITSM
(management of the incidents, management of the configurations, management of
the security, etc.) traced intercommunication and coordination with other elements
(services, processes) and at the same time there are given necessary practical recommendations.
The ITIL isn’t a concrete algorithm or guidance to the action, but it describes
the front-rank experience and offers recommendations of the organization of the
process approach and management of quality of the grant of the services. It allows
to unstuck from the features of this concrete enterprise in this concrete industry.
At the same time, in spite of the certain abstractness, the ITIL is every way
aimed at the practical use.
In every section of library there are key factors of the success of the introduction of one or another process, practical recommendations, at the same time, prevail over the cleanly theoretical reasonings.
On the basis of these approaches at Moscow State University implemented the
project University, which is based on the already prepared software products, i.e.
consists in configuring and finalizing of the product under the necessities of a
customer.
Within the confines of the project, executed at Faculty of Computational Mathematics and Cybernetics in Moscow State University, is used the package of CA
USM.
The experience of the introduction and the exploitation of the informative system «University» rotined, that further effective development of IT at a faculty
would appear impossible without the modification of management processes. In
2005-2006 were developed «The conception of the development of the system of
information-сomputational services» and three-year plan of its realization.
As primary purposes development of IT in accordance with the business-necessities of faculty and providing of economic efficiency IT are defined. One of
primary tasks described in conception is reorganization of processes of IT management in accordance with modern standards.
Reorganization of management processes is a sickly thing, so it was decided to
inculcate practices of ITIL gradually, starting with a financial management IT [6]
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Fig. 1. The structure of the Brest State University named after AS Pushkin (Russia)
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Fig. 2. The structure of the educational establishment “Baranovichi
State University” (Belarus)

Fig. 3. The organizational structure of department
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Fig. 4. Activities of department

Well-known in Russian Federation, developed by the corporation «Galaxy»
system of automation “Galaxy Management of Institute of higher”, which is capable of:
• carrying out the effective planning of the educational process
• uniting basic subdivisions in the single informative system of institute of higher.
• reducing labor intensiveness of computational processes.
• promoting authenticity and operationability of treatment of information.
• putting in order business-processes.
• reducing probability of customer’s errors.
• providing control and management by financial and skilled resources.
• providing the operative forming of the administrative accounting for guidance of
institute of higher [7].
Nevertheless, in the conditions of the Ukrainian legislation, system “Galaxy
Management of higher educational institutes” has not had application yet, because
of great number changes which are necessary for its introduction.
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In the University «Ukraine», as a system of automation of Institute of higher the
product Microsoft CRM Dynamix is inculcated. It is an application software for organizations, intended for automation of strategies of co-operating with customers
(clients), in particular, for increasing of level of sales, optimization of marketing
and improvement of service of customers by the maintenance of information about
clients and history of mutual relations with them, establishment and improvement
of business-procedures and subsequent analyses of results. CRM is a model of cooperation, supposing, that the center of all business philosophy is a client, and that
the basic directions of activity are measures on support of the effective marketing,
sales and service of customers. Support of these business goals includes collection,
storage and analysis of information about users, suppliers, partners, and also about
the internal processes of company. Functions for supporting these business goals
include sales, marketing, customer support.

Fig. 5. External resources of state institute of higher the «National mining university»

Having analyzed the existent systems in State Institute of higher the «National
mining university» the composition of external resources of university, accessible
from a world network was defined (fig. 5):
• Server-portal of NMU.
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• Server-portal of inter-sectoral institute of continuous education.
• Server-portal of institute of extra-mural education.
• System of the controlled from distance education.
• On-line module «the electronic library».
• Server-portal of receiving commission.
• Module-client of a single state electronic base on educational questions.
Programmatic decisions used inside (in local networks) the university, (fig. 6)
consist of:
• Automated system “Dean’s Office”.
• System of electronic account of the receiving commission.
• The electronic system of circulation of documents «Corporate portal of NMU».
• Electronic library.
• «1C: Book-keeping » in configuration for the Institute of higher. The most widely
in-use system of all is the system “Dean’s office”, created on principles of single
informative space and being based on the single logical model of data.

Fig. 6. Internal resources of the state institute of higher the “National
mining university”. (The shaded areas represent informative
coverage / presence of the specialized software, used by one or
another subdivision of the university)

The study that had undertaken showed that existing system of the informatization of the State Institution of Higher Learning “National mining university” cov124

ered near 60% of all business process of the State Institution of Higher Learning
and also is considerably fragmented. It seems that similar discouraging-couraging
conclusions are possible to do in a relation to most of the higher learning institutions. As authors suppose it is not deprived sense to revise the existent system on
the basis of the accumulated experience and the experience of the Institution of
Higher Learning of Ukraine to produce recommendations and even general conception for presentation at the national level and for introduction in interested Institution of Higher Learning
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Organizational support of the integrated information
system of university management

Lyubchak V. O., Khomenko V. V., Kyrychenko K. I.
Sumy State University

Prospects of world and native education systems under conditions of information society depend on large-scale introduction of information technologies, development and approbation of new techniques of educational process organization,
modern methods of managerial decisions making and new approaches to educational institution management. Use of integrated information system and modern
information technologies that are a complicated complex of information and telecommunications systems in the educational process and in management requires
improvement and optimization of processes of their development and support.
Modern integrated information system of university management should support all basic processes of educational institution activity and give effective tools
to managers, scientists, faculty and staff to solve their everyday tasks. The following information systems within uniform integrated information university system
can be distinguished:
• Information and analytical system “University” provides information and analytical support of control processes of educational, scientific and other kinds of
the university activity.
• Information library system provides support of library control processes and
gives access to information materials, education and scientific publications etc.
for students, faculty and staff.
• Information e-learning system provides support to educational process, allows
organizing efficient interactive cooperation of lecturers and students and their
work with methodological materials.
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• Information system “Testing” supports the process of entrants’ and students’
knowledge control, allows to accumulate and to save test tasks.
• Information system of electronic documents circulation provides support to saving functions and electronic documents delivery and also another information
messages to all interested university structural subdivisions in time.
• Web-system of the University provides formation of entire positive image of the
university in the country and around the world, and enables free broadcasting
of the information about all kinds of its activity. As a public realization of many
components in the integrated information system, web-system is a source of feedback and an instrument of increasing quality of university business processes.
Construction, support and development of the uniform integrated information
system of university management is a very complicated, long-term and labor-intensive process, which should be provided by team-work of both highly qualified
IT specialists and management of educational institution. During the execution of
these works special attention is paid to researches and system analysis of university activity with the aim of construction of its functional and information model,
improvement and formalization of business processes and creation of organizational and methodological recommendations for rector to analyze problems discovered during research.
Regulations of university activity including the implementation of information
technologies are developed and introduced. Creation of the uniform integrated system is based on the principles of systemic, development, compatibility, standardization and efficiency.
Development and functioning support of its subsystems should be realized with
the use of system approach on the basis of approved concept and uniform architecture.
Concurrently with creation of new functional subsystems of uniform integrated
information system of university management, subsystems earlier introduced into
the exploitation also require administration and further improvement. It should be
mentioned that processes of construction, support and development of integrated
information systems are not limited by time and act on the permanent basis. For
their effective organization it is necessary to consider system as single, but interrelated IT products and define the next categories of works for their creation and
support.
IT project is a complex of processes to create new or modify existing IT product, which can include the following kinds of works: analysis of customer requirements, formation of technical specification, designing and realization / obtaining,
testing, introduction / installation works etc.
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IT support is a set of processes of IT products functioning support that can
include the following kinds of work: consulting and users training, installation,
setting, administration, diagnosis and correction of realization defects etc.
Works connected with construction, support and development of uniform integrated information system of university management are performed by highly qualified IT specialists with sufficiently high level of payment for work. For
optimization of financial resource, educational institution should involve highly
qualified IT specialists only for realization of system core and self-created IT projects, passing other kinds of work to less qualified specialists. This strategy of support and development of integrated information system should be determined in
the concept of its creation and reflected in its architecture. For carrying out these
works it is necessary to determine the next categories of IT projects executors and
executors, who will provide IT support:
IT departments are university structural divisions, aimed at development of uniform IT policy and strategies of university IT infrastructure. University structural
divisions are developers of uniform architecture, principles, standards and rules
of creation and support of information and telecommunications systems and also
they are executors of self-created IT projects and provide appropriate IT support.
IT groups are groups of university staff and students, who are not the employees
of IT departments. Groups are formed for a definite period of time to execute IT
projects and provide IT support. They performed these works within educational,
methodical, scientific or other types of the main activity as plan targets.
To ensure the effective implementation of IT projects it is necessary to create
permanent expert analytical IT commission aimed at analysis, control and monitoring of university IT projects. This commission will determine people respon129

sible for creation of new or modification of existing IT products (executors of IT
projects) and responsible for support of IT products functioning. To oblige commission to determine IT projects, which can be performed by students under the
supervision of lecturer within educational work and then consider results of these
projects and on a competitive basis determine possibilities of their introduction
into university activity. Taking into account a multilevel structure of any information system and advanced experience of service-oriented architecture construction,
the uniform university integrated information system can be treated as follows.
Technical level is a computer-telecommunication system, which provides users
with basic IT services. Technical specialists in certain department are in charge of
its architecture, principles of construction and support.
Software and information level comprises program systems and databases, used
by basic IT services for their functioning, while more intelligent applied IT services are offered to users. Analysts and programmers in certain department are in
charge of their architecture, principles of construction and support. Technical and
program-information levels are the core of integrated information system. They
help the final users to fulfil their professional duties. The core of the system is too
much complicated and exposed to any change. That’s why the same principles,
standards and architecture must be used when the core is constructed.

Organization and methodic level is concentrated on using the system and forming requirements for system functioning. This level deals with organization of us130

ers work with basic and applied IT services of the system and preparing normativemethodical supply of the system. At this level work is principally distinguished to
the following directions:
– support of processes of management and document circulation are classical processes of the University, provided by managerial departments. Managerial departments and administration formulate tasks for design of information-analytical systems and systems of electronic document circulation;
– support of processes of university representation in the Internet is a rather new
process for the University, impossible without IT. That’s why a special department is created to schedule the work of the university departments and to prepare
normative-methodical documents for effective site design and their promotion in
the Internet. This special department manages central sites and formulates tasks
for design or configuration and to adapt the content management system;
– support of e-learning processes is a new process for the University, impossible
without IT. That’s why a special department is created to schedule the work of
the university departments (lecturers), to prepare normative-methodical supply
for e-learning development and to create e-means of learning. Established subdivision performs the administrative function of e-learning system, opens educational repositories and specifies tasks for development or configuration and adaptation of e-learning systems and development of e-learning methods software;
– support of access to electronic information resources – is a new process for the
university, impossible without IT, but guaranteed by existing structural subdivision – library and informational center. This subdivision performs the administrative function of catalogues and open scientific repositories and develops the
regulatory and methodological support their effective design and functioning.
This subdivision organizes the access to external informational recourses and
specifies tasks for development or configuration and adaptation of information
and search systems.
Effective functioning of the university, increase of its national and world rating,
is possible due to use of the uniform integrated information system for support of
educational, scientific and other types of activity.
Modern university, integrated in information space – is a single scientific and
educational complex, which includes basic educational institution that realizes
educational programs using information technologies, and off-campus structural
subdivisions, representation offices, centers and access points to educational resources, connected by a single corporate network that enables carrying-out educational programs on the base of a single information educational space using a
single content, library resources, single faculty and administration.
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Integrated management system: experience of the state
hei “National Mining University”
Chernyshenko V. S., Prykhodchenko S. D., Fomenko A. A.
State Higher Educational Institution “National Mining University”

To understand scale of management in State Higher Educational Institution
“National Mining University” clearly, one should familiarize himself with the
main facts and figures about this university.
National Mining University was founded in 1899, its establishment was caused
by increasing of coal and ore mining in Donets’k coalfield, Krivij Rih iron ore basin and Nikopol’ manganese ore basin. Development of metallurgical industry in
southern Russia affected this establishment as well.
According to the results of universities rating “Compass 2012” National Mining University takes:
- 6th place among Ukraine universities
- 4th place among technical universities of Ukraine
- 2nd place among Ukraine universities preparing specialists in engineering and
technical specialties.
- 1st place among universities of South region (Autonomous Republic of Crimea,
Dnipropetrovs’k, Zaporizhzhia, Mikolaiv, Odesa and Herson regions)
According to the results of International organization rating UNESCO-CEPES
“Top-200 of Ukraine”:
- 7th place among Ukraine universities
- 3rd place among technical universities of Ukraine
- 1st place among South region universities
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Table 1.1. Overall development of Public higher educational institution
“National Mining University”
Consecutive
number

Activities indicator

2
4

Amount of licensed specialties
Whole amount of students

7

Whole amount of chairs
Chairs where graduation is available
Institutes
1. Institute of economics
2. Institute of mining
3. Institute of power engineering
4. Institute of Extramural and Distance learning
5. Interbranch Institute of Continuing learning
Amount of faculties:
1. Mining faculty
2. Faculty of construction
3. Electrical Engineering Faculty
4. Faculty of Information Technology
5. Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
6. Faculty of Geological Prospecting
7. Faculty of Law
8. Faculty of finances and economics
9. Faculty of management
Whole amount of teaching staff
Whole amount of scientific specialties with postgraduate studies
from the amount of those which satisfies the licensed specialties

8

9

10
11

12
13

Quantitative
indicators
51
17449

Amount of specialized academic Councils for doctoral
Amount of foreign institutions with which we have cooperation

52
43
5

9

1617
27
27
7
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NMU also includes: Interbranch Institute of Continuing learning (pre-university education, external studies, evening form of education, improvement of professional skills, retraining), Institute of Humanitarian Problems, developed scientificresearch section, Educational and Research Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
Electricity, Educational and Research Institute of Pedagogy of higher technical
education MES and APS of Ukraine, Gemological Center, Informational Computer Complex, Ukrainian-German, Ukrainian-Polish, Ukrainian-Spanish-LatinAmerican international cultural and linguistic centers, Language Training Centre,
Ukrainian-Bavarian Center of entrepreneurship basics, Dnipropetrovs’k business
center, Pridniprovs’k center of energy management, Pridniprovs’k Science and
Technology Center of technical information protection, Scientific Research and
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training center of environmental safety of Man and Nature “Ecobezopasnost”
(“eco safety”), Ukrainian Research and Academic Network center of MESU and
NASU “URAN”, center of automatization of technological processes in mining
and metallurgy industry, Educational and Scientific Center of Marketing Technology, Center for Psychological and innovative research, Dnipropetrovs’k regional
department of Scientific Research Institute of the Cossacks of Institute of History
of Ukraine NASU, Ukrainian-American lyceum, Marganets’ College, Pavlograd
and Auto Transport (Dnipropetrovs’k city) technical schools of “NMU”, Dokuchaiv Mining College, 7 branches of chairs, 2 chairs of target training, 5 educational and scientific production complexes and the centers, Educational and Research
Institute of Industrial Economics Development, editorial and publishing complex,
Science and Technology Library with general fund of 2 million books (Core Fund
has 1,23 million copies), educational geodesic polygon connected to rest facilities,
the museum of history of the university, Geological and Mineralogical Museum,
administrative units and social purpose divisions.
According to the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine Resolution № 1013 on
23.09.2009 National Mining University got status of national autonomous research
higher educational institution.
In 2011 according to economic treaty and orders of national and private organizations 70 scientific and research works have been done.
According to the new Charter of NMU, registered by the decision of Executive Committee of Dnipropetrovs’k city Council on 27.06.02 № 1272, reregistered
by the decision of Executive Committee of Dnipropetrovs’k city, NMU as selfgoverned (autonomous) research higher educational institution of national level
has right:
To address to MESU with initiative of amending the operating statutory acts
or concerning the development of new normative legal acts in the field of higher
education and science, as well as take part in this work;
• To develop and provide execution of educational and scientific activities;
• To develop and introduce own programs of scientific, scientific production and
innovative activities independently, control its own means as well as results of
scientific research and development activities;
• To develop automated control systems, telecommunication systems and create
networks of program technical complexes including special-purpose for state
bodies and other customers.
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Fig. 1. IT structure of the university
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Fig. 2. Main sections of the system “Deanery”

Central unit, which is responsible for the implementation and support of software solutions, administration, laying and functioning of computer networks and
computer equipment, is information and computer complex (ICC).
To increase the efficiency and transparency of university work there is number
of own developments (Fig. 1) including:
– Automated system “Deanery”;
– Electronic library;
– Electronic system of document flow “Corporate portal NMU”;
– System of distance education
Thus system “Deanery” completely supports the work of deaneries and chairs
(regarding work with students), partly Studies Department, institutions and chairs
department (again regarding work with students).
The Admissions Committee of the University uses separate specialized software
in sum with “client” of unified state electronic base of Education; library, which
provides users with access to electronic portal, has its own computer achievements.
Work of financial departments is based on “1C accounting” platform launched
in a private network.
System “Deanery” is an elaboration of information and computer complex of
National Mining University (Fig. 2, Fig. 3).
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The project is developed with help of CASE-tools, which simplified and speeded up the display of logical model of the data on the physical level.
This allows maintaining the control system and information and methodological support of educational process in higher educational institutions basing on diverse distributed databases.
System “Deanery” supports the distributed database architecture with central
core, main components of which are:
• Subsystem “Passport of the University”
Functional abilities:
– Input into the database, correction, storage, output and providing other components of the system basic data about university structure, directions and specialties for students, disciplines, auditorium fund, normative indexes and others;
• Automated workplace “Educational department”
Functional abilities:
– Automated input into database from standardized Excel-document, correction,
storage, output of university specialties curriculum;
– Automatic generation, correction, print and electronic distribution of curriculum;
– Automatic calculation, correction, print and electronic distribution of university
chairs workload;
– Control of licensing and accreditation terms of specialties;
– Records of lecturers’ internship;
– Records and storage of information about working programs of university specialties disciplines;
– Generation and visualization of different statistical and analytical reports on request connected with department activities.
• Automated workplace “Deanery”
Functional abilities:
Import data about students from the system “Applicant”;
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Fig. 3. List of functions of the system “Deanery”

Import data about specialties, curriculums, working curriculums and lecturers who work in subsystem “Educational department” (Fig. 4);
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Records of students’ group staff;
Records of students’ progresses and maintenance of students’ electronic cards
(Fig. 5);
Maintenance of history of transferring, dismissing, recovering, academic leave,
repeated years of study;
Automatic generation, correction, record and print of such documents:
– examination sheets and sheets showing all of the attributes;
– attestation and summary sheets showing all of the attributes;
– decrees projects about transferring to the next year according to the results of
exams, about accrual of scholarships, dismissing according to the attestation,
exams, credits results and other reasons, about students’ going on academic leave
or the repeated year of study and recovering students after their returning etc;
– Certificate about execution of curriculum and diploma supplement;
– Journal sheets of registration of transferring and recovering;
– Different statistical reports on requests.
– Workflow system “NMU portal”

Fig. 4. The system “Deanery”. Personnel structure

Corporate portal provides employees of the company (or its regular customers)
strongly personalized login to its automated system control (information system
of preparation of taking decisions, expert system, collaboration system, control
system of business processes etc.).
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Fig. 5. The system “Deanery”. Student’s data sheet

System “Portal” designed by employees of ICC as a web-application which
provides access to electronic documents with broad abilities of concurrent access
not available in the internet and available only in local network of the university.
The project is on the late implementation stage and currently covers the collaboration system and partly control system of business processes but in the future it’s
planned to include system “Deanery”, “1C accounting” applications etc., which
will make this project the uniting system of workflow in NMU.
Entering to portal is possible just in case of the correct user authentication.
Each user is certified by ICC, with unique access rights both to separate documents
and sections of the portal (range of portal sections is hidden for the low level of
access).
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Fig. 6. NMU Portal. “Educational activities tab”

.

Fig. 7. NMU Portal. “Announcement” tab of section “Software”
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Trusted users and administrators can spread documents on the portal; they determine for whom these documents will be available and within what limits. The
format of the document can be almost any – from text message in announcement
section to graphical image posters or announcements
State Higher Educational Institution “National Mining University” has highlyqualified scientific, managerial and research potential in combination with the developed informational management systems. This makes an educational process a
contemporary one and provides with further development of world-famous scientific schools, which have appeared in the university over the century. On the other
hand many components of these systems must be redesigned having for an object
European experience and standards. Such a goal will let university’s scientists succeed in solving urgent economic issues, raise the level of an academic integration
into European space and increase university’s decisions transparency.
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Strategic marketing planning of innovative development
of higher learning institution

Vilchinska Svitlana
Khmelnitskyi Institute of IAPM

Contradictions became sharp between the swift rates of innovative development, continuous increase of requirements to the personality and professional internals of faculty advisors and insufficient readiness of higher educational establishments to training of personnel able to heave up home education to the world
level. It stipulates the necessity of new orientation of higher learning institution
on scientifically-innovative activity application of innovative technologies in an
educational process on principles of the strategic marketing planning.
Analysis of the last researches and publications. The problems of development
of higher education in the period of transformation of market economy examined
N. Oleksandrova, M. Oleksiiva, I.Andreieva, S. Belyakov, М. Radchenko and others like that. The problems of bringing in of off-budget money in development
of higher education were investigated in works of O. Andronova, A. Cherep, M.
Didkivskii et al.
Educational innovative technologies investigated А.Drapinska, O. Saginova, V.
Belianskyi, O. Kratt, O. Pashchuk and other.
The problems of management innovative development of general educational
establishments examined М. Henson, G. Yelnikova, V. Kachalov, V. Levshyna, V.
Maslov, Ye. Pavlutenkov, Yu. Pokholkov, Т. Sorochan and other.
Theoretical questions of management innovative development of higher educational establishment only begin to investigate scientist V. Oliinyk, L. Snitsar, T.
Sorochan, O. Spirin, Yu. Tatur, А. Kharkivska, G. Tsekhmistrova.
The problems of commercialization as examined the element of innovative pro145

cess D. Kazmetskyi, Ya. Grik, Ye. Monastyrnyi, I. Kolenskyi.
Exposition of basic material. Theoretical researches of innovative sphere
purchased the special actuality in the conditions of forming of marketing
conceptions(60th XX of century) and activation of innovative activity in a world
economy from middle of 70th of past century. About innovations in the Ukrainian
educational system began to speak at the end of 80th of ХХ of century.
In modern terms to the innovation come forward as a basic form of transformation of knowledge in an economic resource and show a soba key description of
economy that is based on knowledge. Researches of economists show that innovations today are the basic source of economic development and important factor of
competitiveness of enterprises, regions and national economies. As basic industries of innovative activity education and science come forward in modern terms.
Analysis of modern tendencies in development of high educational establishments testifies to the presence of row of the problems constrained from :
• by the decline of volumes of the state financing;
• activation of under back projects;
• by reduction of quantity of research institutes;
• instability of market environment;
• strengthening of competition at the market of educational services and others like
that.
A situation becomes complicated yet and that a traditional role of higher learning institution is a receipt, accumulation and transmission of knowledge in form
studies, publications and scientific discussions – becomes insufficient. Modern
education must be oriented not so much to the transmission of knowledge that
constantly get older, but on a capture base competition that will allow at a necessity
to get knowledge independently. It means that higher learning institutions must
give innovative education that would be based on the powerful applied science.
Increase of role of innovative activity of higher learning institution largely conditioned limit nature of the budgetary financing of higher school. Development of
scientific and technical developments in higher learning institution gives to them
the row of advantages among that: creation of additional sourcing; decision of
problems of employment of scientists and students; realization of own scientific
innovative projects; increase of image of higher learning institution; assistance to
development of innovative potential of region.
Participating in innovative activity destroys higher learning institution on qualitatively new level, giving to them the special status of economic subject: large
producer of commercial knowledge, serious partner and competitor at the market
of educational products. With the aim of providing of the proper level and increase
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of efficiency of scientific and innovative processes of management higher learning
institution innovative activity it must be examined as independent industry.
Thus, the actual task of modern high learning institution is an achievement and
maintenance of balance between his scientifically-educational mission and necessities of economic efficiency. Realization of this task can be attained by transformation of results of scientifically-research developments in foods and services at
the market with the aim of receipt of profit from their sale, licensing or independent use, id commercial of activity of higher learning institution.
Successful realization of it is possible only at the terms of providing of the effective system of the strategic marketing planning of activity hang.
Scientific and technical potential of higher learning institution owns considerable intellectual resources. The use of innovative technologies in the management
of higher learning institution predetermines:
appearance of the new educational systems(credit-module, sedate, developing,
profile and other);
activation of the controlled from distance form of studies;
increase of innovative component in maintenance, form sand methods of studies (new educational modules, special courses, themes;
popularization of interactive methods of studies;
appearance of pedagogical innovations that change the methods of studies and
methods of communication qualitatively;
an increase of role of computer and telecommunication technologies is in educational process(conduct of different databases - didactics, methodical, organizational) control.
Efficiency of their use substantially depends on commercialization of activity
of scientifically-educational establishments, and also from the measure of formed
and effectiveness of the system of the strategic marketing planning at the level of
Higher learning institution.
However, in practice INSTITUTIONS of higher learning feel considerable
problems commercialization of scientific developments, among that, :
• insufficient attention of Higher learning institution to the parameters them innovative development, including imperfection of strategy them innovative actions
and estimation of effectiveness of the system of commercialization of results of
innovative activity;
• imperfection of legal mechanism is at registration budgetary organizations of
patents on inventions and the results of intellectual activity;
• skilled providing of scientific developments, including presence of professional
shots, their motivation;
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• preparation of young generation of scientists is in the conditions of financial deficit, absence of market abilities of creative capabilities, unwillingness of young
people to connect the life with science;
• ramshackleness of scientifically-bibliographic funds, equipment, its disparity to
the world standards;
• insufficient development of the system of informative support of innovative
structures is at higher learning institution (on these timations of experts, the average Ukrainian researcher is provided with an equipment, by a necessity for realization of research, in 80, and by information - in 100 times worse than American
[1, p. 41]) of higher learning;
• imperfection of state support, crediting, bringing in of potential investors, new
technologies and equipment;
• imperfection of the system of support of innovative structures, including insufficient level of business learning, consultative services, explanatory work in relation to bringing of talented young people to scientific developments and target
accounts to the collaboration;
• insufficient sponsorship and absence of the real financial-credit mechanisms of
providing of such support;
• improper application of foreign experience in practice of innovative activity of
home higher learning institution in default of their participating in international
projects;
• insufficient attention to patent and marketing research, that predetermines the
inefficient use of intellectual and financial resources;
• insufficient level of art of management an intellectual capital through the lacks of
application of custom controls :organizational structures, organizational forms,
functions and management methods and others like that;
• unsolved problem of intellectual property, taking title on its from scientists departments and higher learning institution, inaccessibility of the foreign patenting;
• instability and irrationality of legislation, difficult system of receipt of permissive documents, complication of defending of interests, are in foreign instances,
absence of guarantees and insurances;
• an insufficient level of government businesses is on innovative foods and problems of investing;
• the sluggishness of scientific collaboration, absence of skilled managers that is
able to show out development to the market and to realize her;
• absence of the compatible(western and home) system of effective econometrical
methods that is needed for these timation of innovations and level of commercialization of scientific developments;
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• organizational and functional imperfection of operating structures that is responsible for commercialization of scientific developments in higher learning institution (at a high level them technical preparation is an insufficient level of possessing the economic state of affairs) of higher learning;
• actual absence of state and regional infrastructures is for commercialization of
innovations that would plug higher learning institution in a sphere it to activity;
• insufficient support of local government and self-government bodies [2, 3, 4].
Practice testifies that in majority of higher learning institution commercialization subdivisions, engineers and researchers not acquainted with subtleties of
economic and legal mechanism of adjusting in the intellectual property management of higher learning institution work in that mainly, engage in. Except that, one
of main reasons of activity of Higher learning institution there is the insufficient
working of question of innovative process control in industry of development,
guard and commercialization of innovations, in particular planning, including strategic planning in three key trends:
- strategies of development and behavior of organization are in an environment;
- strategies of product;
- strategies of the use of human potential.
To correct this situation for Higher learning institution the business-oriented
approach can help on principles of marketing and strategic planning of activity of
higher learning institution.
The results of researches testify convincingly, that for today marketing occupies a enough place at the market of educational services. However marketing
educational politics of Higher learning institution needs an increase attention, especially in the field of innovations.
In fact exactly marketing of innovative activity of higher learning institution
will allow quickly to react on changes in environment and market, will help to
determine demand of consumers of innovative products and in accordance with it
quickly to adapt control system hang to the new requirement in relation to science
products, technologies and services of specialists.
Conception of marketing of innovations of higher learning institution is basis of
market research and search of competition strategy [6, p. 115].
In basis of strategic marketing researches it is needed to put the analysis of affairs of market with further segmentation, for prognostication of demand, design
of behavior of customers of innovative foods of higher learning institution.
Most essential types of innovations of marketing of higher learning institution
and their description presented in a table 1 [1, c. 42].
Key tasks to marketing of innovations in modern terms are motivation of inno149

vations and creation of competitive edge of higher learning institution.
In this connection it is expedient to realize innovative strategy of development
reorganization of existent structures and selection from their composition of subdivisions of commercialization of intellectual property.
To the functions of such subdivisions must enter:
− a grant of necessary information is about the existent objects of intellectual
property of higher learning institution and possibility of their use in research and
educational activity;
− monitoring of course of performance of agreements is with the departments for
the purpose commercial meaningfulness of developments;
− a conduct of register of developments is with the aim of fast access to key
information of guidance of higher learning institution;
− making of strategy and tactics of the use of intellectual property of higher
learning institution;
− organization of measures on the guard of intellectual property, control after their
implementation;
− collection and allocation of profits that come from licensing and certification of
foods;
− marketing of intellectual property of higher learning institution, advertisement of
perspective developments;
− co-operating with enterprises and scientific centers of region, exchange experience with analogical structural subdivisions of other higher learning institution
[7].

Table 1. Types of innovations of marketing of higher learning institution
The strategic marketing

The Operative marketing

A primary purpose consists in development of strategy of penetration of novelties of higher learning institution to the
market and design advantages of the
offered innovative strategy of development of higher learning institution

Basis is development of concrete forms of realization
of the chosen innovative strategy of higher learning
institution. Aimed at maximization of income and
volume sale, minimization of charges on introduction of innovations in activity of higher learning institution, maintenance of reputation of educational
establishment, expansion of market share, and also
operative(tactical) reacting upon requests and market
problems that arise up
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Advantages of the offered innovative strategy of development of higher learning institution is a concentration of efforts of specialists directly on feasible commercialization, that will realize not only internal but also external copulas - with
higher learning institution, scientific organizations, branch scientific organizations,
patent firms, enterprises, government bodies.
It is in this context expedient to distinguish three basic directions of marketing
of innovations in an educational sphere:
1. Innovative technologies are in the that area of in that students get education.
Here it costs to pass to the student of basis of this area of knowledge that by
humanity during the certain period of time: for ІТ-technologies is a decade, for
exact sciences - century, for humanitarian is a millennium. Except these knowledge, a student must be aimed at continuous studies, id to test are quirement in
the receipt of new knowledge. The task of teachers of higher educational establishment consists not only in that, how to pass to the student the certain volume
of knowledge, but also in that, how to teach him to search and analyze necessary
information on the different stages of quarry increase.
2. The use of innovative technologies is in the process of studies that envisages
co-operation of science and practices. Basic task for Higher learning institution,
where innovations are inculcated, is development of the program of innovative
activity, that will envisage the sequence of the stages in the process of management innovations in educational establishments.
3. Development students and teachers of projects is for different industries of
economy, realization of researches of the applied and fundamental character [1,
p. 42].
Directions of marketing of innovations are marked will promote:
- to forming of innovative potential of higher learning institution;
- to adjusting of co-operation in the process of creation of innovations on principles of innovative strategy of development of educational establishment.

Conclusions
Thus, the strategic marketing planning of innovative development of higher
learning institution will allow to define perspective directions of development of
educational establishment, extend him innovative potential, will assist the accumulation of necessary resources, development and introduction of new maintenance,
facilities of educational process, providing of competitiveness modern hang.
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Organizational and substantive model of the use of
information and communication technologies in
the education

YU. M. Zоrya
post-graduate student of the Institute of National problems of education the
Academy of pedagogical Sciences of Ukraine

The efficiency of senior pupils’ education to a large extent depends on the use
of educational resources. In recent years, along with the traditional means of education, the increasing attention of researchers and practitioners attracts the educational potential of information and communication technologies (ICT) not only in
the context of improving the efficiency of training, but also as a powerful means
of organization of educational process, which provides opportunities for the integration of such educational means, as material and spiritual heritage (manuals,
fiction, scientific References, radio, television, objects of art, theatre and cinema,
etc.), forms of educational work (discussions, debates, conferences, games, competitions, etc.), different types of activities (research, artistic and aesthetic, subject
transforming, socially useful), pedagogical technologies (gaming, interactive, collective creative activity, co-operative activities, etc.) [3].
The use of information and communication technologies in the education of
senior pupils is provided through the definition and realization of efficient organizational and pedagogical framework. Organizational and pedagogical framework
is a set of structural, scientific and methodical, material and technical conditions
which ensure the use of ICT to improve the effectiveness of educational process.
Pedagogical principles of the use of information and communication technologies in the education of senior pupils are the goal, objectives and content of the
activities in this aspect. Instantiated through the system of tasks, the objective de153

termines the content of the interaction of all subjects of educational process on the
basis of the use of ICT. Organizational framework includes principles, methods
and forms of the use of information and communication technologies in the organization of educational process, human resources, material and technical conditions
[2].
As a result of experimental work there was developed organizational and content-oriented model of the use of information and communication technologies in
the education of senior pupils, which contains target, organizational and contentoriented, operation-technological and evaluation-creation components.
Target component of the model defines the goals and objectives of ICT use in
the education of senior high school students. The purpose of the use of information and communication technologies in education is to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of this process, including the application of the methods of the
realization of values; methods of stimulation, organization of activity and formation of experience of behaviour; methods of pedagogical support and assistance to
pupil’s self-education.
The objective of the above mentioned model is achieved by addressing the following problems:
- development of the site for senior pupils as the centre of information and communication educational space;
- creation of the information and communication educational space, which includes
computer facilities and multimedia tools, network services, the appropriate content of education and its methodological support and ensures the realization of
the objectives of the modern educational process through the use of information
and communication technologies;
- motivation of the subjects of educational process to activate the interactive use
of ICT;
- establishment of joint activity and communication on the basis of the use of information and communication technologies;
- coordination and monitoring of the results of joint activity of all subjects of information and communication educational space.
Organizational and content-oriented component contains the basic approaches, principles, content of the use of information and communication technologies
in the education of senior high school students and a complex of organizational
and pedagogical conditions (program-methodical, personnel management, material and technical), to ensure its implementation.
Including general principles of modern educational process, the use of ICT in
the education of senior high school students is the subject to the following specific
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principles, such as:
- principle of information-technological support of joint activity and communication, which involves the use of the potential of global information and communication environment and the development of a new thematic content for the
decision of tasks of educational process;
- principle of accessibility of distance forms of education, including the availability of technical facilities and the Internet;
- principle of modular approach to the content of education on the basis of ICT
use, which includes the development of complex telecommunication projects in
accordance with the objectives of the educational process;
- principle of priority of the pedagogical approach in the development of the information and communication educational space;
- principle of non-antagonistic interaction of information and communication technologies and traditional pedagogical technologies of education;
- principle of pedagogical viability of application of information and communication technologies in education, which requires pedagogical evaluation of effectiveness of the functioning of each component of the information and communication educational space, the priorities of which are not technological features,
but the content of the pedagogical interaction of subjects;
- principle of the starting level of ICT competence of teachers and pupils, which
requires a minimum set of knowledge, skills and experience in the field of information and communication technologies for interaction and communication;
- principle of free choice of content, means, ways (methods and forms) and activities in accordance with the abilities, interests and needs of pupils. This principle
also requires the creation of necessary conditions for self-education and selfimprovement of senior high school students in the group and individual forms of
joint activity;
- principle of mobility of education, in accordance with which information resources are created on various electronic media, which gives the opportunity to
diversify, correct and supplement the collective and individual programs of education and self-education, as well as optimally monitor the process;
- principle of information security, which involves the need for organizational and
technological methods of security during transmission, storage and use of information.
The content of the educational interaction of the subjects of the educational
process on the basis of the use of information and communication technologies
combines the following main areas:
- informational provision of interaction of subjects of the information and commu155

nication educational space (development of databases in the networks, creation
of virtual libraries, virtual multimedia clubs, museums, etc.);
- collaborative project activity of senior pupils, teachers and other subjects of information and communication educational space;
- remote forms of communication of the subjects of the educational process;
- free contacts of web site users for senior pupils (in e-mail mode, on personal
blogs and Internet forums) [1].
Condition for the effective solution of educational problems of senior pupils
on the basis of the use of ICT is the observance of the basic parameters of the
information and communication space: breadth, intensity, awareness, generalization, emotionality, dominance, coherence, social activity, mobility, stability. Thus,
the breadth of information and communication educational space requires a large
number of subjects, objects and processes.
Under such conditions, senior high school students have significant opportunities to select individual trajectory of personal participation in joint activity and
communication. It should be also mentioned that the subjects of information and
communication space, in addition to students and teachers, may be establishments,
institutions and organizations, representatives of rural or urban communities, parents - all those for whom the problem of education of the younger generation is
personally meaningful.
The intensity of the created information and communication space for the education of senior pupils is revealed by the saturation of the conditions, impacts and
opportunities and involves a clear organization of the different types of joint activity and communication of the participants of this process.
The awareness of information and communication educational space is expressed by a high degree of familiarity of all subjects of educational process with
the content of joint activities and the topic of communication.
The generalization of information and communication educational space is reflected in the close collaboration of teacher, student and parent groups as a community of co-thinkers; in coordination of efforts to address various problems of
the organization of education, development of a joint strategy of cooperation in
this aspect.
The high degree of emotionality of information and communication educational space is determined by a wide range of interpersonal relations in the joint activity and communication, freedom to manifest emotions and feelings, respect for the
opinion of other people, etc.
The dominance created by information and communication educational space
(ICES) is reflected in the importance of the content, forms and methods of interac156

tion and communication for all participants of the educational process. The indication of the high degree of dominance is the importance of self-realization in the
joint activities for students and the pride of parents and teachers for the achievement of senior pupils.
The coherence of the patriotically oriented ІCES is expressed in the degree of
consistency of information and communication educational space with other life
factors of senior pupils and involves regional specifics in the organization of various types of joint activities.
The social activity of the information and communication educational space is
shown in the open access of all users to the developed site and in guiding pupils
on specific activities in the local community. In addition, the possibility to choose
different types of individual or joint activities ensures the development of the potential of information and communication educational space.
The mobility of information and communication educational space is reflected
in the ability of quick reaction to changes in the social environment and the appropriate correction of the programs and projects of joint activity.
It was assumed that the improving of the effectiveness of education of senior
pupils on the basis of the use of information and communication technologies occurs under such pedagogical conditions:
- pedagogically justified and efficient use of computer-oriented, multimedia and
telecommunication technologies, as well as the potential of the Internet in educational process;
- harmonious combination of traditional and information and communication technologies in education of senior pupils;
- considering the age and individual peculiarities of senior pupils;
- establishing subject-subject interaction in which each member of the educational
process can choose ways and forms of direct participation;
- creation and preservation of the atmosphere of joint creative work in the educational interaction;
- encouraging of individual self-expression of senior pupils, free choice of ways of
participation in joint activity and communication;
- constant development of potential opportunities and pedagogical skills of teachers on the use of information and communication technologies in the education
of senior pupils.
In addition, the model of the use of information and communication technologies in the patriotic education of senior high school students involves the implementation of complex of organizational conditions, namely:
- technological support of the functioning of the site for senior pupils;
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- training of teachers for effective pedagogical activity in the framework of the
information and communication educational space;
- organization of access to information resources of the site for senior pupils;
- organization of various types of project activity and communication in the framework of information and communication educational space;
- monitoring of the effectiveness of information and communication technologies
in the education of senior high school students;
- testing of educational level of senior pupils on the basis of ICT use.
The operational and technological component of the model specifies the best
methods and organizational forms of the use of information and communication
technologies in education.
The peculiarity of this component is the use of multimedia technologies, net
forms of work based on a communicative, subject transforming, research, artisticaesthetic, socially active and reflexive activities of senior pupils; student participation in online activities and various forms of network interaction.
The resultative and evolutional component of the organizational and contentoriented model is represented by the expected results of the realization of this
model, criteria and indicators of efficient use of information and communication
technologies in educational process, as well as diagnostic tools for evaluation of
effective use of information and communication technologies in the education of
senior pupils.
Thus, organizational and content-oriented model is a system, which consists of
different but interconnected elements and ensures the efficient use of information
and communication technologies in the education of senior pupils in out-of-class
activities.
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Methods of assessment of learning outcomes
as part of the competency approach

Gagarinskaia G. P., Kalmykova O. Y.,Bykova A. V., Kuznetcova I. G.
Samara State Technical University

New challenges of the competence-based approach to professional education
require mandatory introduction of innovative technologies and teaching methods,
organization and management process. Innovative learning technologies should
be focused not on knowledge based, but activity approach; they involve making
targeted changes in the learning process and teaching disciplines. [1] Educational
technology involves the possibility of goal-setting, planning, designing of the educational process, stepwise diagnostic varying means and methods to achieve results. Educational technology in a competitive environment should be effective by
the results and optimum cost, to ensure the achievement of the goals of education.
The implementation of competence-based approach to education is not possible
without increasing the role of independent work of students and teachers gained
responsibility for developing the skills of independent work and raise their creativity and initiative. The student must be an active figure in the educational process,
it is necessary to include it in an active learning activity, encourage professional
growth of students.
Competence orientation of the basic educational program (BEP) determines
the need for a competency orientation not only of the educational process, content
and implementation of the technology, but also the corresponding reorientation of
the evaluation procedures, techniques and tools to assess the quality of training of
students within the competence-oriented Federal Educational Standard (FED) requirements to Higher Professional Education (HPE) [2]. Learning outcomes must
be suitable for the level of the educational program.
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Measurability requirement in respect of competence as a matter of control of
learning is not an easy task. At present, must be modernized evaluation tools assessment of students and alumni, develop new competence-oriented tools and
technology assessment. Current trends in the interpretation of the results of the
quality of education have led to the emergence of new types of measuring devices
that detect the positive dynamics of change readiness of students: portfolio, competency tests, and others [3].
The authors form the method of teaching disciplines direction “Personnel management” competency-based approach. Let us consider some aspects of the subject
as an example of discipline “Conflictology”.
The main purpose of teaching methodology of Conflict is a capacity-building
professional development manager. Skills development solutions conflictological
tasks in the process of forming conflictological competence can be achieved by the
use of active and interactive teaching methods. Thus, the management of the cognitive activity of students is carried out through various forms of problem-based
learning. Skills development system analysis, development of skills to objectively
diagnose and analyze the conflict situation and make the right management decisions, learning effective interpersonal and intra-group interaction are through
the use of various debates and discussions, business games and training sessions,
bachelor’s portfolio formation, methods of analysis of specific conflicts.
Analysis of methodological and scientific References on the subject has shown
that the competence approach in shaping conflictological competence bachelors
involves active use of the following educational strategies:
- Socio-cultural interaction in the student group (group discussion, debate, brainstorming, decision, evaluation);
- Project-based learning.
Consider the example of discipline “Conflict” projective technique training. At
the first stage, students choose a theme of the project, the aim of which is to design
a resolution strategies (prevention) conflict interaction in the example of a real
conflict situation in a particular organization.
At the second stage, the work on the project, this is necessarily based on the
theoretical learning discipline. Conducted workshops and laboratory classes in the
form of business games, training seminars aimed at the acquisition of skills of
constructive engagement in conflict situations. These activities contribute to the
mastery of the skills of analysis and diagnosis of conflict (cartographic method
of analysis of the conflict, the application of Ishikawa), which in turn is the basis
for the development of the project. In the third stage, the protection project, this
is necessarily accompanied by a presentation of the proposed activities on conflict
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management and stress in the organization.
Design feature of the technology is to organize such forms of interaction of
the teacher and students who contributed to the acquisition of new knowledge and
skills in a variety of (constructive and destructive) conflict situations. Acquired
professional competence allow the bachelor design strategy of constructive engagement in a particular conflict situation within an organization. To this end, use
of active and interactive teaching methods and concepts, students to better master
the cartographic method of conflict analysis include video clips of specific conflict
situations.
Relevant is the use of reflective learning techniques which determine the process of self-discovery of their internal mental states (reflective conversation, introspection, and the method of the survey, questionnaires, and interviews). In this
technology it is necessary to use interactive forms like dynamic groups (work in
static, dynamic and variation pairs).
For effective training and learning activities of students in class and at home
teacher must create a certain set of teaching materials. One of the requirements of
educational materials is to introduce material that develops students’ thinking. This
material should be examples of solutions of standard and non-standard tasks, and
tasks for independent solutions. It is very important that the tasks were of an applied nature, would include certain technological features and to help students with
their already acquired skills of first-year career. In addition, these tasks should be
selected that will encourage a creative approach to learning activities.
Conflictological tasks have invariant nature and reflect a certain direction conflictological activities: diagnosis and analysis of the conflict (cartographic method), conflict resolution strategy, prevention of conflicts and stress in organizations
[4, 5].
The first type of learning situations consists of problems on direct observation,
insight, and based on them replicable ideas about conflict and related phenomena. The second types of learning situations are problems for the development of
simple and complex mental operations on the interpretation, reasoning and evaluation of the conflict and related phenomena. The third type of learning situations
- to form a task generalization and systematization of previously mastered ways of
Conflictological analysis and experience of creative conflict activities [4, 5].
In the educational process using the following types of tasks aimed at enhancing students’ self-employment:
• analytical review of the References on the specific theoretical and practical aspects of organizational conflict management: note-taking, annotating, referencing the scientific and scientific References;
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• modelling of specific conflict situations and their cartographic analysis;
•making management decisions on the management of organizational conflict on
the basis of the method of Ishikawa;
• research on the issues of conflict interaction in a particular organization;
• Creating a project to develop the content of the professional activities of a conflict manager for an example of the organization;
• Develop training to build conflictological competence of the employees.
The statistical analysis of the series of examinations conducted on the topics:
“The classification of conflicts”, “The Causes of Conflict”, “Functions of conflict”,
“Prevention of occupational stress”, “Organizational mechanism of conflict management and stress” has shown that better results mastering academic material in
the experimental group compared with a control group of students.
The implementation of this method of training requires a certain level of methodical competence of university teachers [6].
Methodical competence of university teachers involves methodical knowledge,
skills diagnose learning objectives, design, and design techniques and learning
technologies, develop innovative technologies to design innovative learning content, monitor learning outcomes and quality of educational activities. [7]
The task of evaluating competence in the implementation of the FES of HPE
third generation put quite clearly, it needs to be addressed, first of all, creating a
fund of funds valuation universities.
The use of modern means of assessment encourages providing a reference their
qualitative procedures for qualitative and quantitative evaluation of their reliability
and comparability. [2]
The task of evaluating competence in the implementation of the GEF VPO third
generation put quite clearly, it needs to be addressed, first of all, creating a fund of
funds valuation universities.
The use of modern means of assessment is encouraged to provide a reference
their qualitative procedures for qualitative and quantitative evaluation of their reliability and comparability. [2]
It should be fully aware of the close relationship of the two sides of the learning
process - learning technologies (ways and means of developing skills) and assessment methods of formation of (appropriate evaluation tools).
Forms of control must further than ever before to become a continuation of the
teaching methods, allowing the student to understand more clearly its achievements and shortcomings, to correct its own activity, and the teacher - to direct the
activities of the student in the required direction. [8]
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University and labour market communication, russian
and italian experience
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The economic and cultural growth and the ability of renewal are the fundamental
objectives of every Europe and East Europe Area. An important contribution to the
attainment of such objectives can be brought by a suitable higher education quality
that aims for the development of creativity and individual initiative, as well as to
the acquisition of competences that improve the professional qualification of the
teaching staff.
Today, in contrast to the past, the competitive advantage of a Country is founds
more and more on the wealth of human resources and less on the value of materials, capitals and technologies.
Such challenges the quality of the higher education has to answer in order to
satisfy the individual cultural needs, and the needs of insertion in the world of the
work. With the Bologna process has been made an important step versus work
market, through this process the educational system is trying to answer to the work
market mobility and her speed changes. For to attempt the Bologna process aims
each country or Euro-East area has been made at least 2 steps: 1. The launching
of structural reforms aimed to provide the appropriate legal framework; and 2. the
allocation of special funding aimed to promote and support the implementation of
relevant activities;
For the students, and particularly for university students, it is not only important
to attain a good cultural level form both a qualitative point of view with respect to
content, but also to acquire one “higher education with a strongly practical character, “as underlined by the various Resolutions of the Council of the Community
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European, since 5 December of 1994 (one very close to the reality in continuous
evolution of the job market).
The problem of communication between higher education institutions and business is the focus of attention of many countries. Great Britain is very active in
developing the problem. R. Lambert’s [5] report on coordination between Great
Britain’s universities and business which includes estimation of this coordination
effectiveness, the way this coordination would influence the development of business, universities and population, recommendations on improving this communication, has begun a series of researches in this field. Materials of The 1994 Group
report (2010) [6] point up the coordination of business and universities in research
and advanced development field, present positive examples of such coordination
and formulate recommendations for business, universities and government. Professor Sir Tim Wilson DL [8] in his work presents a detailed program of Great
Britain universities and business collaboration providing, which in many ways
correlates with the Commission of the European Communities program.
The Commission of the European Community also pays great attention to the
problem of universities and business communication in all areas. The Commission’s decisions of 2006 set out nine directions of activities [2]. The key elements
of the 2006 program are the following:
– universities must develop partnership with international companies to become
credible economics players, to react on the market needs in a swifter manner and
to develop partnership based on knowhow and technologies;
– organizations should help universities to adapt training programs to the market
needs, to develop management structure and should also contribute to universities financing.
In 2009 the Commission of the European communities prepared a report «A
new partnership for the modernization of universities: the EU Forum for University Business Dialogue» [3] which summarizes some results of three years of the
program of business and universities collaboration development activities, reveals
problems and defines directions of the future detailed work. The research followup is the estimation of the barriers and driving forces of the mentioned collaboration development [1].
The main problems of business and universities collaboration are the following:
- development of business culture in universities by expanding collaboration ways
(conferences, trainings, collaborate projects), inviting successful businessmen to
teaching;
- knowledge transfer and application through better usage of research and advanced development financed by state, development of universities’ intellectual
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property management, creation of the new forms of the knowledge transfer to the
real sector of the economy;
- new curricula should be labor market oriented so that the graduates would be
qualified enough to meet employers’ requirements. To achieve the consensus
business should participate in curriculum development and training programs accreditation;
- mobility (international and between business and universities) through involving employees of scientific and educational organizations in developing network
collaboration with business, which can be used for projects, training, students
employment;
- establishment of universities of continuous education through development of
co-operate training and re-training programs for employees due to the employers’ needs;
- improvement of universities management by establishing legislative background
on all execution levels for effective collaboration of universities and business,
changing legislation and cooperation stimulation mechanisms, accepting such
cooperation as an integral part of universities strategy;
- universities budget accumulation by the use of higher institutions full capacity in
carrying out researches and advisories for business, collaborate use of universities’ scientific equipment by business structures and universities.
Many countries meet the same problems, which makes the studies of various
countries experience of handling these problems very interesting. Russian Federation has accumulated a certain experience of dealing with business and universities
collaboration problems.
In the last years, we are observing, especially in Italy, to multiple new university courses, however there are not able to provide the necessary “complementary”
preparation to satisfy the expectations expressed in the market (also because some
times to employ teachers not specifically prepared.) Moreover the market is polluted by parallel higher educational initiatives to the university institution, for example proposal by organizations of recent origin to know its substantial reliability.
The excess of offers in comparison to the question produces confusion among
the students and among the possible users of these courses (as enterprises, public
corporate body, private, etc.) that are some times are disorientated and which often
change directions or they prefer to abdicate. In the present time Russian universities search the ways to build and actualize connections between science and industry in the field of interaction of university institution, the real sector of economy
and academic science. The programs of universities strategic development put an
emphasis on scientific research and innovative part of their activities. Growth of
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the communication between companies and universities also acts as a basis of
building a mechanism of predicting the companies’ needs in the specific training
area, which would allow training of specialists considering those needs and companies development regularities.
The key interaction forms developed by this moment are:
in the human resources development field
- collaborate development of training programs;
- students target preparation, additional company staff education in the universities;
- internship and traineeship of students, post-graduates and universities professors
in companies facilities;
- training, re-training and professional development of personnel, including the
training of qualified staff for the company;
- creation of collaborate laboratories and basic departments in partnership with the
real sector of economy specialists;
- carrying collaborate conferences, seminars, expositions, contests;
- implementation of graduation projects, master’s theses and research papers on
the companies’ activities topics;
in the scientific research development activities field
- improvement of cooperation between universities, academic institutions and
business;
- usage of institutional scientific infrastructure;
- carrying collaborate research, development and experimental work and projects;
- creation of small innovative units for implementation of institutional R&D works;
- participation of the companies’ staff in instructorship;
- participation of both universities and companies in collegiate management authorities.
A trend of activation of the state support and establishment of favorable conditions for the communication enhancement between universities and business community in the area of business, regulatory and financial supply, development of
human capacity, educational and research activities can be observed, starting from
2007 (Figure 1). This is based on the Government of Russian Federation initiatives, shown in the program’s documents.
A system of incentives and new possibilities for higher institutions’ human
capacity development, along with the educational and research and innovation
activities, considering the collaboration with the business environment, has been
formed and realized in the following:
1. B
 etween 2006 and 2008 57 innovative education programs of Russian higher
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education institutions have received financial support from the federal budget
due to RF Government’s initiative. In all award-winning institutions the laboratories have been fundamentally modernized because of the realization of the
mentioned direction within the framework of the national project “Education”,
also a significant number of lecturers took advanced and practical training
programs, a lot of unique equipment was bought etc. The main task of these
changes was the creation and implementation of the new advanced technologies, methods and forms of training of specialists according to the needs of the
labor market. The successful experience of the innovative education programs
of the higher education institutions became a basis for carrying out competitive
selection of national research institutes in 2009.
2. National research university (NRU) became a new approach to qualitative modernization of the science and education sector. It also became a new institutional form of scientific and educational activities organization. According to
the Presidential Decree and the Government Resolution in 2009 took place a
selective competition of the universities that would be given the “national research university” degree. In the present there are 29 NRU functioning in the
country, which are charged with the principal duty of fulfilling the request of
high-technology sector of Russian economy with scientists and staff. The most
important NRU characteristic features are the ability to both generate knowledge
and ensure the effective knowledge transfer of the technologies to the economy;
carrying out wide range of fundamental and applicative research; existence of
highly effective system of training masters and qualified staff, developed system of advanced and practical training programs. Drawing educational organizations capable to take responsibility of maintaining and developing human
capacity of the science, high technologies and vocational education to the world
level, developing and commercializing high technologies in Russian Federation
is the main task of NRU institution state support. Presently most of NRU act as
supporting universities for big state-owned companies in developing research
and advanced development works in the “values creation chain”. State support
includes not only budget allocation, but also assistance in deciding land and
property issues, as well as forming transport and social infrastructure needed to
establish and develop NRU.
3. Another new model of forward-looking Russian universities that became centers
of innovational and technological development and world-level staff training
are Federal Universities. Universities of this type are an integrated complex of
science, education and business. Development of the higher education system
based on regional educational structures optimization and strengthening connec171

tion between higher education institutes, economy and social sphere of federal
districts is the aim for establishing new universities. The first university of this
type was opened in 2006, and in 2009 upon the President’s initiative five more
were established. Nowadays 9 federal universities are operative in Russia.
4. G
 overnment of Russian Federation within the frameworks of № 218 (cooperation of higher education institutions and organizations that run complex projects of developing high-technology manufacturing), № 219 (development of
universities’ innovation infrastructure), № 220 (grants for institutions to attract
leading world scientists) Resolutions issued on the April 9, 2010 has allocated
government support funds for development of modern research and innovation
competences of Russian universities. Allotments for expenditures financing
were provided for:
- business incubators, technology parks, tech parks areas, innovation and technology centers, engineering centers, certification centers, technology transfer
centers, sharing centers, scientific and technical information centers, innovational consulting centers and other innovation infrastructure objects development;
- legal protection of universities intellectual activities production;
- implementation and development of advanced and practical training target
programs in the innovative micro-entrepreneurship sphere;
- advanced and practical training of educational institutions employees in the
innovative entrepreneurship and technology transfer spheres;
- foreign and Russian experts’ consulting services in the technology transfer,
establishment and development of small innovative units sphere.
5. The law that allows establishment of small innovative units was adopted, and
that provided the establishment of more than 500 such enterprises [27].
6. According to the Government Commission for Advanced Technology and Innovation resolution were developed clearance mechanisms of technology platforms that act as basic communication platforms for educational, industrial and
scientific sectors of economy.
7. In accordance with the request of the President of the Russian Federation, the
Programs of companies’ with state participation innovative development are
being prepared. These programs also suggest collaboration of such companies
with Russian universities within the framework of corporative plans for research
and advanced development woks realization [15].
8. In 2012 at the direction of the RF Government has been approved the government program “Science and technology development” [10] that provides legal
environment for development of universities’, business and other related par172

ties’ initiatives in the science and technology development sphere.
Information and communication platform of Ministry of Education and Science
of the Russian Federation (http://innoedu.ru) serves as informational support for
effective cooperation of science, business, state and civil community in implementation of state initiatives connected with forming of home demand of projects and
research results. The created portal promotes the unification of the related parties
in creating future-oriented commerce technologies, new products (services) and
attracting resources by carrying our projects and researches.
Innovation development programs are developed by the state-owned companies and represent a complex of activities aimed at development and implementation of new technologies, innovative products and services.
Federal target programs (FTP) are represented by two basic “Research and
development” [13] and “Personnel” FTPs [14]. “Research and development” FTP
is targeted at financing and carrying out exploratory studies resulting in specific
products and formulation. The other part of this program is establishment and support of innovation infrastructure. Activization of the main participants of the competitions – “Research and development” FTP system resulted in significant growth
of young specialists involved in research and projects development, from 6382
in 2007 to 11300 in 2012. Human capacity increase was +77% (Figure 2) and increase in attracted extra-budgetary funds was +73% (Figure 3).

Figure 2. C
 hanges in the number of young specialists involved in research and development projects within the framework of
“Research and development” FTP, thousands [15]
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Figure 3. C
 hange in the amount of attracted extra-budgetary funds
within the “Research and development” FTP framework, billion rubles [15]

Activeness of young specialists’ participation is especially different in the latest
three years period, when their number has more than doubled and the amount of
attracted extra-budgetary funds increased more than three times.
Financing of state contracts is divided between five main directions of the Program implementation for 2007-2013 period: life sciences, nano-system industry,
information and telecommunication systems, rational use of natural resources, energetic efficiency, energy conservation and nuclear energy. The main goal of “Personnel” FTP is combination of targeted funding scientific researches in research
and education centers, researches under the guidance of leading Russian scientists,
researches that are carried by young scientists and target graduate students, including those under the guidance of well-known Russian scientists invited from the
abroad. All these create favorable environment for business and universities integration for carrying out collaborate projects and scientific researches.
Technology platforms are the key communication instrument capable to be
used for actvization efforts to create future-oriented commercial technologist, new
products (services), to attract additional resources for carrying out projects and
researches, improvement of the existing legal framework in the science and tech-
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nology, innovative development field within the universities and companies collaboration system.
Government of Russian Federation Resolutions № 218, 219, 220.
Resolutions provide the corresponding system of ways of state support for development of Russian universities and business cooperation, that bring forward
complex projects of establishing high-technology manufacturing (Res. № 218),
supporting universities’ innovation infrastructure development (Res. № 219), attracting leading scientists (Res. № 220). The suggested system of support arrangements for universities and business community is targeted mainly at stimulating
innovative development of the country, development of human capacity in the
science, education, technology and innovation sphere. According to the materials
for the Government Commission for Advanced Technology and Innovation session, active collaboration between companies and higher education institutes or
other scientific organizations is confirmed by the high rate of companies that plan
to enhance communication with supporting universities on various cooperation
directions. In addition, this collaboration is planned to be developed not only in
scientific and research, but also in education sphere (Table 1) [15].

Table 1. Planned forms of cooperation with supported universities

Forms of cooperation with supported universities

Company’s employee training and education

Rate of the companies planning these activities within
the innovative development
program framework
98%

Conducting practices and internships of students, post-graduates and scientific and academic staff in the company, participation of the company’s staff
in scientific activities and instructorship
Participation in the work of collegiate authorities on educational and scientific
activity issues

89%
91%

Attracting higher education institutes to carry out research and advanced development works

96%

Cooperative exploitation of research and experimental capacities in the higher
education institutions or/and in the company’s facilities

17%

Training staff for the company on special programs, improvement of academic programs and curricula of higher education institutions

98%

Stimulation of entrepreneurial activity in higher education institutions and
commercialization of the results of collaborate projects

11%

Attracting scientific organizations to carry out research and advanced development works

96%
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Modern economy is, in fact, knowledge economy where low labor costs, limited natural resources and limited access to the traditional transport network gets
substituted by a number of new priorities, like science and technology; management; responsible public authorities; high-technology infrastructure; education;
transparency in all social structures. The most important economical characteristic
of the modern society is the high level of knowledge required for most basic industries. In commodity economy (1880-1918) knowledge level rate was 14,7%,
in industrial (1918-1981) it was 18%, and in technology economy (1981-2035) it
became 48,9% [9].
The transition to the new type of economic development involves a lot of different changes, among which one of the most important is the change that happens
to the person in economy. In this connection a lot of attention is paid to the characteristics of the new employee.
Those that became noticeable qualitative characteristics are intellectuality, innovativeness (ability to comprehend, perceive, endeavor and be able to introduce
innovations to economy), educational mobility, meaning the ability of the person
to study, to receive education and to get re-educated continuously. In the “Policy
framework of the Russian Federation in the field of science and technology development for the period up to 2010 and beyond” the “formation of a system of
continuous training of highly qualified personnel in the field of innovative entrepreneurship and the conditions for their rotation in the scientific, technology and
innovation fields” was accepted as one of the most important tasks for maintaining
and developing human resources in research and technology complex.
Russia has a historical experience of government programs of training and retraining enterprises and companies specialists in USSR. If to aside the fact that the
means of production were state-owned and there was no private industry in the
country then, establishment of faculties for training industry organizators in the
leading higher education institutions can be seen as an experience in universities
and industry cooperation in the training and retraining field. Starting from 1965
four institutions of higher education annually received a hundred of listeners for
training lasting from 6 months to a year depending on the composition of listeners
and academic program [19].
This partnership approach was supported by the fact that enterprises sent forward-looking employees to these courses, providing them with training leave for
the appropriate time with the preservation of the average wage. State universities
provided study process and living conditions of the faculty listeners.
In nowadays Russia several collaborate projects with public-private partnership
to improve personnel development of the real sector of economy, including in par176

ticular Federal program of training managers for the national economy of Russian
Federation (presidential program) [26] and Presidential program of engineering
staff advanced training for 2012-2014 period [12].
Presidential program of training managers for the national economy of Russian
Federation is a large-scale and in many ways unique program. It is being realized
in Russian Federation since 1998 in accordance with the Decree of the President
of Russian Federation of July 23, 1997 № 774 “On the training of managers for
national economy of Russian Federation” and Resolution of the Government of
Russian Federation of March 24, 2004 № 177 “On the training of the managers for
enterprises of national economy of Russian Federation in 2007/08 – 2014/15 academic years”. Strategic aim of the presidential program is quality improvement of
management on native enterprises to the international level. Training of specialists
within the framework of the Program is conducted in three levels:
– basic academic programs of vocational retraining of “B” (basic) type provide
basic training of managers (550 academic hours);
– project-oriented programs of vocational retraining of “”A” (advanced) type provide higher level of competence development (120 academic hours);
– advanced training academic programs of “Q” (qualification) type stipulate advanced training of specialists on “Entrepreneurship development” and “Management in innovation field” academic programs. These programs are oriented on
manager’s competence development in establishment or development of small
and medium business (including those in innovative branches of economy).
Participation in the program of training managers gives enterprises and
Russian organizations opportunities to:
• create background for transition to the new forms and approaches to management;
• bring to life positive changes in management and manufacturing structures and
in corporative culture;
• resolve specific problems during training and abroad internship of its specialists
(restructuration, reorientation, receiving investments and assignments et al.);
• establish new productive-economic contacts with Russian and foreign enterprises, as well as improve existing connections to traditional partners;
• participate in special federal information database. This will give additional opportunities during participation in competitions for government contracts and in
attracting investments.
Specialists gain from the program opportunities to:
• take a special training course and receive professional knowledge;
• take internship on leading Russian and foreign enterprises;
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• establish business and friendly contacts with Russian and foreign colleagues;
• be included in the special federal information database of federal and regional
personnel reserve.
Training od specialists is conducted in 102 higher education institutions in almost every region of Russian Federation. Program financing is combined from 3
sources – 33% comes from federal budget, 33% from regional and 34% is funded
either by the enterprise that recommends the specialist or the specialist himself.
During 15 years of program implementation more than 73000 specialists of
different sectors of Russian economy already took the training, more than 13000
specialists took internship on foreign enterprises, more than 350 foreign managers
took internship in Russian enterprises.
Every year graduates of the presidential program create 400-450 new enterprises, 5000 to 10000 new workplaces, investments, including foreign, are being attracted, collaborate enterprises in partnership with foreign partners are being
created (up to 80 collaborate projects a year), i.e. the mean economic effect of the
program is more than 4,0 billion rubles a year (more than 130 thousands USD)
[12]. Presidential program also supports professional and career growth of young
directors, about a quarter of graduates notice a quick career growth.
Presidential program of advanced training of engineering staff for 2012-2014
period is being realized in accordance with the Decree of the President of Russian
Federation of May 7, 2012 № 594.
The goals of the program are quality improvement of specialists in engineering and technical industries that are strategically important for Russian economic
development and improvement of engineering training structure within the framework of strategical partnership of Russian educational institutions with enterprises
and organizations of the real sector of the economy [17].
The program provides solution to the following tasks:
– provision of public-private partnership in organization and actualization of engineering staff advanced training on in-demand directions among the enterprises
and in the real sector of economy;
– forming of banc of actual additional professional education programs of advanced training and internship for engineering staff, realized on the basis of Russian educational institutions and engineering centers within the Russian territory
and abroad.
In 2012 Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation has developed and actualized the mechanism of competitive selection of actual additional
education programs of advanced training on the top-priority directions in economy
modernization and technological development:
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- energy efficiency and resource conservation;
- development of nuclear, transport and space systems;
- development of medical, strategic information technology;
- development of nanosystem industry;
- development of future-oriented types of armament, military and special techincs.
Russian universities develop advanced training programs under assignments
of targeted enterprises and organizations of the real sector of economy and in collaboration with them.
A distinguishing feature of advanced training programs selected during the
competition is their practical orientation on future development of specialist’s professional competence on existing specialization and qualification.
Program has a mechanism of double-sided funding: federal budget allotments
and funds of enterprises and organizations of the real sector of economy that send
their employees to training and internships.
Co-funding of enterprises must be not less than 50% of federal budget expenses
on advanced training and internships of technical and engineering specialists of
enterprises and organizations of the real sector of economy.
The total amount of state subsides allotted on education on advanced training
and internship programs for specialists of Russian enterprises in priority sectors of
economy is 750 million rubles, including 200 million rubles in 2012, 250 million
rubles in 2013 and 200 million rubles in 201419.
Two competitive selections were conducted in 2012 and 2013 according to the
program. Table 2 presents data on the number of programs and universities that
took part in the program implementation.

Table 2. Main characteristics of Personnel advanced training program
Year

Amount of
participants

2012
2013

51
79

The amount of
Amount of training
budget allotments,
programs
million rubles
161
179,8
261
295,7

Exchange rates of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation on 15.05.2013: 1 USD– 31,2778
rub.; 1 EUR – 40,6768 rub.
19
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The program of year 2012 has been implemented, and this allows making several estimations [17]:
– 51 educational institutions became the participants of the program;
– 161 advanced training programs were implemented;
– 5209 technical and engineering specialists took training (more than a half of the
listeners were under 40);
– 1255 people are going to take internship within the territory of Russia;
– 472 people are going to take internship abroad;
– 492 enterprises took part in the program as the business party;
– 330 specialists of partner enterprises took part in implementing advanced training programs as instructors.
In Russia internships for participants of the program were organized in 151
organization situated in 44 cities of the country. 75% of them were scientific, research and technology, education, research and engineering centers. Internships in
abroad took part in 23 neighboring (Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Belarus) and far-abroad
countries (Germany, Finland, UK, USA, Austria, China).
As educational institutions point out, participation in 2012 year program implementation had a positive effect on changes on the educational process: it supported
academic programs in adapting to the requirements of a specific order and a target
group of trainees, increase in the number of academic hours given on practical
studies; it speeded up the transition of advanced training programs to the modular
format.
Anticipated results of the program implementation:
– to improve skills of not less than 15000 specialists on the basis of Russian educational institutions in partnership with research and engineering centers within
Russian territory and abroad;
– to complete the work on mechanisms of long-term partnership implementation in
training human reserves and improving skills of engineering staff for enterprises
and organizations of the real sector of economy in the basis of Russian educational institutions;
– to form a bank of advanced training programs that bring to life modern education technologies and form actual competences for engineering staff in the toppriority fields of technical and technological development;
– to support the development of engineering education by actualization of advanced training programs.
Thus, the implementation of two presidential programs of advanced training
is targeted on building up cooperation between universities and business through
public-private partnership, involvement of business in building academic pro180

grams in accordance with its needs and in funding educational processes.
Modern universities are not only educational organizations, but are also big
research centers whose research is connected to implementation enterprises and
big business. World Economic Forum in its every year estimation of competitive
ability level «The Global Competitiveness Report» includes the «University-industry research collaboration» index in the estimation of the innovation rate of national
economy. Analysis of RF position dynamics shows the come-down of the rate from
45 in 2002-2003 to 85 in 2012-2013 rating. It should be noted that the index change
was insignificant (within 3,3-3,8 limits) (Table 3). This may tell that positively the
“Universities-business” relations level does not undergo significant changes in Russia,
and the positive dynamics in other countries leads to the relative come-down of the
country’s rate on this index.

Table 3. Russia and Italy position on the «12.04 University-industry research collaboration» index in the ratings of World Economic Forum «The Global Competitiveness Report»
Year
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014

Russian Federation
(Value/Rank)
3.7 (61)
3.5 (75)
3.4 (85)
4.25 (64)

ITALY
(Vaue/Rank)
4.3 (43)
4.3 (43)
4.46 (42)
4.14 (49)

Mean

Best value

3,7
3,7
3,7
3.7

United States
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland

(5.8)
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.7)

Note. Composed based on the data of The Global Competitiveness Report 2002-2003. New York. Oxford. Oxford
University Press. 2003. – p. 580; 2008-2009, 2009-2010, 2010-2011, 2011-2012, 2012-2013. World Economic
Forum. Number in brackets show the level of the national economy rate.

Improvement of communication between Russian universities and companies
in research and advanced development field will be supported by the government measures for development of public-private partnership. According to the
Government Commission for High Technology and Innovation estimation [14],
the companies will increase the share of expenditure on research and advanced
development works conducted by higher education institutions. In the future two
years the volume of financing such works will have a 78% raise, from11,2 billion
rubles in 2011 to 20 billion rubles in 2013, this will amount to about 12% of extrabudgetary expenditures on R&D work. Furthermore, in order to improve the quality of conducted development works almost all companies planned conclusions of
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agreements on collaboration with the most important educational institutions for
them.
Structure and the amount of funding research and advanced development works
conducted by the higher education institutions on companies’ assignments, as well
as the change in amount of funding R&D works conducted by the higher education
institutions on assignments of high-technology and service companies are shown
in the following graphs [14].

Figure 4. S
 tructure and amount of funding R&D works conducted by
higher education institution on companies’ assignments, million rubles

(Source: Протокол заседания правительственной комиссии по высоким технологиям и инновациям от 1 апреля 2011 №2 «О ходе реализации программ инновационного развития крупнейших компаний с государственным участием и развитии механизмов частно-государственного партнёрства в
инновационной cфере»)

The highest level of financing research and advanced development works assignments conducted by higher education institutions is planned to be distributed
by general engineering companies (44% in three years), power supply companies
(21,7% respectively) and high-technology companies (14,9%). In addition, transport companies are going to increase the amount of R&D works conducted by universities funding about three times, infrastructure companies plan 200% increase
and the increase of military-industrial complex is going to be 180,5% (Figure 5).
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Open to public competitive selections of organizations that would be given the
right to receive grants for creation and establishment of high-technology production complex project development are conducted to develop cooperation between
Russian universities and state-owned companies. The Government of Russian Federation ratified on the April 9, 2010 the Resolution № 218 “On measures of state
support for the development of cooperation between higher education institutions
and organizations that implement complex projects on creating high-technology
production”.
In the 2010-2012 period 19 billion rubles were set to be allotted from the federal budget to support the development of cooperation between higher education
institutions and organizations that implement complex projects on creating hightechnology production.
The Resolution provides the possibility of subsidizing manufacturing enterprises for the period of 1 to 3 years, with the amount of financing up to 100 million rubles a year for funding complex projects of high-technology production
organization that are conducted by manufacturing enterprises in collaboration with
higher education institutions. Organization of the new high-technology production
is meant to be performed at the enterprise’s own expense. Also, at least 20% of
the assets should be spent at research, advanced development and technological
works.
Four rounds of the open contest have already been conducted by the present day
[20]. Data on their results (amount of participants and winner projects) are shown
in the table 4.

Table 4. Results of open contests
Round
1
2
3
4

Amount of winner projects
57
55
71
30

Amount of companies
17
54
65
30

Amount of higher education institutions
49
49
52
25

262 applications were sent to the IV round of the open-to-public competitive
selections of organizations that would be given the right to receive grants for creation and establishment of high-technology production complex project development. 248 organizations from 56 regions of all federal districts of Russian Fed183

eration took part in the contest. 30 applications were named the winners of the
open-to-public competitive selections of organizations that would be given the
right to receive grants for creation and establishment of high-technology production (IV round). 30 companies are going to carry out these projects in collaboration
with 25 higher education institutions and 1 state research facility. The total amount
of requested allotments was more than 4,5 billion rubles. Total amount of extrabudgetary funds of winner organizations exceeds the requested allotments by 3%
and adds up to about 4,8 billion rubles.
In the present time 158 projects – winners of I, II and III rounds of competitive selection are being supported. The total amount of allotments from the federal
budget is about 28 billion rubles. Total amount of organizations’ extra-budgetary
funds does beyond 32 billion rubles.
One of the examples of active collaboration of universities and business is
joint-stock company “Academician M.F. Reshetnev Information Satellite System”
(JSC “ISS”). In 2012 JSC “ISS” invited 16 universities and 3 scientific research organizations of the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS) to conduct R&D works. 55
research and advanced development works with a total of 357 million rubles were
performed on the assignment of JSC”ISS”. The structure of assignment allocation
between the organizations is shown in the Figure 6.
JSC “ISS” in collaboration with basic universities and scientific organizations
(participants of “National information satellite system” technology platform) took
part in II and III rounds of open-to-public competitive selections of organizations
that would be given the right to receive grants for creation and establishment of
high-technology production complex project development in collaboration with
higher education institutions. Three universities are going to conduct research, advanced development and technological works on JSC “ISS” assignment. These
works’ topics cover the top-priority directions specified by the program of the innovative development of the enterprise and accepted by the Scientific and Technical Council of JSC “ISS”.
Implementation of all projects is carried out on a public-private partnership
basis. Within the three year period (from 2013 to 2015) universities will conduct
research, advanced development and development of technology works in behalf
of JSC “ISS”. The enterprise’s expenses for conducted research and development
works during this period will be compensated each year. That will allow ISS to
attract more than half a billion rubles from the federal budget in the form of allotments on innovation development. In its turn the enterprise must launch hightechnology production on all directions at its own expenses, implementing technologies developed by universities.
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Figure 6. Structure of JSC “ISS” R&D works assignments allocation

Another form of universities and business cooperation in the field of scientific
research is construction of technology platforms (TP). Public-private partnership
in this field is used to attract real business in building and implementation of the
system of values of innovative development.
Presently more than 30 technology platforms in 13 directions (connected with
priority areas of science, technology and technical development and with the country’s critical technology list) exist in Russian Federation [14,21,27].
One of the main approaches to construction of technology platforms is the cooperation between universities, research organizations and enterprises of the real
sector of economy in developing and implementing in production radically new
technologies; creation of research and technology stock, especially interindustrial,
based on the system of fundamental research; adapting vocational education to the
needs of research and real sectors of economy.
Analysis of program materials and work results shows the active participation
of leading Russian universities in construction and functioning of TP, which is
confirmed by the list of the technology platform participants. As the positive examples of activization of such cooperation are “Mechatronics technology, embedded control systems, RFID and robotics”, “Air mobility and aviation technology”,
“National space technology platform” TPs.
Coordinator organizations of “Mechatronics technology, embedded control
systems, RFID and robotics” TP are Moscow institute of physics and technology,
JSC “RUSNANO” and Russian state scientific center for robotics and technical cybernetics. The participants of TP are 34 higher education institutions, 27 research
organizations and 32 enterprises of the real sector of economy, in particular JSC
“Avtovaz”, JSC “Corporation “Russian Systems”, JSC “S.P. Korolev rocket and
space corporation “Energia” [24]. The anticipated result of the platform’s function-
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ing is the creation of new effective mechanisms of research and industrial cooperation between research centers, industrial organizations and universities.
In 2011 in innovative development of state-owned companies programs more
than 20 billion rubles was set on funding research hand advanced development
works conducted by universities and research organizations. One of the areas of TP
activities is assistance in personnel training organization on behalf of technology
platform participants.
The results of 2011 activities revealed the following problems in cooperation
between the platform participants in this area:
- lack of the current level of practical knowledge among students;
- growing lack of engineering staff in general and qualified constructors and technologists in particular;
- lack of qualified specialists on the niche activities of companies, for example,
often a targeted training on specific technologies in specific production is needed;
- lack of interest among business structures to provide material support to educational institutions because of the income tax system peculiarities.
To resolve these problems there are the following suggestions:
- to activate establishment of basic departments of companies in leading universities, including those imposed on plants;
- to continue the work on establishing research and education laboratories in the
departments and on establishing research and education centers;
- to adapt programs of the leading universities situated in the companies’ home regions to the needs of the real sector, including the conduction of various courses
on plants;
- to develop stimulating programs for aspirants and students of the universities,
motivating young people to study a specific vocation in the leading regional university or the one in the capital, but with a condition of returning to the home
town and working on the plant for several years [15].
“Air mobility and aviation technology” TPs considers educational activities,
academic plans and programs refining in regard of the needs of science and business, personnel training and retraining, assignment of talented youths as one of
activities and the major one [23]. Among technology platform participants there
are 11 universities, 13 research organizations and engineering centers, 9 holding
companies, 7 manufacturing companies and 2 airline companies. The action plan
for TP provides in 2013 the following activities: monitoring of staff assistance in
participating in TP enterprises and organizations, also the consideration of assisting research and engineering staff further and advanced training.
The main tasks of “Deep processing of hydrocarbon resources” TP are:
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- coordination of research, educational, project and business resources to conduct
top-priority projects and their industrial implementation;
- development of priority directions of the industry development on the basis of a
professional analysis of the Russian and worldwide situation.
TP consists of 30 higher education institutions, 24 research institutions, 3 experimental design and project organizations, 29 manufacturing enterprises [22].
The goals of the “National space technology platform” TP (NSTP) are organization of regular network cooperation for the NSTP participants, development of
the long-term strategy of scientific and applied research and its systematic readjustment, promotion of Russian production and services. This becomes possible
because of the harmonization of the efforts of related parties, among which are
federal ministries and executive departments, regional and municipal authorities,
scientific and educational organizations, public corporations, enterprises and organizations of all forms of ownership, infrastructure monopolies. Attempted efforts
are brought out within the frames of the mechanisms of realization of science
and technology policy, industry strategies and programs, corporative development
program etc.
Presently 48 organizations take part in the technology platform activities, including 20 R&D and manufacturing organizations and 28 research and educational. Among the initiators of NSTP are FSUE “Khrunichev state research and
production space center”, JSC “S.P. Korolev rocket and space corporation “Energia”, Kazan national research technological university, Ufa state aviation technical
university.
The most important result of NSTP activities is the establishment of the innovative educational infrastructure on behalf of educational institutions of different
levels on the profile of the technology platform.
A system of supported (basic) universities for the complex personnel and
scientific provision of TP participants’ activities and successful implementation
of the program of strategical research for TP was created within the framework
of TP development. One of the positive examples of establishing basic university and academic program highly sought by space industry enterprises that take
part in TP is Siberian federal university.
Thus, participation in technology platforms allows universities to expand competences that are of interest for business (training, engineering, long-term forecasting activities), to improve the quality of training of specialists considering the
required technological competences, to attract students and post-graduates to the
project activities, forming research and entrepreneurial competences in them.
At the present day in Russia has appeared a socially oriented business that pro187

vides welfare work in different directions, in particular – supporting educational
institutions, students and instructors.
One of the first funds in the modern Russian history was Vladimir Potanin
Foundation. It has an annual budget of more than 300 million rubles to implement programs in the culture and education field [4]. Federal grant program of
the foundation was oriented on supporting the best students of the leading Russian universities, on expanding possibilities for their personal and career growth.
Foundationers are selected on competitive basis among outstanding students that
possess leadership skills and business qualities. Program components:
- annual competitive selection in the universities;
- a monthly scholarship throughout a year;
- Winter and Summer schools for foundationers;
- grants to the winners of Schools for volunteer projects implementation;
- projects implementation monitoring.
In the 2000-2012 years period more than 170 thousands of students from leading Russian state universities took part in competitive selections; more than 15,6
thousands of scholarships were granted; 300 foundationers participate in every
School; 129 teams from 54 universities won in the volunteer projects contest; more
than 130 projects are implemented and are being developed by specialists.
The second direction of the Federal grant program there are the grants to young
instructors of state universities for creating the content of personal internet sites
that can be used in academic process.
In conclusion, it may be noted that:
- the creation of the network of research and federal universities, activization of
state financial support for business community, scientific research community
and training of specialists considering the needs of business in regional universities of Russian Federation confirm the growing role of universities as centers for
generating new knowledge;
- the results of the conducted research show the increased state intervention into
universities’ activities in order to strengthen their collaboration with business.
Basic forms of universities and business communication are stimulated mainly
through various programs of public-private partnership;
- higher education institutions and business structures need each other as potential
sources of activities. Specific nature of universities and business cooperation lies
in encouraging educational institutions to carry out the new level of quality for
educational activities and to conduct researches and collaborate projects. As the
researches have shown, this cooperation results in the growth in the number of
young researchers that are involved in scientific researches, an increase in extra188

budgetary funding, appearance of new modern research directions required to
strengthen innovative development of country’s economy et al.;
- a new form of communication between universities and business is formed as the
result of appearance of socially oriented business, involved with welfare work in
various directions, particularly supporting educational institutions, specific students and instructors;
- the possibilities of the development of communication between universities and
business in Russian Federation mostly depend not on the government encouragements, but on the activization of the participants of the “universities-business”
cooperation.
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Models of mathematical trainers for realization in
system of electronic education

Martynova N. S, Ovchinnikov I. I., Zuban Y. A.
Sumy State University

The development of computer technology has led to a rethinking of the
traditional learning. Modern visualization capabilities enable to demonstrate
clearly many complex processes, laws and theories.
The relevance of this article is driven by the need to improve the means and
methods of development of electronic simulators. Creating trainers and simulators
is a complex process requiring new approaches to the implementation of models
of such systems. The largest share of interaction between student and learning
content falls on «interactive computer simulators», whose task is the development
and consolidation of different skills.
In most cases, virtual simulators and trainers are used to model real objects
and allow acquiring certain skills in interaction with these objects. An example is
the simulators for pilots, drivers, astronauts and others allowing to considerably
reduce the cost of training, requiring expensive exercise equipment.
The role of simulators in mathematics is quite different. Part of the simulators
allows to visualize the analytical model of the given mathematical object in real
time and to show the relationship between the variable parameters of the model
and its possible visual graphical representation. Such simulators enable to explain
the study material more clearly, better understand the possible connections and
dependencies.
Another category of mathematical trainers allows you to develop and acquire
skills in solving certain types of tasks that require multiple reinforcement of the
material. These simulators allow to generate assignments with variable parameters
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in a convenient way and let the learner form a solution of the problem using a
given method. These simulators allow to repeat each step of solution many times,
to indicate and correct the mistakes, minimize the preparation work in comparison
with the classical forms of tasks execution.
Creation of mathematical trainers is a difficult process that requires highly
skilled programmers and detailed scenarios of simulator work provided by the
methodists. Full trainers should combine the functions of a teacher, demonstrator,
controller and provide:
• ability to simplify or complicate the learning task;
• changes of the parameters and of the time scale;
• suspension of the process at any time for discussion of situation and analysis of
decisions and actions of the student;
•possibility of multiple repetition of the situation for reinforcement of the necessary
skills;
• permanent quality control of student actions;
• demonstration of solutions, including a training mode (step by step solution);
• registration of achievements and failures of the student.
The structure of the trainer could be visualized using the block scheme:
The structure of the simulator includes:
• a module of reading and interpretation of the scenario. This unit is responsible for
the data preparation for a specific task of the simulator, initialization of service
parameters;
• a module of graphical representation of the algorithm. One of the most important
modules of trainer, which is responsible for interpretation of tasks and graphical
representation of the algorithm;
• the input and output modules. Provide exchange of data between the user and
trainer in the form specified by the interpreter (formulas, tables, text input, etc.).
• control module. Together with graphic block and input/output block, control
module makes the core of the trainer. It interprets user input according to the
scenario and service settings, provides feedback in a given reaction;
• a manager of phase change. Performs change in the phase state of the algorithm
according to orders from the control unit. Allows to transit from one step to
another, to adjust the current state;
• a module of control and record. This module provides registration of user’s
actions (results), logging operation and configuration of the program, performs
interaction with the database and provides control of the trainer’s core.
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Such scheme of the trainer provides high flexibility of the system, that allows
to use various scenarios of the simulator without changing the design and structure
of the core. In essence, this model is a «scenario player» and with the development
of such trainer’s implementation will allow to create a single-player module for
all types of scenarios in the future. Such structure also provides the connection
of additional modules for extra functionality. By analogy with the electronic
content management systems, such system will be used to provide and organize a
collaborative process of creating, editing, and managing scenarios for the simulator,
and the effort required to maintain this system will reduce greatly, while the main
work on the simulator will be writing scripts by methodologist.
An example of implementation of such scheme may be trainers in mathematics
at Tomsk Polytechnic University. Using scripts has enabled to create about 120
trainers, using only 9 modules. The main feature and highlight of their system is
a powerful tool for inputting answers with different patterns, as well as a flexible
scripting system.
A similar system of trainers was developed in Sumy State University (SSU).
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SSU successfully uses its own Java framework for creating applets in mathematical
trainers since 2002.
It allows to form a task on a given algorithm with variable parameters, implement
the solution in stages, breaking each algorithm of solution into logical steps with
the ability to specify incorrectly entered answers and assess the knowledge within
a given teacher model.
Since 2012, SSU has developed a new Java framework which allows to
implement more flexible algorithm of user-entered answers processing, provides
the ability to store intermediate results of the trainer with a further extension at any
time from any computer.
All training courses in the distance learning system are divided into sections
and each of them corresponds to a set of mathematical trainers. The program gives
instructions for solving the task and correction of errors in real time.
One of the features of our trainers is the opportunity to ask your teacher directly
from the interface of the simulator, and the teacher will know at what stage of
the job a trainee was for a more accurate and competent response. It should also
be mentioned that many trainers have automatic condition generation (where
appropriate).
Open full-fledged trainers of higher mathematics are gaining more importance.
Despite the fact that the trainers in mathematics in free access are mainly
targeted at primary school students, there are also examples of well-organized
trainers, such as e-math.ru. This online resource provides a set of trainings on
linear algebra, mathematical analysis, discrete mathematics and cryptology. The
lecture material is accompanied by examples, illustrations and tests trainers for
reinforcement of the material and assessment of knowledge.
Thus, such systems of training are affordable, efficient enough and provide
progressive ways of learning of the distance course in higher mathematics.
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The wider objective of the project is to contribute to further improvement of Russian, Ukrainian and Armenian higher education by developing sectorial qualifications frameworks for informatics and management and promoting quality, coherence and relevance of the qualification awards.
The project specific objectives aim to: establish a platform for stakeholder active
collaboration for identifying qualification requirements for bachelor and master
students in the fields of informatics and management; develop sectorial qualifications frameworks (SQF) in the fields of informatics and management drawing
on the National Qualifications Frameworks of the target countries and European
Qualifications Framework; operationalise SQFs by introducing new learning outcomes for informatics and management in the partner countries.
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INFORMATICS AND MANAGEMENT: BOLOGNA-STYLE
QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORKS - INARM
The project INARM is coordinated by Maria Curie-Sklodowska University and
is involving 6 European Union partner and 26 partner from Eastern Europe (11
from Russian, 10 from Ukrainian and 6 from Armenia).
The wider objective of INARM is to contribute to further improvement of Russian, Ukrainian and Armenian higher education.
This project will contribute to further improvement of Russian, Ukrainian and
Armenian Higher Education by developing “sectorial qualifications frameworks” for informatics and management and promoting quality, coherence and
relevance of the qualification awards.
It will do so through achievement of its specific objectives, which evolve around
establishing a platform for stakeholder active collaboration for identifying qualification requirements for bachelor and master students in the field of informatics and management; developing “sectorial qualifications frameworks” (SQF)
in the field of informatics and management drawing on the National Qualifications Frameworks of the target countries and European Qualifications Framework; and last, but not least, “operationalising” SQFs by introducing new
learning outcomes for informatics and management in the participating countries.
This book has been published in the frame of
Tempus project 530601-TEMPUS-1-2012-1-PL-TEMPUS-SMHES,
Title: Informatics and Management: Bologna-Style Qualifications Frameworks

